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Abstract
Magnetic fields play a key role in a wide variety of phenomena found on the Sun. One such phe-
nomena is the Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) where a large amount of material is ejected from the
Sun. CME’s may directly affect the earth, therefore understanding their origin is of key importance
for space weather and the near-Earth environment.
In this thesis, the nature and evolution of solar magnetic fields is considered through a combination
of Magnetic Flux Transport Simulations and Potential Field Source Surface Models. The Magnetic
Flux Transport Simulations produce a realistic description of the evolution and distribution of the
radial magnetic field at the level of the solar photosphere. This is then applied as a lower boundary
condition for the Potential Field Source Surface Models which prescribe a coronal magnetic field.
Using these two techniques, the location and variation of coronal null points, a key element in the
Magnetic Breakout Model of CMEs, are determined. Results show that the number of coronal null
points follow a cyclic variation in phase with the solar cycle. In addition, they preferentially form
at lower latitudes as a result of the complex active latitude field. Although a significant number of
coronal nulls may exist at any one time (≈ 17), it is shown that only half may satisfy the necessary
condition for breakout. From this it is concluded that while the Magnetic Breakout Model of CMEs
is an important model in understanding the origin of the CMEs, other processes must occur in order
to explain the observed number of CMEs.
Finally, the Magnetic Flux Transport Simulations are applied to stellar magnetic fields and in particu-
lar to the fast rotating star HD171488. From this speculative study it is shown that the Magnetic Flux
3
4Transport Simulations constructed for the Sun may be applied in very different stellar circumstances
and that for HD171488 a significantly higher rate of meridional flow (1200-1400 ms−1) is required to
match observed magnetic field distributions.
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Introduction
The Sun is the closest star to Earth, at a distance of 1 AU (1.50×1011m = 215R⊙). It is approximately
4.5×109 years old, has a mass of 1.99 × 1030 kg and a radius R⊙ = 696, 000 km. The Sun itself is
a ball of plasma that is held together by its own gravity, with a mean density of 1.4 × 103kg m−3.
The Sun does not rotate as a solid body and exhibits differential rotation. The properties of this
differential rotation are an equatorial rotation rate of approximately 26 days and a polar rotation rate
of approximately 30 days. There are two additional large-scale surface flow effects which transport
magnetic flux on the solar surface. These are meridional circulation and super-granular diffusion (full
details of these transport processes can be found in Chapter 2).
The image in Figure 1.1 shows the structure of the Sun from the radiative inner core to the corona.
The inner core is the hottest region of the Sun, with temperatures of 15× 106K. Energy is first trans-
ported out of the core as photons traveling through the radiative zone and then through convection
in the convection zone. Through these regions the temperature drops to 400,000K in the radiative
zone and then approximately 14,000K in the convection zone. Just above the convection zone lies the
photosphere. This is the visible layer that we see when observing the Sun, and has a temperature of
approximately 6,000K. Above the photosphere is a thin layer called the chromosphere. The temper-
ature in this layer is approximately 10,000K. Above this lies the corona, which has a temperature of
approximately 2×106K. The corona is only visible to the naked eye during times of full solar eclipse,
due to the brightness of the solar photosphere.
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Figure 1.1: Image showing the structure of the Sun from the inner core, through the radiative and convection zones, past
the photosphere and chromosphere, out to the solar corona. Approximate distances and widths of various layers are given,
along with the direction of radiative diffusion and convection (image taken from Berthoud (1997)).
The magnetic field on the Sun follows the solar sunspot cycle, which is approximately 11 years
in length. During this time, the magnetic field in the polar regions switches signs just after solar
maximum and magnetic bipoles follow a general emergence pattern. At the start of the solar cycle,
magnetic bipoles emerge at higher latitudes on the photosphere (approximately ±40◦). As the solar
cycle progresses towards solar maximum, where emergence rates are at their highest, the average
latitude of emergence of magnetic bipoles gets closer to the solar equation. During the declining
phase of the cycle, named due to the declining numbers of emergeing magnetic bipoles, the average
latitude of emergence remains low and around the equator, whilst the number of emerging bipoles
decreases. This results in a drop in the amount of large scale magnetic flux on the Sun. As the new
cycle begins, magnetic bipoles start emerging at higher latitudes and then follow the same pattern
described above in the new cycle. Whilst the Sun generally follows this emergence pattern, during
Maunder Minimum (which occurred between 1645 and 1715), sunspot observations were very rare.
No distinct pattern was seen and only about 50 sunspots were seen during this time.
Whilst the emerging sunspots follow the described emergence patterns, they also follow several dis-
tinct patterns during the 11 year cycles, namely Joy’s tilt law and Hale’s polarity law. Joy’s law
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Figure 1.2: Image showing a 3-part CME taken from the LASCO C3 imager. Visible is the high density central core,
surrounding low density cavity and leading CME front, all of which make up this CME’s structure.
described how the emerging bipoles appear with a tilt angle which tends to have the leading polarity
tilted towards the equator and the trailing polarity tilted towards the polar field. Hale’s law describes
how magnetic bipoles emerge such that the east-west ordering of polarities within the bipole is op-
posite within hemispheres and that the leading spot has the same polarity as the polar field of the
hemisphere into which it is emerging. It then describes how the orientation of the polarities switches
between solar cycles, but still follows this general rule.
The Sun exhibits a wide variety of phenomena ranging from filaments/prominences (Martin , 1998)
and coronal loops (Zaitsev and Stepanov, 2008) to solar flares (Phillips , 2002) and coronal mass
ejections (CMEs) to name but a few. Some of these, most notably CMEs, can cause a variety of space
weather and have various affects upon the Earth’s magnetic field and surrounding atmosphere.
1.1 Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs)
A coronal mass ejection is a huge eruption of plasma, which can be up to approximately 1016kg,
originating from the solar atmosphere. The frequency of eruptions can vary between one every few
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Graphs showing (a) the number of CMEs observed using the LASCO C2 and C3 imagers between 1996 and
2006 and (b) the number of observed CMEs versus latitude. The total number of CMEs in graph (b) is less than graph (a)
due to the fact that halo CMEs are not included as calculating their latitude of origin is impossible. These graphs were
produced using the CME catalogue from the LASCO C2 and C3 imagers.
days at solar minimum, to 5 or 6 per day at solar maximum. They propagate away from the Sun at
speeds of up to 1000 kms−1. The first detected CME was documented by Tousey (1973), at the Na-
tional Research Laboratory using the orbiting solar observatory (OSO-7). He documented the CME
using observational data obtained from Skylab. Figure 1.2 shows a LASCO C3 image of a three
part CME, named such due to the 3 part structure present within it, which consists of a high density
central core, low density surrounding cavity and propagation front leading the CME. Over the years,
much work has been done to calculate the variation of coronal mass ejections throughout the solar
cycle, from variablility of size to latitude of occurence to frequency and other characteristics (Cre-
mades & St. Cyr, 2007). Using all of the coronagraph data collected so far (almost three solar cycles
worth) Cremades & St. Cyr (2007) found that CMEs follow a cyclic variation throughout the solar
cycle, with more occurring just after solar maximum, at the start of the declining phase, and fewer
at solar minimum. Moreover, detailed analysis of the properties of CMEs and their source-region
variation over the solar cycle, indicate that in fact, the spatio-temporal distribution of CME sources
follow the sunspot butterfly diagram, with more occurring at higher latitudes during the rising phase
of the cycle, and getting closer to the solar equator until just after solar maximum, where they remain
throughout the declining phase until solar minimum‘ (Yashiro et al., 2004; Cremades et al., 2006;
Howard et al., 2008). Figure 1.3(a) shows the numbers of CMEs observed by the LASCO instrument
throughout solar cycle 23 (from 1996-2006). This data was obtained from Taylorthe LASCO website
(http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CMElist/). These numbers include all sizes of CME observed by the C2
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and C3 coronagraphs, including halo CMEs. The sizes of the CMEs range from tiny (less than 109 kg)
to huge (approximately 1016 kg). The observed variation illustrates that as the amount of emerging
magnetic flux on the solar surface increases through the cycle, the number of coronal mass ejections
increase. The numbers peak around solar maximum and then decrease during the declining phase.
Figure 1.3(b) shows the number of CMEs occurring with latitude using the LASCO data for all sizes
of CME. This is calculated using the recorded position angle of the CME. It is worth noting that the
total numbers here are less than the overall number of CMEs due to the latitude of occurrence of halo
CMEs being indeterminable. Most of the CMEs occur within the active latitudes of the Sun, ±50◦
latitude, with fewer CMEs occurring at higher latitudes. These two graphs suggest that there is a
connection between the emerging magnetic flux on the solar surface and the occurrence of a coronal
mass ejection.
CMEs are generally associated with other solar events, including solar flares (Chertok, 1997) and
eruptive prominences (Zhou et al., 2003). This association is not fully understood and it was once
thought that flares and CMEs were directly connected, with flares driving CMEs. However, it is now
thought that only approximately 60% of flares are actually associated with a CME (Andrews, 2003).
Presently, CMEs (which have an associated flare) and the associated flares themselves are thought to
be caused by a common event. This is due to the peak of the CME speed and the flare peak radiation
often coinciding at the same time. While the common association is yet to be understood, it is thought
that these events are triggered by a large scale restructuring of the magnetic field.
A CME can have various effects on the Earth and the surrounding environment. If an interplane-
tary coronal mass ejection is directed Earthwards and comes into contact with the magnetosphere it
compresses the dayside (the side closest to the Sun) and extends the nightside (the side furthest away
from the Sun). This creates trillions of watts of energy that are sent back into the upper atmosphere
of the Earth. This may result in aurora borealis (in the northern hemisphere) and aurora australis
(in the southern hemisphere). CMEs can also have negative effects on Earth. They can disrupt radio
transmissions, cause power outages, cause damage to satellites and short electrical transmission lines
and they are also dangerous to astronauts due to the high levels of charged particles present within
them.
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Figure 1.4: Image showing the initial setup of the “Magnetic Breakout Model” postulated by Antiochos (1998). In this
image red indicates positive flux, while blue indicates negative flux. This initial configuration possesses a coronal null
point between the two central regions of oppositely orientated flux.
1.1.1 Models for the Initiation of a CME
A variety of possible CME initiation mechanisms have been proposed utilizing a variety of physical
phenomena. These include processes such as flux injection (Chen, 1989, 1996), dynamical instabili-
ties (Tokman & Bellan, 2002; To¨ro¨k & Kliem, 2003; Kusano et al., 2004) and flux cancellation (van
Ballegooijen & Martens, 1989; Priest & Forbes, 1990; Forbes & Priest, 1995).
In the flux injection model (Chen, 1989, 1996), a flux rope is held in the corona, initially in equilib-
rium. Magnetic flux is then injected into the base of the rope, which causes a loss of equilibrium.
This forces the base of the flux rope to rise through the corona and may eventually cause a CME
eruption. The initiation of a CME has been looked at in terms of dynamical instabilities. Tokman
& Bellan (2002); To¨ro¨k & Kliem (2003); Kusano et al. (2004) look at the effects of photospheric
motions on an initially twisted coronal flux tube. As the foot points of the flux tube are moved due
to these photospheric motions, coronal field configurations are produced which are shown to include
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the 3 part eruptive structure.
In flux cancellation (van Ballegooijen & Martens, 1989; Priest & Forbes, 1990; Forbes & Priest,
1995), a purely dipolar photospheric field is initially used. As the photospheric field is sheared,
reconnection between the different regions of magnetic flux occurs. This reconnection restructures
the coronal field and eventually results in a helical flux rope forming, which can support prominence
plasma. As reconnection continues, eruption occurs. Recently Yeates & Mackay (2009) carried
out global simulations of the coronal field based on observed magnetograms and found that flux
cancellation leading to the formation and loss of equilibrium of flux ropes could account for 50% of
the observed CME ejection rates over a 6 months period in 1999. Full reviews of CME initiation
mechanisms are available in the papers of Klimchuk (2001) and Lin et al. (2003).
The CME model of interest within the work presented here is the “Magnetic Breakout Model”, origi-
nally described by Antiochos (1998) (see also Antiochos et al. (1999); MacNeice et al. (2004); Lynch
et al. (2004); Choe et al. (2005)). In this model, a coronal null point plays a central role in the ejection
of magnetic flux from within the solar corona. The model consists of a quadrapolar photospheric flux
distribution, with overlying coronal field. This photospheric distribution gives rise to four distinct
magnetic flux regions (see Figure 1.4). The two centrally located coronal flux regions are of opposite
orientation and give rise to the formation of a coronal null point between them. Initially, this setup
is held in equilibrium. A shear flow is then driven across the central region of the photospheric field.
This shear flow causes the central flux region to rise, reconnecting with the overlying magnetic flux
at the null point. This newly reconnected magnetic flux then transfers into the two side regions of
the coronal distribution, while the central region continues to rise. As the overlying field is removed,
the flux in the two side regions increases the pressure inwards on the central region of flux, causing
the central region of magnetic flux to rise rapidly. This results in an ejection of plasma out into inter-
planetary space. If the overlying coronal field is not removed through reconnection, the underlying
magnetic flux is unable to breakout through the corona in the form of a coronal mass ejection and is
restricted.
The null point within the Magnetic Breakout model is a key factor, as it is where the reconnection
and removal of the overlying flux occurs. It is known that in 3D, reconnection may also occur at
sites other than just null points, such as current sheets (Priest & De´moulin, 1995; De´moulin et al.,
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1996; Hornig & Priest, 2003; Titov et al., 2003; Galsgaard et al., 2003; Pontin et al., 2005; Haynes
et al., 2007). However, for simplicity, the study presented here will focus on the variation of coronal
null points as these are easily identified and are a key feature within the original model presented by
Antiochos (1998). Therefore, we will use the variation of coronal null points to indicate the variation
of possible breakout configurations.
1.2 MHD Equations
When modeling the magnetic field and plasma of the Sun, it is reasonable to assume that the Magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) approximation can be used. Here, simplified Maxwell’s equations, Newton’s
Law of Motion, an energy equation, Ohms law, an equation of state and the equation of mass continu-
ity describe the behaviour of the magnetic field and plasma. Using these equations, and eliminating
the electric field between Maxwell’s equation and Ohm’s law, gives rise to the Magnetic Induction
Equation, which relates the plasma velocity (v) to the magnetic field (B).




+ ρ (v.∇)v = −∇p + j×B+ ρg + Fv, (1.1)
∇×B = µj, (1.2)




∇.B = 0, (1.4)
∇.E = 0, (1.5)
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Equation 1.1 represents Newton’s second law of motion, while Equations 1.2 (Ampere’s Law), 1.3
(Faraday’s Law), 1.4 (the Solenoidal constraint) and Equation 1.5 (Gauss Law) are 4 of Maxwell’s
equations. Equation 1.6 is Ohm’s law and Equations 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 represent the Ideal Gas Law,
equation of mass continuity and energy equation respectively. In these equations, B represents the
magnetic field, j is the current density, E is the electric field, v represents the plasma velocity, Fv
denotes forces due to viscosity, L is the total energy loss function, t, pandρ represent time, pressure
and density respectively and g is gravity. Parameters used in these equations include the magnetic
permeability (µ0 = 4pi × 10−7Hm−1), the mass of a proton (mp), the Boltzmann constant (kb), the
surface temperature of the Sun T and the ratio of specific heats γ (usually γ = 5
3
). If L = 0, then
Equation 1.9 is adiabatic, which means that there is no heat transfer within the plasma.
The equations of MHD are written in this form in order to allow for the key assumptions of MHD.
The first is that typical plasma velocities are much less than that of the speed of light, and the second
is charge neutrality, which occurs when all of the charge within a volume adds up to zero, and is
neither positive or negative.
1.2.1 The Induction Equation





= ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B, (1.10)
where η = 1
σµ
represents the magnetic diffusivity and is taken as a constant. This equation is called
the Magnetic Induction equation. In this equation,∇× (v ×B) represents the advective term, which
describes how the magnetic field lines move with the plasma, and η∇2B represents the diffusive term,
which describes how the magnetic field lines diffuse through the plasma. This equation allows us to
calculate the magnetic field B, subject to the condition that∇.B = 0. If the ratio of the two terms on





This tells us the relative importance of advection to diffusion and the size of the Magnetic Reynolds
number (Rm) indicates which of the two effects is the more dominant. If Rm is large (i.e. Rm ≫ 1),




= ∇× (v ×B). (1.12)
This is called the perfectly conducting limit and the magnetic field follows the frozen in flux theo-
rem, wherein the magnetic field lines move with the plasma.
If Rm ≪ 1, this indicates that the diffusive term (η∇2B) is dominant, meaning we can use the




This is called the diffusive limit, and the magnetic field lines do NOT move with the plasma, but
rather, can diffuse through it.
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In the majority of the universe,Rm ≫ 1, whilst Rm ≪ 1 whenever length scales are short e.g. in
current sheets and during reconnection. The effects of both terms within the induction equation will
be modelled in the work presented here in order to accurately model the magnetic field evolution.
1.2.2 Equation of Motion - Force Free Approximation
Using Newton’s second law of motion, which states that mass × acceleration = force, the force-
free approximation can be derived. In Newton’s second law (Equation 1.1), the terms on the right
hand side represent pressure force (−∇p), gravitational force (ρg) and the Lorentz force (j × B,
which represents the force on a point charge due to electromagnetic fields). Using typical length
scales for each term, and several key assumptions, we can reduce the equation of motion to the force
free approximation, a special case of which is the potential field. Initially, compare the velocity term








This can be rearranged to give v0 ≪ vA, where vA = B0√ρµ is the Alfven Speed. This is our first
assumption, and eliminates the left hand side of the equation of motion. Next, the magnitude of the
gravity and pressure forces are compared in order to determine the dominant term. Here, we can







where ρ0 and p0 represent typical density and pressure values and H = kbTmpg is the pressure scale
height. This means gravity can be neglected in favour of pressure if,
l0 ≪ H. (1.16)
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Comparing the remaining terms we see that pressure can be neglected in favour of the Lorentz force,







Another way of expressing this is to say,
β ≪ 1, (1.18)
where β = 2µp0
B20
is the plasma beta. Due to the form of this term, if β ≪ 1 then we can neglect the
pressure gradient, and if β ≫ 1 then we can neglect the Lorentz force (it is known that in the solar
corona β ≪ 1).
This reduces the equation of motion to,
j×B = 0. (1.19)
A special case occurs when j = ∇×B = 0, called a potential field.
1.3 Aims
In the work presented in this thesis, two coupled techniques will be used to investigate several prop-
erties of solar and rapidly rotating stellar magnetic fields. The first component will be a magnetic
flux transport model, which will be used to model the time evolution of the photospheric field (see
van Ballegooijen et al. (1998), discussed in Chapter 2). The second component is a potential field
source surface model (PFSS, Schatten et al. (1969), discussed in Chapter 3) which extrapolates a
global coronal magnetic field from a given photospheric flux distribution out to 2.5 solar radii.
Initially, the location and variation of coronal null points (points where B = 0) will be investigated.
To start with the magnetic flux transport model will be approximately matched to observations taken
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from Kitt Peak by approximately matching magnetic flux levels at various latitudes between the simu-
lations. When this idealized simulation is accurately matched, a potential coronal field is extrapolated
at each time step. Each coronal field configuration of the simulation is then scanned for coronal
null points using the trilinear technique of Haynes & Parnell (2007). The properties of these null
points will be used to determine the dependence of coronal null points upon the overlying global
dipole strength and the emerging photospheric magnetic flux. The photospheric field is then evolved
forward using Equation 2.3, and a new coronal field extrapolated using the PFSS.
The locations of the coronal null points will then be taken, and a simple test applied in order to
determine how many of the null points could, in principle, be able to breakout assuming the breakout
model of Antiochos (1998). Here, we define the ability to breakout as the null point having more flux
below than above and being able to, in principle, remove all of the overlying flux via reconnection at
the coronal null point. To do this the amount of flux above and below the null point is calculated. If
the amount of flux below the null point is greater than above, then all of the flux above the null point
may be removed, in principle, via reconnection between the two regions, which will allow the flux
below the null point to escape from the solar corona and produce a CME. If there is more flux above
the null point than below then the overlying magnetic field will not be removed via reconnection at
the null point. This means that the underlying magnetic flux will be restricted from possible breakout
through the overlying magnetic field. Here, no ejection will occur under the breakout principle.
Following from this, a simulation is then run using the Kitt Peak magnetograms themselves as a
base boundary condition for the coronal field extrapolation. This is then scanned for the location and
variation of coronal null points. This simulation is compared to the previous simulations, where the
simulated photospheric surface is used, in order to determine whether, in the idealized simulations,
the variation of coronal null points has been accurately modeled and determined.
Finally, the radial surface evolution code is modified such that rapidly rotating stars can be considered.
This is done by changing the rate of differential rotation and meridional circulation and approximately
matching the orientation of the radial magnetic field on the surface to observations of faster rotating
stellar bodies, more specifically HD171488.
The work in this thesis is ordered as follows: in Chapter 2, a description of the Magnetic Flux Trans-
port Model is given. This will include the equations to be used to model all aspects of the radial
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surface field and several initial runs which will illustrate our understanding of the transport and evo-
lution of magnetic flux on the solar surface and how the initial properties of bipoles affect this. A
description of the Kitt Peak magnetograms, which are used to match flux levels of the simulation,
will also be given. In Chapter 3 a description of the potential coronal field extrapolation technique
will be given along with the null point finding technique that will be used. Several simple examples of
using the null finding technique are then described. In Chapter 4 the null finding technique is applied
to two full solar cycles and a description of the variation and properties of coronal null points will
be given. In Chapter 5 the locations of the previously calculated null points will be used in order to
determine how many may be able to breakout, assuming the principles of the Breakout Model of An-
tiochos (1998). In Chapter 6 the Kitt Peak magnetograms will be used as a base boundary condition
for potential field extrapolation. Each magnetogram will have the potential field extrapolation tech-
nique applied to it, and the location of coronal null points will then be determined for each coronal
configuration. A comparison between these results and the simulation results described in Chapter
4 will allow us to determine if the general variation and properties of coronal null points has been
accurately modeled in the idealized simulations. This work will allow us to compare the simulated
results with observed results in order to deduce if the general properties of coronal null points have
been deduced. In Chapter 7 the radial surface field evolution code is modified in an attempt to model
the evolution of the radial surface field of rapidly rotating stellar bodies. This will be done through
modification of the differential rotation and meridional flow rates. Chapter 8 contains key conclusions
from throughout the thesis along with future work.
2
Surface Flux Transport Model for the Radial
Magnetic Field
The study of coronal null points, locations where B = 0 in the solar atmosphere, is currently a
key area of research in solar physics. Null points are of interest as they are sites where magnetic
reconnection can take place and therefore of energy release within the solar atmosphere (Priest et
al., 2003; Pontin et al., 2004; Aulanier et al., 2005; Pariat et al., 2006). The properties and existence
of coronal null points depend on the complex nature of the magnetic field distribution at the solar
photosphere. This distribution may be mathematically prescribed as a boundary condition in magnetic
field extrapolation techniques. Many studies have considered the existence and properties of coronal
null points either through considering theoretical configurations (Parnell et al., 1996, 1997; Brown
& Priest, 1999, 2001; Beveridge et al., 2002, 2004; Parnell & Galsgaard, 2004; Parnell et al., 2008)
or through direct extrapolation of observed magnetograms (Longcope et al., 2003; De´moulin, 2005;
Maclean et al., 2005; De´moulin, 2006; Longcope & Beveridge, 2007; Re´gnier et al., 2008; Longcope
& Parnell, 2009). To date, most of these studies of coronal null points have been carried out under
the potential field approximation and in a local Cartesian frame of reference. A few studies have also
considered the existence of coronal null points in spherical geometry due to a few sources (Maclean
et al., 2006a,b; Maclean & Priest, 2007) or in non-potential magnetic field distributions.
In the work presented here, the location and variation of coronal null points with time will be investi-
gated using a surface flux transport simulation of the radial magnetic field Br as the photospheric base
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boundary condition over 2 solar cycles. From this boundary condition, a potential coronal field is
then extrapolated out to 2.5R⊙. At 2.5R⊙, the outer boundary condition that Bθ = Bφ = 0 is applied
and the field becomes purely radial. This is to simulate the strong effects of the solar wind at this
point. As the base boundary condition is evolved forward in time a new coronal field is extrapolated
every 27 days. Each coronal field is scanned using the trilinear null finding technique of Haynes &
Parnell (2007), adapted for spherical coordinates. The resulting properties of the coronal null points
will provide the basis for several investigations within this thesis.
In this section a description of the radial surface transport simulation used to produce the lower bound-
ary condition is given. Several simple examples are presented in order to understand the effects of
the various surface flows and how the properties of the magnetic bipoles, such as their tilt angle and
latitude of emergence, affect the evolution of the radial surface field.
2.1 Surface Flux Transport Simulation: Basic Equations




= ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B. (2.1)
In this equation v represents the plasma velocity, which will be imposed using the various surface
flows, η the magnetic diffusivity, t is time and B, the magnetic field. The magnetic diffusivity can
simply be written as η = D, the photospheric diffusion constant, due to the evolution of the radial
magnetic field Br being investigated at the solar surface. This also avoids any discontinuity in the ra-
dial component of the magnetic field developing just above the solar surface. Expanding this equation
gives the equations for evolving forward all three components of the magnetic field with time. How-
ever, as only the time evolution of the radial magnetic field Br is used as the base boundary condition,
it is necessary to only calculate the equation for the evolution of this component as under certain con-
ditions the evolution of Br decouples from that of Bθ and Bφ. These conditions are when there is no
vertical transport of the horizontal magnetic fields (vr = 0) and no radial derivatives ( ∂∂r = 0), which
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= 0). It is important to note
that our base boundary condition will be the time evolution of the radial magnetic field, therefore it
is prudent to consider only the time evolution of Br from this point on. Using Equation 2.1, with the
































Magnetic flux at the solar surface evolves through the large scale processes of emergence, advection
and surface diffusion, combined with some other processes, for example the coalescence (merging
of) same sign features and cancellation of opposite polarity features. New flux emerges at the solar
surface in the form of newly emerged bipolar regions (Archontis et al., 2004; Murray et al., 2006;
Murray & Hood, 2007) . Once emerged, the flux is evolved via large-scale flows such as differential
rotation and meridional flow. The flux transport code used in this study includes these effects along
with surface diffusion as a result of super-granular convection in order to evolve forward the radial
component of the magnetic field at the solar surface (Wang et al., 1989; van Ballegooijen et al.,
1998; Schrijver & Title, 2001; Baumann et al., 2006). A velocity is imposed at the solar surface
(r = R⊙ = 1) which is based upon the surface flows of meridional circulation and differential
rotation. We set vθ = u(λ) and vφ = sin θΩ(θ), where u(λ = 90− θ) is the meridional flow and Ω(θ)
is the differential rotation rate. The magnetic diffusivity is set to be the value of magnetic diffusion
taken from previous studies by Wang et al. (1989) and van Ballegooijen et al. (1998). The exact value
of the diffusion is taken to be D = 450km2s−1, as used in van Ballegooijen et al. (1998), which
falls within the range of 600± 200km2s−1, obtained by Wang et al. (1989) and from here we rewrite
η = D. This range was found by comparing observed and simulated properties of the large scale solar




















Using this equation, the radial term of the magnetic field is evolved forward at the solar surface, where
the effects of meridional flow, differential rotation and a constant surface diffusion are included. We
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Figure 2.1: Graph showing a plot of the rate of differential rotation versus latitude. The Carrington rotation rate has been
taken off in order to account for a non-moving frame of reference within our simulation.
only investigate this term, as the bas boundary condition for potential field extrapolation is taken to
be the evolution of the radial magnetic field at the solar surface. Full details for the derivation of Br,
Bθ and Bφ at all heights within the solar corona are given in Chapter 3. The profile of differential
rotation used within Equation 2.3 is taken from Snodgrass (1983),
Ω(θ) = 13.38− 2.30 cos2 θ − 1.62 cos4 θ − Ω0(deg/day), (2.4)
where Ω0 is the Carrington rotation rate (=13.20 deg day−1). Figure 2.1 shows a plot of the rate of
differential rotation. It can be seen that at higher latitudes the magnitude of differential rotation is
much greater than at lower latitudes. Closer to the equator, the magnitude of differential rotation
is much slower. This profile produces the observed differential rotation on the sun. The rate of
differential rotation at the polar region is approximately 30 days, while at the equator it is 26 days,
this gives a timescale for differential rotation of Tdr = 2piΩ(pi
2
)−Ω(0) ≈ 0.25 years. The Carrington
rotation rate accounts for a moving frame of reference within the simulation. The meridional flow
profile, given as a function of latitude (λ = pi
2
− θ), is given by:
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Figure 2.2: Graph showing a plot of the meridional flow rate versus latitude. The meridional flow rate follows the
behaviour of a sine curve, and can be seen to vanish above λo = 75◦ latitude.
u(λ) =

 −uosin (piλ/λo) | λ |< λo,0 otherwise, (2.5)
where, above λ0 the meridional flow vanishes. In these simulations we take λo = 75◦ and uo =
11m/s, as used in van Ballegooijen et al. (1998). This gives a timescale of meridional flow, Tu =
R⊙
u0
≈ 2 years. Figure 2.2 shows a plot of the profile of meridional flow on the sun versus latitude.
The magnitude of the flow rate increases as you move away from the equator, until approximately
±37.5◦. Above this latitude the magnitude of the meridional circulation decreases until λo is reached,
at which point the meridional circulation vanishes. This follows the general behaviour of a sine curve.
In the next section we will consider how we will represent the radial magnetic field on the surface of
the sun through the use of spherical harmonic functions.
2.1.1 Basics of Spherical Harmonics
Spherical harmonics, which are the solutions to the angular section of Laplace’s equation, may be
used to represent any function on the surface of a sphere. This set of equations forms an orthogonal
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system first calculated by Pierre Simon De Laplace in 1783. Each representation of a sphere using
spherical harmonics has various nodal lines indicating a sign change and hence zeros present in the









where l is the mode number (i.e. the total number of nodes), m indicates the azimuthal mode number
andQml (cos θ) are the associated Legendre polynomials. The Legendre polynomials are an orthogonal









(x2 − 1)l, (2.7)
where, after calculating the appropriate derivative which is dependent upon the values of l and m
used, we substitute in x = cos θ. Each of the associated Legendre polynomials has (l − m) zeros
located within the range 0 < θ < pi.
Figure 2.3 shows plots of the Legendre polynomials as l is increased from 1 to 3 and m is increased
from 0 to l. Each of the plots shows that as m increases then the number of zeros located on each plot
decreases to l −m, as previously noted. These polynomials, combined with the coefficients from the
spherical harmonics and eimφ = (cosφ+i sinφ) give the spherical harmonics portion of our magnetic
field representation.
Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 show images of the spherical harmonics as a function of θ and φ as l is
increased from 1 (Figure 2.4) to 3 (Figure 2.6) and m is increased from 0 to l. It can clearly be seen
that, if m=0, the number of zeros in the θ direction is equal to l, while there are no zeros in the φ
direction. As m increases, the number of zeros in the θ direction decreases to l−m, while the number
of zeros in the φ direction between 0 < φ < pi increases by m. The pattern then repeats itself between
pi < φ < 2pi. As l is increased beyond 3 (in our simulations we take l = 64), more complex field
configurations are created, which may be used to represent smaller scale magnetic features. A key
point of these plots is that the harmonics represent an azimuthally symmetric system. Each plot shows
symmetry about the φ = 180◦ line. When l = 1,m = 0, we have a basic N-S (axisymmetric) dipole




Figure 2.3: Plots showing the Legendre polynomials. Graph (a) shows when l=1, (b) has l=2 and (c) has l=3. As m
increases from 0 to l the various forms of the Legendre polynomials are plotted. m = 0 is represented by the solid line
and m = 1 is the dotted line. Where appropriate, m = 2 is the dashed line and m = 3 is the dash-dotted line.
and when l = 1,m = 1 we have an E-W (non-axisymmetric) dipole.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Images showing the spherical harmonics when l=1 and m is (a)0 (b)1. White represents positive values and
black represents negative values. The dashed white lines on the images indicates the zeros between the positive and
negative regions.
2.1.2 The One Component Model
The radial component of the magnetic field at the solar surface Br(r = R⊙, θ, φ, t) may be repre-
sented using the previously described spherical harmonics, combined with a mode amplitude term.




l≥|m| Blm(R⊙ = 1, t)Ylm(θ, φ), where n tells us the
number of horizontal zeros used within the harmonic configuration, Blm represents the mode ampli-
tudes and Ylm(θ, φ) = Qml (θ)eimφ represent the spherical harmonic components. While this is the
decomposition of one field component at one radii, the full solution to obtaining all three magnetic
field components at all radial heights within the simulation is presented in Section 3.1. As the base
boundary condition is taken to be the time evolution of the radial magnetic fieldBr, at the solar surface
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: Images showing the spherical harmonics, when l = 2 and m is (a)0, (b)1 and (c)2. White represents positive
values and black represents negative values. The dashed white lines on the images indicates the zeros between the positive
and negative regions.
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. To take advantage of this property, group together all of the diffu-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.6: Images showing the spherical harmonics, when l = 3 and m is (a)0, (b)1, (c)2 and (d)3. White represents
positive values and black represents negative values. The dashed white lines on the images indicates the zeros between
the positive and negative regions.







m(θ) sin θdθ =

 1 l = n0 otherwise, (2.10)
In order to use the orthogonality relation, calculate an integral of the form
∫ pi
0
AQnm(θ) sin θdθ, where
A is Equation 2.9. Each term can then be evaluated over the integral and, where possible, simplified
using the orthogonality relation. This gives, for each of the terms,












































































l (θ) sin θdθe
imφ.













m(θ) sin θdθ. (2.11)
This means that the equation for evolving forward any single mode amplitude term of the expansion






(Fl,n,m − imGl,n,m − λnDδl,n)Blm(R⊙, t). (2.12)
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Figure 2.7: Image showing the variation in surface flux when a single bipole is inserted and meridional flow and differen-
tial rotation are both neglected. The solid line shows what happens when n=1, the dotted line indicates when n=2 and the
dashed line indicates when n=3. The y axis is plotted in terms of tens of days, i.e. 5=50 days.
Here, F and G describe the effect of meridional flow and differential rotation respectively and δl,n
is the Kronecker delta function, which is 1 if l = n and 0 everywhere else. The equation shows
that in order to evolve forward the radial component of the magnetic field at the solar surface, we
need only evolve forward the mode amplitudes Bnm(R⊙, t) at the solar surface. The equation shows
that individual modes diffuse independently of one-another but are coupled through the effects of
differential rotation and meridional flow.
2.1.3 Solution With Only Diffusion
In Equation 2.12 the terms including meridional flow and differential rotation can be neglected in
order to understand the effects of the spherical harmonic degree (n) on the rate of diffusion within the
simulation. Setting Fl,n,m = Gl,n,m = 0 gives the equation,
∂Bnm(R⊙, t)
∂t
= −λnDBnm(R⊙, t). (2.13)
Using separation of variables, this equation can be solved to give Bnm(R⊙, t) = Ae−λnDt, where A
is a constant of integration, λn = n(n + 1) and n indicates the mode number used when creating
the spherical harmonics. The equation indicates that the mode amplitudes decay exponentially with
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time, with higher λn values decaying faster. Figure 2.7 shows a plot of the radial surface flux when
a single spherical harmonic is inserted for n ranging from 1 to 3. As n increases, flux decays faster.
This is because as n increases, so does the number of nodes. Each node represents a position where
flux cancellation can take place. As the number of these increase, the rate of decrease of the mode
amplitudes also increases.
2.2 Test Simulation Run Results
In order to test the simulation code and gain a better understanding as to the factors which effect the
evolution of magnetic flux on the sun, three simulations are run. The first involves a single bipolar
active region, with an initial flux of approximately 1.72 × 1022Mx, inserted at approximately 7◦
latitude. The initial tilt angle of this bipole is varied from -30◦ to 30◦, and the simulation run for
900 days. The second simulation involves emerging a bipole with a fixed tilt angle (approximately
15◦). The latitude of emergence of this bipole was then varied from 5◦ latitude to 40◦ latitude between
simulations. The third simulation involves emerging a single bipolar active region and modifying the
peak rate of meridional circulation from 11ms−1 to 35ms−1, which modifies the rate of meridional
circulation over the entire sun. This will give an understanding as to how meridional circulation will
affect the evolution of magnetic flux. These three simulations will provide a basic understanding of
the evolution of magnetic flux on the solar surface as a consequence of tilt angle variation, latitude
of emergence and the rate of poleward transport due to meridional flow and will allow us to see how
slight variations in these factors can have a big effect upon the calculated variation within our code.
Figure 2.8 shows images taken at various time steps within the test simulations. Images (a), (b) and
(c) are from a simulation with a positive tilt angle of 15◦, while (d), (e) and (f) are from a simulation
with a negative tilt angle or −15◦. The images are taken from day 0 ((a) and (d)), day 100 ((b)
and (e)) and day 500 ((c) and (f)) of the simulations. When the bipole has a positive tilt angle, the
leading, negative polarity is closer to the equator and the trailing positive polarity is closer to the polar
region (2.8(a)). As the effects of differential rotation and meridional flow evolve the bipole forward,
the trailing polarity heads polewards at a faster rate than the leading polarity (2.8(b)). This results
in more of a latitudinal shear in the trailing polarity than the leading polarity as when its latitude
increases it moves into a region of greater gradient of differential rotation. It is also clear that, as the




Figure 2.8: Images showing the time evolution of a single emerged bipole when surface field effects are included at 0 days
((a) and (d)), 100 days ((b) and (e)) and 500 days ((c) and (f)). Images (a), (b) and (c) show these effects for a magnetic
bipole with positive tilt angle, (d), (e) and (f) show the results when a negative tilt angle is used. In these images, the
leading polarity is always negative, while the trailing polarity is always positive.
bipole is emerged at a lower latitude, some of the leading negative polarity is transported over the
equator. This portion of the polarity will eventually become trapped in the south pole, forming the
magnetic field in this region. As meridional flow continues to transport the trailing polarity polewards
faster than the leading polarity, a portion of this polarity becomes trapped in the polar region (2.8(c)).
This will then form the polar magnetic field within this region. Images (d), (e) and (f) show similar
results, except the higher latitude polarity is the leading polarity due to the tilt angle of the bipole. The
bipole has a negative tilt angle meaning the trailing, positive polarity is closer to the equator and the
leading, negative polarity is closer to the polar region (2.8(d)). As the effects of differential rotation
and meridional flow evolve the bipole forward, the leading polarity heads polewards at a faster rate
than the trailing polarity (2.8(e)). This results in more of a latitudinal shear in the leading polarity than
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Figure 2.9: Images showing the evolution of (a) the surface magnetic flux, (b) open magnetic flux (the magnetic flux at
2.5R⊙) and (c) polar magnetic flux (i.e. flux between −90◦ and −70◦ or 70◦ and 90◦), when a single magnetic bipole
is inserted with no initial polar flux. These graphs indicate the results for when a positive tilt angle within the bipoles is
used. The black line indicates a tilt angle of 0◦, purple-blue indicates 5◦, turquoise indicates 10◦, green indicates 15◦,
blue indicates 20◦, orange indicates 25◦ and red indicates 30◦. In each of these simulation runs the leading polarity is
negative, the trailing polarity is positive.
the trailing polarity. It is also clear that, as the bipole emerges at a lower latitude, some of the trailing
negative polarity is transported over the equator. This portion of the polarity will eventually become
trapped in the south pole, forming the magnetic field in this region. As meridional flow continues
to transport the leading polarity polewards faster than the trailing polarity, a portion of this becomes
trapped in the polar region (2.8(f)). This will then form the polar magnetic field within this region.
This set of images show how the tilt angle of the bipole can effect the eventual evolution of the surface
magnetic field on the sun.
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the results of varying the tilt angle of the bipole, where there is initially
zero polar flux. Figure 2.9 shows the results when a positive tilt angle is used, Figure 2.10 shows
the results when a negative tilt angle is used. In both of these sets of simulations, the parameters





















(c) Time In Simulation (x10 days)
Figure 2.10: Images showing the evolution of (a) the surface magnetic flux, (b) open magnetic flux and (c) polar magnetic
flux (i.e. flux between −90◦ and −70◦ or 70◦ and 90◦), when a single magnetic bipole is inserted with no initial polar
flux. These graphs indicate the results for when a negative tilt angle within the bipoles is used. The black line indicates a
tilt angle of 0◦, purple-blue indicates −5◦, turquoise indicates −10◦, green indicates −15◦, blue indicates −20◦, orange
indicates −25◦ and red indicates −30◦. In each of these simulation runs the leading polarity is negative, the trailing
polarity is positive.
for meridional circulation, diffusion and differential rotation are the same as previously described in
2.1.2. Graph (a) in both figures shows that, as the magnitude of the tilt angle decreases, flux between
the two polarities of the bipole cancel more rapidly. This results in a lower net end flux. This is due to
the fact that the larger the tilt angle the less flux from the leading/trailing polarity that lie at a common
latitude and can cancel with its opposite polarity. For large tilt angles the lower latitude polarity may
diffuse across the equator, while the higher latitude polarity is carried polewards. These polarities
then become separated due to meridional flow, and are unable to cancel out with one another.
Figure 2.9(b) shows the open flux (flux at 2.5R⊙) when positive tilt angles are used for the bipoles.
Initially, there is a rise in the amount of open flux, peaking after approximately 200 days. This peak
is higher for larger tilt angles. The level of flux then decreases slightly, eventually leveling off over
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time. A higher, positive tilt angle means that the separation with latitude in the polarities of the
two bipoles is larger. The lower latitude bipole rotates faster due to differential rotation and the two
bipoles separate in longitude. It is this separation of the polarities that results in the increase of open
flux. Figure 2.10(b) shows the corresponding result for negative tilt angles. It can be seen that there
is an initial dip in open flux, before it increases slightly, where we observe more of an increase for
a larger tilt angle. The amount of open flux then becomes almost constant. This initial dip is due to
differential rotation forcing the two polarities together as now the following polarity lies at a lower
latitude compared to the leading polarity. Once the following polarity rotates past the leading polarity
the open flux may increase as their separation increases.
Graph (c) in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 shows the evolution of the polar flux in the northern hemisphere (i.e.
flux between 70◦ and 90◦) as we vary the tilt angle of the bipole. As the magnitude of the tilt angle
increases, there is a larger net polar flux at the end of the simulation. This is due to less of the two
polarities cancelling with each other prior to being transported into the polar regions. When there is a
positive tilt angle, the trailing polarity is preferentially carried polewards, resulting in a positive flux
of trailing polarity. When a negative tilt angle occurs, the leading polarity, which is now negative,
forms the polar field. This is merely due to the orientation of the magnetic bipole emerged within
these simulations. This explains the difference in sign of the polar flux when using either a positive
or negative tilt angle.
A second set of simulations are run varying the latitude of emergence of the bipole (see discussion
below and figure 2.11 for example images from these runs). Holding the tilt angle constant (at ap-
proximately 15◦), the latitude of emergence was varied from 5◦ latitude to 40◦ latitude. A positive tilt
angle is used as the majority of bipoles emerge with positive tilt angles. The same flux measurements
as previous were then recorded and are presented in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.11 shows images from various times in two simulations when a bipole emerges at 10◦ latitude
(Images (a), (b) and (c)) and 40◦ latitude (Images (d), (e) and (f)) and evolved forward for 500 days.
Images (a) and (d) show the initial set up on day 0 of both simulations. The emerged bipole can be seen
to have a positive tilt angle (approximately 15◦), with leading positive polarity, and trailing negative
polarity. The difference between the two images can be seen as the bipole in image (d) emerges at
a higher latitude than the bipole in image (a). Images (b) and (e) show the surface configuration




Figure 2.11: Images showing various time steps when a single bipole is emerged at 10◦ latitude ((a), (b) and (c)) and 40◦
latitude ((d), (e) and (f)). The bipole is then evolved forward in time. The images show the evolution of the magnetic
bipole initially (Images (a) and (d)), after 100 days (Images (b) and (e)) and after 500 days(Images (c) and (f)). In all
images red indicates positive magnetic field, blue indicates negative magnetic field.
after day 100. In Image (b), the magnetic bipole has been sheared in the East-West direction by
the differential rotation. The trailing negative polarity is lying at a higher latitude than the positive
polarity due to a combination of both the initial tilt angle of the bipole and the effect of meridional
flow carrying this polarity polewards. The magnetic bipole emerges at a low enough latitude such
as to allow some of the leading positive polarity to escape over the equatorial region. This magnetic
flux will be carried towards the south pole due to meridional flow, and remain trapped in the south
polar region. In image (e) slightly different effects can be seen due to the higher latitude of initial
emergence of the magnetic bipole. At higher latitudes, the gradient of the differential rotation is
higher, resulting in more of an effect on the surface magnetic field (see Equation 2.4 and Figure 2.1).
This has caused the magnetic bipole to shear in an East-West direction and also appear to have moved,
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within the frame of reference, around the sun. A key point of note within this image is that, due to a
higher latitude of emergence, both polarities of the bipole are being carried towards the pole with no
portion of either escaping over the equator. Images (c) and (f) show the surface field distribution after
500 days. In Image (c), the trailing negative polarity has become trapped in the north polar region,
forming the field in this area. The leading positive polarity has also been transported towards this
region, but lies at a lower latitude than the negative field. Meridional flow will continue to bring these
two polarities together, causing cancellation between them until the stronger of the two fields (in this
case the higher latitude negative field) completely cancels out the weaker of the two fields. A key point
to note is that, in the south polar region there appears to be a small amount of the leading polarity.
This originates from the magnetic flux from the leading polarity which escapes over the equator and
is transported polewards by meridional flow, when the magnetic bipole emerges at lower latitudes. In
image (f) both polarities of the magnetic bipole have been transported into the polar region. This is
because both polarities emerge at sufficiently high latitudes such that none of the leading polarity is
able to escape over the equator and be transported towards the southern polar region. This means that
both polarities will become trapped within the northern polar region and will completely cancel with
each other over time.
Figure 2.12(a) shows the evolution of the surface flux against time as the latitude of emergence is
varied. There is initially a sharp decline in surface flux as the two polarities cancel with one another
due to the small tilt angle. Meridional flow pushes the two polarities poleward however the leading
polarity, which lies at a lower latitude may partially escape this effect and diffuse across the equator.
However, the higher the latitude of emergence, the less the flux from the leading polarity can escape
across the equator and the more flux from both polarities is pushed polewards. As more flux from
both polarities is pushed polewards, a larger amount of cancellation may occur. This means that there
is less flux at the end of the simulation.
Figure 2.12(b) shows the evolution of the open flux vs time as the latitude of emergence is varied.
Initially the amount of open flux rises, peaking around day 150-200. This peak in open flux appears
to be higher for a greater latitude of emergence up to approximately 25◦ latitude of emergence. At
this point the size of the peak decreases as the latitude of emergence increases. The amount of open
flux then decreases and levels off with time. The lower the latitude of emergence, the greater the open
flux. This is due to more of the leading polarity being able to escape across the equatorial region the
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Figure 2.12: Graphs showing the evolution of (a) surface flux, (b) open flux and (c) polar flux when a single magnetic
bipole is inserted, with no initial polar flux and an initial peak strength of approximately 2.8 × 1022Mx, and the latitude
of emergence of the bipole is varied from 5◦ to 40◦. Each line indicates a different latitude of emergence for the magnetic
bipole. Black indicates 5◦ latitude of emergence, dark blue shows 10◦, pale blue shows 15◦, green shows 20◦, orange
shows 25◦, red shows 30◦, blue shows 35◦ and purple shows 40◦ latitude of emergence. The tilt angle of the bipole is
taken to be approximately 15◦, the leading polarity is negative, while the trailing polarity is positive.
lower the latitude the bipole emerges. The peak in open flux as a function of latitude occurs for a
latitude of emergence of around 25◦ as this is were differential rotation has its strongest gradient and
the two polarities move faster apart.
Figure 2.12(c) shows the evolution of the polar flux against time as the latitude of emergence is varied.
For a lower latitude of emergence, the polar flux begins to build up much later in the simulation. This
is due to the polarities taking more time to reach higher latitudes and the polar region at the rate
of meridional flow. As the latitude of emergence increases, more of the leading polarity will be
transported into the polar region along with the following polarity. This means that more cancellation
between the two polarities will occur within the polar field. The effect of this is such that, for a lower
latitude of emergence, the end net polar flux will be higher.
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Figure 2.13: Graphs showing the variation in the amount of surface flux ((a) and (d)), open flux ((b) and (e)) and total
polar flux within both north and south polar regions ((c) and (f)) when the meridional flow rate is altered for a bipole
emerged at 5◦ latitude ((a), (b) and (c)) and 30◦ latitude ((d), (e) and (f)). Each line represents a different peak value of
meridional flow: Black shows 11m/s, dark blue shows 15m/s, light blue shows 20m/s, green shows 25m/s, yellow shows
30m/s and red indicates 35m/s. Each bipole has a positive trailing polarity and a negative leading polarity, and is emerged
with an initial tilt angle of 20◦.
In order to understand the effects of meridional circulation, a third set of simulations are run. In
these simulations, two sub-sets of simulations are considered. The first involves emerging a magnetic
bipole at 5◦ latitude and varying the meridional flow rate. The second involves emerging a bipole at
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30◦ latitude and varying the meridional flow rate. In both sets of simulations, the initial tilt angle of the
bipole is 15◦. In both sets of simulations the bipole is evolved forward for 200 days at each meridional
flow rate, and the variation in surface, open and polar flux is recorded. These results are presented
in Figure 2.13, where Graphs (a), (b) and (c) represent the results when the bipole is emerged at 5◦
latitude and (d), (e) and (f) represent the results when the bipole is emerged at 30◦ latitude.
Figure 2.13(a) shows the variation of surface flux when the meridional flow rate is altered for a bipole
emerged at 5◦ latitude. Figure 2.13(d) shows the complementary graph when the bipole is emerged
at 30◦ latitude. The surface flux initially decreases rapidly regardless of the peak rate of meridional
flow used, or the latitude of emergence of the bipole. After about 50 days, the level of surface flux
becomes fairly constant between simulations, with very little overall change between each simulation.
The amount of surface flux continues to decrease, but at a much slower rate than initially. Comparing
the final values of surface flux between the simulations shows that, for a lower latitude of emergence
there is slightly more surface flux, in total, at the end of the simulation (approximately 5× 1020Mx).
This is due to the fact that at a lower latitude of emergence some of the leading polarity is able to
escape across the equator. This fraction of the polarity then becomes trapped in the southern pole but
has no other flux with which to cancel. Hence, there will be a slightly higher value of flux for a lower
latitude of emergence.
Figures 2.13(b) and 2.13(e) show the variation of open flux when the peak value of meridional cir-
culation is changed for a bipole emerged at 5◦ latitude (2.13(b)) and a bipole emerged at 30◦ latitude
(2.13(e)). When a bipole is emerged at lower latitudes, some of the leading polarity can escape across
the equator. The remaining polarity in the northern hemisphere is then pushed polewards at a faster
speed for a faster peak flow rate. This results in an earlier initial peak in open flux for a higher
meridional flow. The level of open flux then decreases rapidly as cancellation occurs and eventually
levels out over time. This is because eventually a portion of the leading polarity becomes trapped
in the southern polar field, while a portion of the trailing polarity becomes trapped in the northern
polar field. This results in open flux occuring from these polarities. For a bipole emerged at a higher
latitude (Graph (e)), the variation of open flux occurs slightly differently. As the bipole is emerged at
a higher latitude, less of the leading polarity is able to escape over the equator. As the rate of merid-
ional circulation increases, the amount of flux from the bipole which may escape over the equator
decreases. Higher meridional circulation means that less of the flux can escape over the equator into
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the opposite hemisphere, resulting in less seperation between the polarities and more cancellation oc-
curring between them. This results in the smaller initial peak in open flux seen in the graph. As time
continues, the amount of open flux drops rapidly and eventually becomes fairly constant over time.
The drop occurs as both polarities are transported polewards and cancel with each other. For a lower
peak meridional flow rate, the eventual flux level is higher due to slightly more of the leading polarity
being able to escape over the equator for a slower rate of meridional flow.
Figures 2.13(c) and 2.13(f) show the variation of polar flux when the peak rate of meridional flow is
changed for a bipole emerged at 5◦ latitude (2.13(c)) and a bipole emerged at 30◦ latitude (2.13(f)).
When the bipole is emerged at a lower latitude (2.13(c)), more of the leading polarity can escape
across the equator. This polarity then escapes to the opposite polar region and becomes trapped due
to meridional flow. The remaining polarity fragments are transported to the northern polar region.
In these simulations, the bipole is emerged so low that most of the leading polarity is able to escape
across the equator into the southern hemisphere. As it escapes over the equator, the faster meridonal
flow rate pulls the polarity poleward at a faster rate. This means that more of both polarities will
become trapped in the polar regions faster, hence a quicker and higher total polar flux occurring.
When a bipole is emerged at a higher latitude (Figure 2.13(f)), less of the leading polarity is able to
escape over the equator. This means that more of both polarities is transported polewards. However,
a faster meridional flow means that this poleward transport occurs faster. Figure 2.13(f) shows that,
for a faster meridional flow, the peak in polar flux happens quicker and occurs at a higher value. This
is because more of both polarities are transported into the polar region, at a quicker rate. After the
initial peak, the flux levels fall off rapidly. This is due to larger fractions of both polarities becoming
isolated in the polar region and cancelling with one another. As the meridional flow rate drops, the
peak in flux is lower due to more cancellation between the polarities occurring prior to their arrival
in the polar region. The flux levels then decrease and level out over time. This decrease occurs more
slowly for a slower meridional flow rate as less of the leading polarity is able to escape across the
equator so more of both polarities become trapped within the polar region. Eventually, the flux levels
become almost constant, but at a higher level for a lower meridional flow rate. This is due to the fact
that less of the leading polarity is able to escape across the equator for a higher meridional flow rate.
This means that there will be less of the leading polarity trapped in the southern polar field at the end
of the simulation. Hence, a lower total polar flux.
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Using the results from these simulations, the general behaviour of the emerging magnetic flux on the
solar surface is understood. If a bipole has a larger positive/negative tilt angle this will mean that more
of the trailing/leading polarity is able to be transported polewards by the meridional circulation. With
a smaller tilt angle, differential rotation will bring more of the two polarities together causing them to
cancel out. This means that less of the following/leading polarity will be transported polewards. The
amount of flux from a bipole that reaches the polar region also depends upon the latitude of emergence
of the bipole. If a bipole is emerged at a higher latitude then more of the leading polarity is carried
polewards, along with the following polarity. This means that more cancellation will occur between
these two polarities and the end net surface flux will be lower. Conversely, should a bipole emerge
at a lower latitude, less of the leading polarity will be transported polewards as it may escape across
the equator. This means that less cancellation will occur between the two polarities of the bipole.
However, the escaping polarity may cancel out with other polarities in the opposite hemisphere. The
rate of meridional flow is also one of the key factors in determining the correct evolution of magnetic
flux on the solar surface. As shown in Figure 2.13, the evolution of the magnetic flux, especially the
polar field, can vary greatly depending upon the peak value of meridional circulation chosen. Within
the work shown here, the connection between the evolution of coronal null points and the overlying
global dipole is to be investigated. This requires accurate modelling of the overlying magnetic dipole
(polar) field. This means that the evolution of the polar flux within the simulation is a key point in
understanding the connection between null points and the global dipole as the overlying global dipole
originates from within this region. Consequentially, the evolution of the polar field must be modelled
accurately. Therefore, the present understanding of the surface flows on the sun and the effects of the
various properties of magnetic bipoles is essential.
2.3 Kitt Peak Synoptic Magnetogram Data
Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms represent a monthly average of the Sun’s global photospheric field
and are created from NSO/KP normal component full disk magnetograms (Pierce et al., 1976). Each
synoptic magnetogram represents one Carrington rotation (27 days) of measurements. An example
of a Kitt Peak magnetogram is given in Figure 2.14. Synoptic magnetograms have been used for
a variety of purposes, including the study of the 27 day period found on the Sun (the period with
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Figure 2.14: Image showing an example of one of the Kitt Peak magnetorgams. Black indicates negative flux, white
indicates positive flux.
which sunspots and solar features appear to rotate on the Sun) (Henney & Harvey, 2001), the study of
coronal holes during solar maximum (Zhang et al., 2002), considering the origin of the hemispehric
pattern of filaments (Mackay et al., 2000; Yeates et al., 2007, 2008) and in the study of the origin of
CMEs (Yeates & Mackay, 2009).
When using the previously described radial surface field simulation, flux measurements of the radial
surface magnetic field at various latitudes and over the whole solar surface are approximately matched
with the radial field measurements calculated from Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms. The Kitt Peak
magnetograms are taken as line of sight measurements of the radial surface magnetic field on the
sun via the NSO Vacuum Telescope located on Kitt Peak, Arizona. Due to seeing angle effects they
will be more accurate closer to the equator. However, at higher latitudes the measurements will be
inaccurate. Figure 2.15 shows an example of how the measurements from Kitt Peak are obtained.
The radial field direction at the equator falls onto the line of sight of the instrument. This means these
measurements will be accurate. However, at higher latitudes there is a greater angle between the
measured line of sight component and the actual radial field component. This inaccuracy increases
as the measurements are obtained for higher latitudes. This inaccuracy means that the Kitt Peak
measurements of the polar fields, and hence overlying global dipole, may be inaccurate. Due to this,
Kitt Peak magnetograms are not directly used as a photospheric boundary condition. Given the nature
of this investigation, the accurate modelling of the polar field is essential.
However, despite the inaccuracies at higher latitudes, the Kitt Peak magnetograms still prove an es-
sential component of the investigation. Given their accuracy at lower latitudes it is prudent to create
our radial surface field simulation such that the magnitude and evolution of magnetic flux at lower
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Figure 2.15: Image illustrating the inaccuracy of the Kitt Peak magnetogram measurements. The solid line represents the
actual radial field component, the dashed line indicates the recorded line of sight component. The difference between the
two measurements at higher latitudes is obvious.
latitudes (say around−40◦ to 40◦) approximately matches the measurements obtained from Kitt Peak.
Doing so will give confidence that our higher latitude and polar field evolution, which is systemati-
cally derived due to surface flows pushing the low latitude fields to higher latitudes, is correct. Thus
our polar fields should be more accurate than those seen in Kitt Peak magnetograms. Hence, the
overlying global dipole will be modelled accurately when a potential field is extrapolated using the
radial surface map.
Below, an understanding of the Kitt Peak measurements and flux evolution within them is given.
Figure 2.16 was created by averaging the flux at each latitude from the Kitt Peak magnetograms
over two solar cycles. We created this image in order to show the general orientation of magnetic
flux throughout the two observed solar cycles and to give us a reference to teh general behaviour
of magnetic flux with time. The two cycles used were cycles 21 (June 1976-August 1986) and 22
(Septembver 1986-April 1996). Doing so produced the well known butterfly diagram, similar to that
for sunspot emergence. There are several key features within this diagram. It is clearly visible that
the polar flux within each hemisphere is of opposite polarity. Initially, positive field is in the north
pole, negative field is in the south pole. At just after solar maximum, the fields are observed to switch
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Figure 2.16: Image produced when we averaged the longitudinal magnetic field at each latitude within the Kitt Peak
magnetograms for two solar cycles. The classic butterfly diagram, similar to that of bipole emergence is clearly visible.
sign. The polar field then remains this polarity until just after the maximum of the next solar cycle.
At this point field reversal occurs again and the polar fields change sign. Another key feature is
that the polarities in each hemisphere that are directed polewards and diffused equatorwards are of
opposite sign. In the northern hemisphere, during the first cycle a fraction of the positive polarity of
the lower latitude bipoles is being diffused equatorwards. In the southern hemisphere, the negative
polarity of the lower latitude bipoles is being diffused towards the equator. During the second cycle,
the polarities have reversed. This tells us about the orientation of the bipoles that are emerging on
the sun. During the first cycle in the northen hemisphere, the leading polarity is positive while the
trailing polarity is negative. During the next cycle this has reversed. The leading polarity is now
negative while the trailing polarity is positive. In the southern hemisphere the bipole orientation was
the opposite way around. This helps explain another noticable feature of the butterfly diagram. In
both hemispheres visible “streaks” of flux can be seen heading polewards. These streaks appear to be
mainly of opposite polarity to the fluxes that are being directed towards the equator. This is because
the streaks are comprised mainly of magnetic flux that is being transported towards the polar region
by the meridional circulation. This flux is comprised mainly of the trailing polarities of the magnetic
bipoles. These polarties are carried polewards by the meridional circulation, where they cancel with
the existing polar field. This eventually causes the polar fields to reverse sign and build up strength in
the declining phase of the cycle.
Figure 2.17 shows graphs of the signed magnetic flux from the Kitt Peak magnetograms at (a) 20◦
latitude, (b)−20◦ latitude, (c)40◦ latitude and (d)−40◦ latitude. Using these images allows us to
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Figure 2.17: Graphs showing the total signed value of flux against time at (a) 20◦ latitude, (b) -20◦, (c) 40◦ and (d)
-40◦. Comparing these flux values with the averaged butterfly diagram allows comparisons as to the behaviour of the two
observed solar cycles to be drawn.
determine the dominant flux at each latitude, and hence the orientation of the magnetic bipoles within
each cycle. Figure 2.17 (a) shows the signed magnetic flux at 20◦ latitude. During the first cycle
the magnetic flux at this latitude is mainly positive, during the second cycle it is mainly negative.
Comparing this with Figure 2.17 (b), which shows the signed magnetic flux at −20◦ latitude. During
the first cycle, the majority of the magnetic flux at this latitude is negative, while during the second
cycle it is mainly positive. This tells us about the tilt angle and orientation of the magnetic bipoles
at these latitudes. Figure 2.17 (c) shows the signed magnetic flux at 40◦. During cycle one, most
of the magnetic flux at this latitude is negative, while during cycle two most of the magnetic flux is
positive. Conversely, Figure 2.17 (d) shows the signed flux at −40◦. At this latitude, during cycle one
most of the flux is positive, while in cycle two, most of the magnetic flux at this latitude is negative.
Comparing these graphs with Figure 2.16, it can be seen that these flux readings would be expected.
Figure 2.18 shows plots of the total absolute average magnetic flux from the Kitt Peak synoptic mag-
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Figure 2.18: Graphs of the total absolute value of flux against time at (a) 20◦, (b) 40◦ and (c) 55◦ latitude, taken from
the Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms. The magnetogram data represents cycles 21 (June 1976 - August 1986) and 22
(September 1986 - April 1996).
netograms at (a) 20◦ latitude, (b) 40◦ latitude and (c) 55◦ latitude. Similar graphs can be produced for
(-20◦) latitude, (-40◦) latitude and (-55◦) latitude. Figure 2.18(a) shows a plot of the absolute value
of magnetic flux at 20◦ latitude from the Kitt Peak magnetograms, versus time. The value of flux
here can be seen to rise slowly at the start of the cycle. This value then peaks at solar maximum and
then shows a gradual decline through the declining phase of the cycle. The value of flux around solar
minimum remains fairly constant, and is comparable between cycles. Figure 2.18(b) shows a plot of
the magnetic flux at 40◦ latitude versus time. Here, the peak value of magnetic flux can be seen to
occur very early in the solar cycle, during the early stage of the rising phase. The value of flux then
gradually decreases throughout the rest of the solar cycle, through the maximum and declining phase.
As the new cycle begins, the same flux patterns can be observed. Figure 2.18(c) shows a plot of the
magnetic flux at 55◦ latitude versus time. There is only a very weak cyclic variation in flux level here.
This is due to the inaccuracy of the Kitt Peak observations above ±55◦ latitude. The behaviour in
Figures 2.18(a) and (b) can be explained by the pattern of flux emergence that is known to occur on
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the sun. At the start of the solar cycle, magnetic bipoles emerge at higher latitudes on the sun. Their
latitude of emergence then decreases and gets closer to the equator, while the number of emerging
bipoles increases. Figures 2.18(a) and (b) show this emergence pattern. Figure 2.18(a) initially shows
only a small amount of magnetic flux. As the cycle progresses through the rising phase, the latitude of
emergence of the bipoles decreases. This is mirrored by the fact that the amount of flux at 20◦ latitude
is seen to increase during the rising phase of the solar cycle. The flux is then seen to peak around
solar maximum and decrease during the declining phase. Again, this follows the general emergence
patterns of the magnetic flux. The amount of flux after solar maximum decreases during the declining
phase as the number of emerging magnetic bipoles declines. At 40◦ latitude, the level of magnetic
flux would peak early due to the higher emergence of magnetic bipoles during the rising phase of the
cycle. This level then steadily decreases as both the latitude of emergence and amount of magnetic
flux decreases through the various stages of the solar cycle.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the radial surface flux transport simulation has been discussed. Equation 2.12 is derived
and used as the base boundary condition within the main simulation. In order to understand the basics
of flux evolution several simulations were run. Various aspects the magnetic bipoles were altered,
including latitude of emergence and tilt angle. As the tilt angle of a bipole increases and becomes
more positive with respect to the north-south line, more of the leading polarity can escape across
the equator. This means that there will be more flux present within the simulation. If the tilt angle
is larger but negative, the two polarities are pushed together before the meridional circulation takes
effect and separates the polarities. This cancellation means that there is now less magnetic flux within
the simulation. A simulation was then run where both meridional circulation and differential rotation
were neglected in order to understand the effects of diffusion and using the spherical harmonics to
create the magnetic field. It can be concluded that as the number of nodes in the harmonics increases
the rate of diffusion increases. This is due to the number of zeros present, and hence locations of
cancellation, increasing. Meridional circulation and differential rotation were re-introduced to the
simulation, however, now the peak value of the meridional circulation was increased. This has the
effect that, as the size of meridional circulation increases, polarities are pushed polewards at a faster
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rate. The meridional flow then localises these polarities within the polar field, and a large amount of
cancellation occurs. As more of both polarities are cancelling with each other, the end net flux value
is lower for a higher peak value of meridional flow. These simulations were run in order to gain a
basic understanding of the factors that can affect the evolution of the magnetic field and the amount
of magnetic flux present within the simulation. It can be seen that the characteristics of the bipole, as
well as that of the profiles of the various flows on the solar surface, can have a significant effect on
the evoultion of the surface field configuration, and hence the evolution of magnetic flux on the solar
surface.
The Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms were then investigated. The evolution of magnetic flux through-
out the solar cycle was shown to follow the emergence rates of the magnetic bipoles. As the number
of bipoles increases, the amount of magnetic flux increases. Flux at various latitudes was then calcu-
lated. This is a key part of the overall simulation as the radial flux transport simulation will be matched
to the Kitt Peak magnetograms at low latitudes where the Kitt Peak measurements are accurate. The
higher latitude fields will then be self-consistantly produced by the flow profiles. This technique is
used due to the inaccuracy of the flux measurements within the Kitt Peak magnetograms at higher lat-
itudes. Figure 2.15 gives an explanation as to the inaccuracy of these measurements. This matching
is done as the evolution of the higher latitude fields are key to this investigation. The connection to
the overlying global dipole is a key element investigated here. Given that the global dipole originates
from the polar field region, the correct modelling and evolution of these higher latitude field are key.
3
3D Coronal Field and Null Points
In the previous chapter we have discussed the magnetic flux transport model that will be used to model
the time evolution of the radial magnetic field at the level of the photosphere. This field component
will act as a lower boundary condition for the construction of a coronal magnetic field.
In this chapter the equation and constraints of the overlying coronal field will be discussed. The
equations for deriving all three components of the magnetic field at all heights within the corona will
be given. These equations will be shown to be derived by solving the solenoidal constraint ∇.B = 0,
with various boundary conditions applied. Two test cases will then be discussed. Each of these test
cases will be set up such that the existence of at least one coronal null point is guaranteed. This will be
done via a combination of a magnetic bipole and an overlying polar coronal field in the first case, and
soley two magnetic bipoles in the second. In both of these examples, the null point finding technique
of Haynes and Parnell (2007) will be applied in order to locate the coronal null point that should exist.
The height of the calculated null point will then be compared to the calculated height of the field line
orientation change. These should provide a good match each other. The variation of the height of the
coronal null point as the strength of the bipole(s) and the degree of separation between polarities is
altered will then be discussed.
Finally, a trilinear method for locating null points (Haynes & Parnell, 2007) will be discussed. The
implementaion of this method within the simulation will be used in Chapter 4 to consider the location
and variation of coronal null points over 2 solar cycles.
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3.1 Potential Field Extrapolation Technique
Within the solar corona the dominant force is the Lorentz force and any magnetic field that is in
equilibrium satisfies to the zeroth order the force free equation, j × B = 0. As a result the electric
current j = 1
µ0
∇ × B can be written in the form j = α(r)B, where various solutions are dependent
on the chosen form of α(r). The two most useful of these are when α = 0, giving a potential field
and α = α(r), giving a non linear force field. When α is non-zero, the field may be regarded as
sheared. Observations of the solar corona in Hα and X-rays show localised, highly sheared regions
called solar filaments and sigmoids, along with less or very weakly sheared regions such as coronal
loops. However, white light observations show that the large scale field may be approximated by a
field which is close to potential. In recent years much work has been done in constructing global
MHD models from potential field extrapolations of a single surface map(Riley et al., 2006) or non-
linear force-free field evolutions over period of months based on observed magnetograms (Yeates et
al., 2007, 2008; Yeates & Mackay, 2009). In the study of Riley et al. (2006) the authors found that
global potential field solutions closely matched those found from MHD simulations when potential
field extrapolations of single surface maps are carried out.
The three components of the magnetic field are subject to the condition that magnetic flux must be in
balance in order that no magnetic monopoles are discovered. Basically, this means that magnetic flux
through a closed surface must be in balance. This means that the solenoidal constraint∇.B = 0 must
be satisfied. However, for a potential field it is known that ∇ × B = 0, which is solved by setting
B = −∇Ψ. Combining these equations gives Laplaces equation,
∇2Ψ = 0. (3.1)
The solutions to Laplace’s equation are well known (Jackson, 1962), and in spherical coordinates may
be expressed as:
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where Qml (θ) represent the associated legendre polymonials of degree l and n is taken to be the
number of nodes within the simulation. The angular components of this equation can be written as




, which represent the spherical harmonics, which were discussed in Chapter
2. Using the condition that Br = −∂Ψ∂r it can be deduced that,





Blm(r, t)Ylm(θ, φ), (3.3)
where Blm(r, t) = [(l + 1)blmr−(l+2) − lalmr(l−1)] represents the mode amplitudes, l indicates the
harmonic degree and m indicates the azimuthal mode number. The coefficients alm and blm are
constants which arise from solving Laplace’s equation given a boundary condition. Taking the ratio
of the magnetic field at any height, r, to the field at the solar surface, r = R⊙, a new term for the mode
amplitudes at all heights within the corona is determined. This ratio will describe how the mode
amplitudes fall off with height in the corona. This gives,
Br(r, θ, φ, t)










Using this means that the radial mode amplitude term can be rewritten as,











In order to eliminate either alm or blm, the condition at the upper boundary of Rss = 2.5R⊙ is used,
namely that the magnetic field is purely radial (i.e. Bθ = Bφ = 0) at 2.5R⊙. To use this the angular





























(l−1) + blmr−(l+2)]Qml (θ)e
imφ. (3.6)
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Using these equations, the condition is satisfied by solving almR(l−1)ss + blmR−(l+2)ss = 0. Solving this




, which is then substituted back into Equation 3.5. Cancelling out the blm terms in
this equation and then dividing through top and bottom by R−(l+2)⊙ gives the new term for calculating
the radial mode amplitudes,
Blm(r, t) = Blm(R⊙, t)
[
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Through this we know Br at any radii out to Rss as long as we know Br at r = R⊙ = 1. We now need
to determine Bθ and Bφ. To do this we need to determine the scalar function Ψ. This may be found

















The right hand side of this equation is calculated by substituting in the earlier expression for Br (Equa-
tion 3.3). The only radial dependence in the equation for the magnetic field comes from the Blm(r, t)
term. This means that in order to calculate the right hand side of Equation 3.8, ∂
∂r
(r2Blm(r, t)) must
be calculated. This gives,
∂
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Using expression 3.9 in Equation 3.8 and the relation that∇2angularΨ = l(l+1)Ψ = ∂∂r (r
2Br) we find
the expression for Ψ(r, θ, φ, t) becomes,





















This is used to give the equations for the angular terms of the magnetic field. This means that all three
components of our magnetic field are represented at all radial heights in the corona by the equations:























Clm(r, t)Ylm(θ, φ), (3.11)














are the radial mode amplitudes,














are the angular mode amplitudes, Ylm(θ, φ) =
Qml (θ)e
imφ are the spherical harmonic components and Qml are the associated Legendre Polynomials.
Therefore, once Blm(R⊙, t) are known, a unique potential field may be determined.
3.2 Test Cases
Two test cases are now discussed. In each of these examples surface flux configurations are set up
such that a coronal null point is known to exist. The first of these consider inserting one bipolar active
region in addition to a polar field existing in the north and south pole. The second example requires
the insertion of two bipoles such that a null point may form in the coronal region between them. Field
lines are then plotted around the line of symmetry of the bipoles. The direction of these field lines are
then calculated and used as a indication of the height at which the magnetic field changes direction.
This will give an indication as to the height of the null point that should be lying in this region. This
technique works relatively well for indicating the height of the null point when the system has a high
degree of symmetry. In section 3.3, an alternative method will be described which is more robust
and will be applied to non-symmetric situations. This method will also be applied to the symmetric
situations and compared with the results of the field line orientation test. Through these comparisons,
we can be confident that the null point finding technique is implemented correctly. This provides a
good basis for understanding the behaviour of the coronal field and the impact that various surface
effects will have on the presence of a coronal null point.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Images showing a sample configuration from the simulation (a) before global dipole reversal and (b) after
global dipole reversal. Between these images the polar field has reversed polarity, meaning that the overlying global
dipole is the same orientation to the underlying bipole. In this image red indicates positive flux, blue indicates negative
flux.
Figure 3.1 shows a sample field configuration similar to the first of the two test cases that will be
investigated. Both images in Figure 3.1 show a magnetic bipole inserted with a small positive tilt
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angle in the northern hemisphere. A polar field is then prescribed, which will provide the overlying
global dipole. In Figure 3.1(a), the overlying global dipole is of opposite orientation to the underlying
active latitude flux as would occur in the rising phase of the cycle. This will produce a coronal null
point above the central region of magnetic flux produced by the magnetic bipole. Figure 3.1(b) shows
the magnetic field extrapolated after global dipole reversal, as would occur in the declining phase
of the cycle. In this case the overlying magnetic flux is of the same orientation to the underlying
magnetic flux. In this case, no coronal null point is produced, however, two photospheric null points
exist. These null points are located on the photosphere between the each polarity of the bipole and its
respective polar field region. These field configurations represent typical, albeit simplified, possible
field configurations from throughout the solar cycle. Figure 3.1(a) could be a field configuration from
during the rising phase, prior to polar field reversal, while Figure 3.1(b) could represent the field
after polar field reversal. Given the change in overlying global dipole field orientation between the
images, we can determine that the orientation of the overlying global dipole could be opposite to that
of the underlying magnetic flux during the rising phase of the solar cycle, but of the same orientation
during the declining phase. Whilst this setup can be viewed as fairly simplified, it can still raise the
question as to the dependence of the null points upon the global dipole. If the null points are found
to be exclusively connected to the global dipole, this albeit simplified setup implies that there is the
possibility that no nulls would occur in the declining phase of the solar cycle. This could mean that
the breakout model would only be applicable during the rising phase of the solar cycle as a possible
method for explaining CME occurrence. This will be further investigated in Chapter 4.
3.2.1 Single Bipole, Overlying Global Dipole
The first test simulation involves inserting a bipolar active region, with a 90◦ tilt angle about the
equator. The setup is illustrated in Figure 3.2 where both the bipole and the polar field may be
seen. In this plot red is positive flux and blue is negative flux. This setup mimics that of Antiochos
(1998), where the polar field in each hemisphere is of opposite polarity to the emerged polarity from
the bipole within that region. The peak strength of this bipole is then varied from 1 gauss to 150
gauss. This gives our bipole flux ranging from approximately 6× 1020 to 2× 1022 Maxwells, where
the absolute value of the polar flux in each hemisphere is 9.8 × 1022Mx. Using the coronal field
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Figure 3.2: Image showing the radial field surface distribution of the first test simulation. A magnetic bipole has been
inserted with a 90◦ tilt angle about the equator. This gives the bipole polarities the opposite orientation to the prescribed
polar field in each hemisphere.
extrapolated from this the height of the change in orientation of the magnetic field above the central
region of flux between the bipole polarities is calculated. This change in orientation indicates the
change in direction of the magnetic field and the location of the coronal null point located between
the two regions of oppositely orientated flux. This technique is then repeated for bipoles with a larger
separation between the polarites. The polar field in each hemisphere is of opposite polarity to the
emerged polarity from the bipole within that region. Figure 3.3 shows an orthographic plot of the
radial surface field with overlying coronal field lines. The coronal field set up of this model is very
similar to the initial configuration of the breakout model of Antiochos (1998). The overlying dipolar
field is of oppoisite orientation to the underlying field from the bipole, and the approximate height of
this will now be calculated to give an estimate to the height of the null point which will form between
these two regions.
Figure 3.4(a) shows a plot of the height of the change in orientation of the magnetic field lines, which
illustrates the approximate radial location of the null points. When the height is 1 this means that the
2 polarities of the bipole are not connected and no coronal null point exists. Each change in magnetic
field direction is calculated at φ = 180◦ and θ = 90◦. Each colour within the plot represents a different
degree of separation between the two polarities of the bipole. Black indicates 5◦ half separation
between the polarities, purple 10◦ half separation, blue 15◦, green 20◦ and orange 25◦ half separation.
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Figure 3.3: An orthographic image of the set up of the first test simulation. The radial surface field consists of a magnetic
bipole inserted with a 90◦ tilt angle such that its orientation of polarities is opposite to that of the polar field within each
hemisphere. The potential coronal field extrapolated from this gives a field configuration similar to that of the initial set
up of the breakout model (Antiochos, 1998). The plot is made for a flux ratio of bipole to arcade flux of 0.10. Here we
define arcade flux as magnetic flux between the two polar field regions, while bipole flux goes between the two polarities
of the magnetic bipole.
This figure shows that the separation between the bipoles along with the ratio of bipole/polar flux
has a direct effect on (1) when in the simulation the field lines from the bipole polarities can connect
between each other and (2) that the height of the reversal of direction of the magnetic field between
the field from the bipole and the field from the overlying global dipole increases as the flux ratio
increases. If the separation between the polarities is sufficiently small, the magnetic field connects
between them for low flux values. As this separation increases, the amount of flux required for the
two bipoles to connect increases also. This is due to both the distance that the magnetic field must
travel between the polarities increasing and the strength of the polar field restricting the underlying
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(a)
Figure 3.4: Graph showing the height of the change in field orientation giving the approximate location of the null point in
the first test simulation. Each line represents a different degree of half separation (namely the number of degrees between
one polarity and the equator): the black line indicates 5◦ half separation, purple indicates 10◦ half separation, blue shows
15◦, green indicates 20◦ and orange represents 25◦ half separation.
central region of flux from reaching out into the corona and between the polarities.
3.2.2 Two Bipolar Active Regions
In the second test simulation, two bipolar active regions are inserted along the equator with no over-
lying polar field. These regions were emerged such that the polarities allow a similar coronal field set
up to that of the breakout model, but now with all of the magnetic flux originated within the active
regions. Figure 3.5 shows an image of the radial surface field showing the initial set up of the simu-
lation, where two bipolar active regions emerge along the equator. The orientation of the polarities is
such that the orientation of the bipoles is the same in each case. Figure 3.6 shows an orthographic plot,
viewed from the south pole region, showing field lines plotted throughout the corona. This shows that
the coronal field topology is similar to that of the breakout model.
Two different tests are then carried out in order to calculate the height at which the orientation of the
field lines change over the central region of the flux (taken at θ = 90◦, φ = 180◦) and at which radial
height the location of the coronal null occurred. The first simulation involves holding the size of the
inner polarities constant and increasing the size of the outer polarity from a peak strength of 1 Gauss
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Figure 3.5: Image showing the radial surface field distribution in the second test simulation. Two magnetic bipoles have
been inserted along the equator with zero tilt angle. This is a setup similar to the surface configuration of the breakout
model as it is also a quadrapolar field configuration. In the image red indicates positive flux and blue indicates negative
flux.
up to 200 Gauss. The second simulation involves holding the strength of the outer polarities constant
and varying the peak strength of the inner polarities from 1 to 200 Gauss. Figure 3.7 shows a plot
of the height of the field reversal within the simulation, demonstrating the location of the null points.
The dotted line indicates the height change when the strength of the outer polarities is held constant,
the solid line indicates the height change when the inner polarities strength is held constant. In these
simulations, the non changing bipole is held constant at a strength of approximately 20 Gauss. Clearly
both simulations produce different, but expected, behaviour within the magnetic field. When the size
of the outer bipole is held constant and the inner bipole is very weak, the overlying field from the
outer bipole restricts the field from the inner bipole from reaching out into the solar corona. This
means that the height of the change in orientation of the magnetic field is low down. As the size of the
inner bipole increases, the field lines reach higher into the solar corona. This means that the height at
which the angle change occurs (and hence null point will form) is higher in the corona. Eventually,
as the size of the inner bipole becomes much greater than the size of the outer bipole the magnetic
field from the inner regions extend out through the corona and pass out beyond 2.5R⊙. This means
that the field reversal between the two regions of flux is no longer picked up as the flux from the inner
polarity reaches beyond the outer boundary of the model.
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Figure 3.6: Image showing an orthographic plot and field lines of the set up of the second simulation. The extrapolated
coronal field shows a configuration similar to the coronal field set up within the initial configuration of the breakout model.
Conversely, when the size of the inner bipole is held constant and the size of the outer bipole is varied
we see the opposite effect. As the size of the outer bipole starts very weak, the field from the inner
bipole dominates and reaches out beyond the outer boundary of the simulation. As the size of the
outer bipole increases, the amount of magnetic flux from the inner bipole connecting to the outer
bipole increases. This means that the height of the change in orientation between the two regions of
flux decreases as the amount of flux from the outer magnetic bipole increases and compresses the flux
from the inner bipole. This happens very rapidly as the outer bipole strength builds up.
This method provides a good starting point for looking for nulls within the field configurations. these
simple field configurations are done to provide a first estimate as to the location of the coronal null
point. However, the method is very simplified and ideal for use on highly symmetric cases. In general,
actual solar magnetic field configurations are much more complex, so this technique would not work.
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Figure 3.7: Plot showing the height in solar radii of the field line orientation change when (a) the inner bipole strength is
held constant and the outer bipole strength is increased (solid line) and (b) the outer bipole strength is held constant and
the inner bipole strength is increased (dashed line).
A much more rigorous technique will be needed for use throughout our main simulations.
3.3 Null Point Finding Technique
While the method of looking for reversals in the horizontal field component may find null points in
highly symmetric cases a more general method is required for complex, non-symmetric situations.
This technique is now described.
In order to scan a coronal field for the location of null points (|B| = 0), the trilinear null finding
method of Haynes & Parnell (2007) is used within the spherical geometry of the code. The method is
split into three distinct parts; reduction, trilinear analysis and then locating the null point to sub grid
resolution through a root finding technique. In the reduction stage every grid cell is scanned and a
simple test is used to determine whether or not, a null point may exist. Each grid cell has longitude
and latitude size of 1.40625 degrees (17,082.4 km), and a radial height ranging from 17,293.8km
just above the solar corona up to 41,842.8km at the outer boundary. A necessary, but not sufficient
condition for a null is that all three field components as defined on the corners of the cube must reverse
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sign. This condition implies that the components go through at least one sign change within the cube.
The second stage of the method is a trilinear analysis of each cell that is remaining. This is based
on the fact that if a null point exists then it must lie on all three of the zero curves, Br = Bθ = 0,
Bθ = Bφ = 0 and Bφ = Br = 0. Within the grid cells, these curves can have one of two forms:
(1) a circuit within the cell or (2) a curve that extends through the boundary of the grid cell at either
end. The trilinear method was developed in order to detect nulls which would occur in the second
configuration. This is because nulls with the form of (1) would imply that the grid cell contains 2 null
points and means that a finer sub grid structure would have to be used in order to detect them. As we
are looking at large scale magnetic structures within our simulation, the trilinear method is sufficient
for the null points that we will be looking to detect. The existence of these curves is first considered
on the faces of each cell, where the lines Br = 0, Bθ = 0 and Bφ = 0 are considered. To consider
this, each field component is expressed in terms of a bilinear equation,
Bi = ai + bix + ciy + dixy, (3.12)
where i indicates the component of the magnetic field considered and x and y represent the spherical
coordinates, within the plane of the cell face. For simplicity, it is assumed that the range of each x
and y value is normalised such that 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1. The constants are determined from the values of
the field on the cell corners such that ai = Bi(0,0), bi = Bi(1,0) − Bi(0,0), ci = Bi(0,1) − Bi(0,0) and
di = Bi(1,1)−Bi(1,0)−Bi(0,1)−Bi(0,0) (where Bi(0,0) = Bi(0, 0)). To solve for any single intersection,
pairs of equations Bi = Bj = 0 are considered and the values of x and y which satisfy this and lie
between 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1 are found.
These points represent the location where zero curves threading through the interior of the cell cross
the boundary of the cell. A necessary condition for a single null to occur in the cell, is that each
possible combination of these zero curves, must pierce the boundary of the cell in pairs, however, it
is possible for one zero curve to cross the boundary at more than one pair of points. A null exists if
and only if, along any given zero curve the third component of the field is of opposite sign at the end
points which lie on the face. The sign of this component is determined using Equation 3.12.
Once the existence of a null has been confirmed, it is then located down to sub-grid resolution using
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a 3D version of the Newton-Raphson method for finding roots of equations. The Newton-Raphson
method is repeated until |B| ≤ 1 × 10−4. Various starting points are used until the iterative method
is successful within the cell. Should the method fail, the grid is then split up into eight sub-grid cells,
using trilinear interpolation, and the trilinear process is then repeated on these sub-cells.
Figure 3.8: Plots showing (a) the calculated height of the coronal null point using the base boundary condition described
in Figure 3.2 and (b) the difference between the height in field orientation previously calculated and the height of the null
point. In both images the black line shows when the bipole polarities are emerged with 15◦ half separation, while the
orange line shows 5◦ half separation. In image (a), the stars indicate the height of the null point calculated using the null
finding technique, while the solid line indicates the height of the field line orientation change.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of applying the null finding code to the setup of Figure 3.2 for 5◦
half separation and 15◦ half separation. In this example a bipole is inserted with a 90◦ tilt angle
about the equator, with a polar field in each hemisphere (the absolute value of the polar flux in each
hemisphere is 9.8×1022Mx). This setup mimics that of Antiochos (1998), where the polar field in each
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hemisphere is of opposite polarity to the emerged polarity from the bipole within that region. The peak
strength of the bipole is then increased from 1 Gauss to 150 Gauss, giving bipole fluxes ranging from
approximately 6×1020 to 2×1022 Maxwells. The null finding code is then applied to the extrapolated
coronal field, the results of which can be compared to the field line orientation change. Figure 3.8(a)
shows a plot of the radial height of the coronal null point located at approximately the same longitude
and latitude as the calculated field line orientation change. There is a slight difference between them
due to resolution in the main code, but this difference is very small. This figure shows that the height
of the null point follows the expected behaviour calculated using the field line orientation change, in
that as the bipole flux increases, the field lines reach out higher into the corona and cause the null
point to form at higher radial heights. Figure 3.8(b) shows the difference in the calculated height of
the coronal null point and the height of the field line orientation change and it can be seen that the
average difference is very low (less than 0.075R⊙). However, it is still well within an acceptable
range. It should be noted that, while only the height of the coronal null point close to the central
region is used, several null points along the separatrix between the bipole flux and the overlying flux
are discovered when applying the null finding code, which was to be expected. These null points
occur due to the connections between the polar regions of magnetic flux and the flux between the two
polarities of the magnetic bipole. All of the flux between the two polarities of the bipole creates a
shell of flux in the central region of the configuration. Above this, the flux from the polar region is of
opposite orientation over the whole shell of the bipoles, creating a line of null points between the two
distinct regions of magnetic flux.
Figure 3.9 shows an example of applying the null finding code to the setup of Figure 3.5. In this
example, two bipoles are emerged along the equator. Two situations are then considered. The first
involves holding the strength of the inner bipole constant (at 30 Gauss), and varying the peak strength
of the outer bipole from 1 Gauss, to 200 Gauss. The second involved the reverse, namely varying
the strength of the inner bipole while holding the outer bipole strength constant. The null finding
code was applied to each coronal field extrapolation, the results for the radial height of the null have
been plotted on top of the earlier results for the change in field line orientation (Figure 3.9(a)). The
red dimonds indicate when the outer bipole strength is varied, the blue stars indicate when the inner
bipole is varied. It appears that both sets of simulations, using the robust null finding technique, match
up well to the earlier results from the field line orientation test at all heights in the corona, and follow
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Figure 3.9: Plots showing (a) the calculated height of the coronal null point using the base boundary condition described
in Figure 3.5 and (b) the difference between the height in field orientation previously calculated and the height of the null
point. In image (a) the red diamonds represent when the inner bipole flux is held constant, the blue stars represent when
the outer bipole flux is held constant. In image (b) the black line represents the difference when the inner bipole flux is
held constant, while the red line indicates the difference when the outer bipoler flux is held constant.
a similar variation as discussed earlier. While they match up well it should be noted that here we are
only calculating the radial height of the null and not its θ or φ position. It is expected that if we also
consider the values deduced for the θ or φ position, then a bigger difference is expected, with the null
finding technique producing better results. Figure 3.9(b) shows a plot of the difference in calculated
radial height between the field line orientation change and the calculated radial height of the null point
using the null finding technique. It can be seen that there is only a very slight variation in the calculated
radial heights of the null points compared with the field orientation change. At higher radial heights,
the difference between the null point height and the height of the field orientation change is slightly
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higher than at lower radial heights. This is because of the change in distance between grid points
increasing with radial height. This gives a much larger distance between grid points for interpolating
and calculating the null, which means a slightly higher error may occur. This simple test allows us to
conclude that the null finding code has been implemented correctly. This means that the null finding
code can now be applied to each extrapolated coronal field within our simulation in order to deduce
the behaviour and variation of coronal null points throughout the solar cycle.
3.4 Conclusions
Within this Chapter, the potential field extrapolation technique has been discussed. Equation 3.11 is
used to describe all three components of the magnetic field within the simulation, between R⊙ and
2.5R⊙. This led to the postulation of one of the main questions within this thesis: what is the variation
of coronal null points in the large scale corona and what is their link to the overlying global dipole
and surface magnetic field? In order to gain a basic initial understanding as to null point location and
variation, two different example simulations, using different radial surface field configurations were
discussed. These examples were used to illustrate an initial understanding as to the location of the null
points, depending upon the underlying surface flux. The location of the coronal null point is compared
with a simple test looking at the change in field line orientation within the coronal configuration. This
allows the conclusion that the null finding code has been adapted into spherical coordinates correctly,
at least for the simple configurations considered here. The height of field line orientation change, and
hence null point location, is dependent upon both the overlying magnetic dipole configuration and
the underlying configuration of surface flux. The interactions of polarities from multiple bipoles can
cause a great variation in the complexity and configuration of the overlying coronal field. It can also
be seen that the overlying global dipole acts as a restrictive force for magnetic bipoles with any given
separation of polarities. This overlying global dipole field restricts the underlying magnetic flux from
reaching out into the solar corona.
After using the height change of the magnetic field as an initial guess as to the height of coronal null
points, the null point finding method was then described as the method that will be used in order to
calculate the location of all of the coronal null points within the simulation. This method is required
as it can find nulls in non-symmetric situations. This method provides the location of the coronal null
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points to sub grid resolution in three steps. The first step applies a simple algorithm to eliminate any
grid cells where a null point does not exist. The second step involves looking for sign changes in the
location of the Br = Bθ = 0, Bθ = Bφ = 0 and Bφ = Br = 0 on the faces of each grid cell where a
null point may possibly exist. Finally the Newton Raphson method is then employed in order to locate
the coronal null point to sub grid resolution. In order to test that the code has been adapted properly
it was applied to the coronal field extrapolated using the base boundary conditions described in 3.2.2.
This simple setup was used in order to ensure that the null finding code was working correctly. These
simple setups were used as they gave coronal configurations similar to the initial setup of the breakout
model. This guaranteed not only a single null point at the top of the interior coronal arcade from the
bipole in the central region of the setups, but also an arcade of null points created due to the 3D nature
of the configuration. This provided a stiff test for the null finding code and gives us confidence that it
is working correctly and can be applied to our main simulation.
In the next chapter we now run full solar cycle simulations over 2 solar cycles to investigate the
occurance of coronal null points.
4
Application of the Null Finding Code Over Two
Solar Cycles
Having described the potential field extrapolation technique and the null point finding method, these
can now be applied to the main simulation in order to investigate the variation of coronal null points
over 2 simulated solar cycles. Two different simulations, classified by a different base boundary
condition, will be run. The first simulation involves using the time evolution of the radial magnetic
field at the solar surface, as given by Equation 2.3, as the base boundary condition. A potential coronal
field is then extrapolated out to 2.5R⊙ from this. This simulation is run for 3 solar cycles, the first
being used to remove the unrealistic condition of an axisymmetric polar field. Here we class polar
field as being the magnetic field originating from above 70◦ in the northern hemisphere and below
−70◦ in the southern hemisphere. This first cycle is discounted from the coronal null point analysis.
The latter two cycles are then scanned for the existence of coronal null points, using the previously
described null finding method. The second set of simulations use a different base boundary condition.
Using the magnetic field distributions from the first run, a simple conversion algorithm is applied in
order to turn them into simulated synoptic magnetograms. These are then used as the base boundary
condition for construction of a potential field. This is done in order to give a base boundary condition
that is comparable to the way in which Kitt Peak synoptic maps are created. The variation of coronal
null points within both of these simulations will then be used to determine the connection between
the null points and the emerging magnetic flux on the solar surface, and also their dependence upon
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the overlying global dipole. A method of classifying the coronal null points using the radial surface
field distribution which results in their creation is then discussed.
This chapter will be ordered as follows. Initially a brief reminder as to why the Kitt Peak synoptic
magnetograms are not being directly used is given (Section 4.1). Then a descrition of both simulation
techniques is given. The first simulation, called the instant day simulation, will be created, then
matched with flux levels from the Kitt Peak magnetograms (Section 4.1.1). Using this simulation, the
simulated synoptic magnetograms are then be created (Section 4.1.2). These will be shown to give
a better match in terms of flux values to the Kitt Peak magnetograms, due to the similarities in their
creation. The variation of coronal null points within both simulations will then be discussed (Section
4.2). Initially their variation throughout the solar cycle will be investigated (Section 4.2.1). In Section
4.2.2 the null point numbers in relation to the number of emerging bipoles will be discussed. Finally,
in Section 4.2.3, the null points will be classified using the underlying surface field configurations
which led to their creation.
4.1 Simulation Techniques
When creating the simulation, the question of whether or not to use the observed solar magnetograms
from Kitt Peak as a base boundary condition for construction of a potential field arose. After careful
consideration, these were not used due to the inaccuracy of the measurements above and below ±60◦
latitude. This inaccuracy arises due to the way in which the measurements are recorded. They are
recorded as line of sight measurements of the radial field component of the magnetic field. This means
that, closer to the equator, the measurements will be more accurate, whereas, at higher latitudes, the
measurements will be less accurate. For our simulations it is necessary to accurately model the field
in both low and high latitude regions, as in the high latitude regions is where the overlying global
dipole field on the sun originates.
In order to accurately model this, a simulation was created by inserting bipolar active regions, created
to follow the known patterns of bipole emergence during the solar cycle. The strength of these active
regions was prescribed such that the flux in our simulation approximately matches the flux observed
in the Kitt Peak solar magnetograms at various latitudes heading polewards. Matching the strength of
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this lower latitude field between the instant day simulations and the Kitt Peak magnetograms allows
the conclusion that the poleward transport of magnetic flux and subsequent strength of the polar fields
has been accurately modelled. This is an issue of key importance when investigation the connection
between the coronal null points and the overlying global dipole. Due to the overlying global dipole
originating from within the polar field, it is important to accurately model the strength and evolution
of this field at all times.
This evolution of the radial surface field, coupled with Equations 3.11 for modelling the overlying
coronal field, giving the “Instant Day Simulation”. In this simulation, the radial magnetic field at the
solar surface is evolved forward in time using Equation 2.12. Using this as a base boundary condition,
the coronal field is extrapolated every 27 days. This information is then saved as an instant day map
with extrapolated coronal field. Full details of this are given in Section 4.1.1.
Using the Instant Day Simulation data, a conversion algorithm is then applied converting the instant
day maps into “Simulated Synoptic Magnetograms”. This allows a better comparison to the Kitt Peak
synoptic magnetograms as the data is now more comparable to the observations it is being compared
to. In doing this, a clearer picture of what data/information is lost through the conversion will be
given. A comparison between the variation of coronal null points within each simulation type can
also be considered.
4.1.1 Instant Day Simulation
Magnetic flux at the solar surface evolves through the processes of emergence, advection and sur-
face diffusion. New flux emerges at the solar surface in the form of newly emerged bipolar regions
(Archontis et al., 2004; Murray et al., 2006; Murray & Hood, 2007) . The flux is then evolved via
large-scale flows such as differential rotation and meridional flow. The flux transport code used in
this study includes these effects along with surface diffusion as a result of super-granular convection
in order to evolve forward the radial component of the magnetic field at the solar surface (Wang et al.,
1989; van Ballegooijen et al., 1998; Schrijver & Title, 2001; Baumann et al., 2006).
When creating the Instant Day Simulation, bipolar active regions are emerged throughout the solar
cycle, and the magnetic flux is then evolved forward at the solar surface using the large scale flows of




Figure 4.1: Graphs showing the properties of the bipoles emerged within the simulation. (a) The distribution of bipole
emergences as a function of time and latitudes, (b) the numbers of bipoles emerging per 27 days, (c) the total flux within
the emerging bipoles per year, (d) the average monthly tilt angle of the bipoles, (e) tilt angle distribution throughout the
simulation and (f) the average tilt angle vs. latitude. The first cycle depicted in the plots above was used as a “control”
cycle to initiate the simulation. The work presented here will only analyse cycles two and three where flux values have
been scaled to KP synoptic data.
differential rotation and meridional circulation, coupled with diffusion. This simulation is approxi-
mately matched to the observed Kitt Peak magnetograms by matching flux values at various latitudes.
This is done by changing various parameters of the magnetic bipoles that are emerged (i.e. tilt angle,
latitude of emergence, size etc.), while using five sizes of bipole, ranging from 1019 Mx to 1022 Mx
(Mackay et al., 2002; Mackay & Lockwood, 2002). Altering the tilt angle, latitude of emergence




Figure 4.2: Sample radial surface maps taken from various stages of one of the solar cycles within the instant day simu-
lation. Each map shows a different stage of the cycle. These are (a) solar minimum, (b) rising phase, (c) solar maximum,
(d) declinning phase and (e) solar minimum. Within the diagrams, red indicates positive magnetic flux and blue indicates
negative magnetic flux, where the field strength saturates at 10G.
and other parameters of the bipoles allows us to alter the way in which the flows effect the bipole’s
evolution and thus the evolution of the magnetic flux on the solar surface and also allow us to ensure
that the known characteristics of the solar cycle are upheld within our simulation, for example higher
latitude of emergence early in the cycle, variation in bipole numbers throughout the cycle etc. The
initial distribution of the radial field of the newly emerged bipoles is given by:
∆Br,init(R⊙, θ, φ) = B
(+)
r,init(R⊙, θ, φ)− B
(−)
r,init(R⊙, θ, φ), (4.1)










are the distributions of the positive
and negative polarity flux at the solar surface (van Ballegooijen et al., 1998). Here, βinit is the angular
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(b)
Figure 4.3: Graphs showing the surface flux from our “instant day” simulation. Graph (a) shows the total surface flux
while (b) shows the flux at 40◦ latitude. In each case the solid lines denote the flux values deduced from the Kitt Peak
synoptic magnetograms where the dashed curve denotes the results of the simulations. The double ended arrows in each
graph denote a 2-year time period around cycle maximum determined from the peaks in bipole emergence rate.
width of each polarity component (assumed to be proportional to the angular separation between the
two poles), β0 is the angular width at which the poles of the bipole are inserted into the radial surface
distribution (here β0 = 4◦), Bmax is the initial peak flux density (assumed to be 1100 Gauss for all
bipoles) and β±(θ, φ) is the heliocentric angle between the latitude and longitude of emergence θ




accounts for diffusion in the early phase of development, occuring as the magnetic flux tube
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which causes the bipole rises through the convection zone and emergence at the solar photosphere.
The emergence rates of the bipoles are matched to the known patterns that occur throughout the cycle,
and is inversely proportional to the size of the region (Harvey & Zwaan (1993); Schrijver & Harvey
(1994)). Figure 4.1 shows graphs which indicate the various properties of the magnetic bipoles that
were used within our simulation. Graph (a) shows a plot of the latitude of emergence of the bipoles vs
time. The distinctive butterfly diagram of bipoles is clearly visible, where bipoles emerge at a higher
latitude at the beginning of the solar cycle, and emerge closer to the equator later on in the solar cycle.
This plot also shows how we emerge approximately the same number of bipoles in both hemispheres
of our simulation. Graph (b) shows a plot of the number of bipoles emerging every 27 days vs time.
It can clearly be seen that, as the cycle progresses to solar maximum more bipoles emerge, which
is the characteristic used to define this. As the cycle goes through the declining phase, the number
of bipoles emerged gradually drops until solar minimum. Graph (c) shows a plot of the total flux
from the emerging bipoles vs time, and this follows a similar pattern to graph (b). As more bipoles
emerge in the rising phase, more flux will be available from them. As the numbers of bipoles begins
to drop during the declining phase, the amount of flux that comes from the bipoles will also drop.
Graph (d) shows the average monthly tilt angle of the bipoles, while graph (e) shows the distribution
of tilt angles throughout the solar cycle. Graphs (d) and (e) show that at the start of the solar cycle,
the average tilt angle of the bipoles can be seen to be larger than at the end of the cycle, with a fairly
steady decline in tilt throughout the solar cycle as the bipoles begin to emerge at lower latitude. Graph
(f) shows the average tilt angle vs latitude of emergence. As bipoles emerge at a higher latitude of
emergence, they have a higher tilt angle. The graph seems to show the much shallower variation as
suggested by Schu¨ssler & Baumann (2006) of tilt angle of the emerging bipoles versus latitude of
approximately λ
5
. This is different from the previously calculated value of λ
2
found in Mackay et al.
(2002) and Mackay & Lockwood (2002).
Figure 4.2 shows various radial surface maps taken from the instant day simulation. These maps cover
all of the stages throughout a solar cycle. Figure 4.2(a) shows the distribution around solar minimum.
At this stage, the numbers of magnetic bipoles emerging are very low, approximately one every day
or two. The latitudes at which these bipoles emerge are also higher than later in the solar cycle,
around ±40◦ latitude. At this point, the majority of the flux sits in the polar regions. As the cycle
progresses through the rising phase (Figure 4.2(b)), the numbers of emerging bipoles increases. Their
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latitude of emergence also gets closer to the equator. Throughout this stage, the emerged magnetic
flux is being skewed in the longitudinal direction due to the differential rotation. Due to this the
bipoles at this stage appear more tilted in the east-west direction. The meridional circulation has also
taken affect and carried some of the magnetic flux polewards. This has the effect that the emerging
bipoles are pushed into the polar region and begin to cancel with the polar flux as the trailing polarity,
which is of opposite sign to the polar field reaches the poles first. Figure 4.2 (c) shows the field
distribution just after solar maximum, which is determined as the stage around which the number of
emerging bipoles peaks. At this stage, the polar fields have begun to reverse sign due to the meridional
circulation carrying magnetic flux polewards. The latitude of emergence of the magnetic bipoles has
also decreased to be around the equatorial region, while the numbers of emerging bipoles has peaked.
As solar maximum is passed, the declining phase is entered. An example field configuration from this
time is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (d). The numbers of emerging bipoles has decreased considerably.
The strength of the polar field is increasing, but is now of opposite sign to that at the start of the cycle.
This field configuration will continue until the end of the cycle, when the radial surface field will have
a configuration similar to that of Figure 4.2 (e). At this stage, the sun is once again at solar minimum.
The numbers of emerging bipoles is at its lowest amount. At this point, the total magnetic flux on the
sun is at its minimum, while the polar field strength will peak around this time. The next solar cycle
will follow the same characteristics as described above. These examples show that the simulation is
following the known patterns of bipole emergence and evolution. The computed flux values that are
present at the various stages of the solar cycle are now considered.
Using the combinations of properties of bipoles that have been calculated, combined with the bipole
sizes, the flux values within the Instant Day Simulation are approximately matched to that of the Kitt
Peak magnetograms over the whole surface, and at various latitudes. Figure 4.3 shows graphs of the
flux within the Instant Day Simulation. Graph (a) shows the total surface flux, while graph (b) shows
the flux at 40◦ latitude (a similar graph was produced for -40◦ latitude). In both graphs, the dashed
line indicates the result from the Instant Day Simulation, while the solid line indicates the result from
the Kitt Peak Synoptic magnetograms. A good match between the two sets of data can be observed
in these images. The flux at the higher latitude of 40◦ matches fairly well in both sets of data. Using
the fact that the flux matches fairly well in both sets of data at lower latitudes, we can conclude
that we have modelled the transport of flux on the solar surface fairly accurately and that our values
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for differential rotation, diffusion and meridional circulation are fairly accurate. This means that we
should have a good approximation to the correct evolution and magnitude of the polar magnetic field,
and hence, the overlying global dipole.
While the flux values are a very good approximation in this simulation, they are noticably slightly
higher, especially at solar minimum. This is because the Instant Day simulation evolves forward
the radial field component daily and does not lose any information, as is the case for observations.
When creating the Kitt Peak Synoptic magnetograms, the central meridian section of a full disk
magnetogram is stored each day of a carrington rotation. This then forms a single Kitt Peak synoptic
magnetogram. The main problem with this technique is that information on the solar surface may
be lost. A bipole could emerge after the central meridian section and either be heavily diffused and
weakened, or may not be picked up at all within an observation. Similarly, a bipole may emerge on
the opposite side of the sun, which could be heavily weakened or even completely diffused by the
time that it revolves around to central meridian. This forces us to ask the question as to whether
creating Simulated Synoptic Magnetograms from our Instant Day simulations could give us a better
approximation of flux over the surface and at various latitudes.
4.1.2 Simulated Synoptic Magnetograms
In order to convert the instant day maps into the form of simulated synoptic magnetograms, the
relevant data from each of the instant day maps must be identified and extracted. To do this, initially
a latitudinal strip with a width of 13.5◦ longitude is taken from the rightmost edge of the first instant
day map. This portion of the instant day map is defined to be the portion that is initially lying at
central meridian. This information is then stored as the rightmost strip of the first simulated synoptic
magnetogram. A second latitudinal strip, of the same width, is then taken from the left edge of
where the previous strip ended, but from the next instant day map, representing the fact that this
would be the next strip to lie at central meridian. This is then stored as the next section of the
simulated synoptic magnetogram. This method is then continued over 27 days of the instant day maps,
making up a single simulated synoptic magnetogram covering one carrington rotation. This process
is then repeated with each successive 27 instant day simulations, producing one subsequent simulated
synoptic magnetogram per 27 days. Once constructed the simulated synoptic magnetograms are then
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Figure 4.4: Image showing (a) a typical instant day map and (b) a simulated synoptic magnetogram. The 27 day period
covered by the simulated synoptic magnetogram is the same 27 day rotation period the instant day example is taken from.
The area within the vertical black lines corresponds to the portion of the instant day map that lies at central meridian and
is extracted and inserted into the simulated synoptic magnetogram. Several key features have been marked on both the
instant day map and the simulated synoptic magnetogram.
corrected for flux balance, which usually involves only a small correction. This involves merely
totaling up the flux imbalance within the synoptic map and then adding flux of opposite sign to every
pixel which has strength equal to the imbalance averaged out over the entire map in order that the
surface field is now in balance. This is usually a very small correction.
Figure 4.4 shows a comparison between one of the simulated synoptic magnetograms (Figure 4.4(b))
and one of the instant day maps that was used to create it (Figure 4.4(a)). It can be seen that the
method for creating simulated synoptic magnetograms produces a good average representation over
a rotation. Comparing several of the features between the two images in Figure 4.4 gives a good
understanding of what information and data are lost or missed when creating simulated synoptic
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magnetograms. A key point to remember is that the black line in Figure 4.4(a) denotes the portion
of the instant day map that lies at central meridian. This portion of the map is also highlighted in
the simulated synoptic map. The information to the right of the black lined section in Figure 4.4(b)
has already been extracted from the instant day maps, while the information to the left has yet to be
extracted in relation to the shown instant day map.
Comparing feature 2 in both images shows that, in the instant day map the active regions appear
slightly weaker, and more longitudinally sheared than in the simulated synoptic magnetogram. This
is due to its extraction at an earlier time than the time of the current instant day map. Feature 5 shows
bipolar regions, within the instant day map that have yet to be extracted for the simulated synoptic
magnetogram. These bipolar regions appear less sheared and stronger in the instant day simulation
than the corresponding regions in the simulated synoptic magnetogram. Therefore this shows the
opposite effect to that of feature 2, where the large scale solar flows and diffusion have not had as
much of an affect upon it, as they will have by the time the field information is extracted. Feature 4
shows a bipole that is yet to emerge in the instant day map, but is picked up for the simulated synoptic
magnetogram. Conversely, features 1 and 3 show two bipolar regions that have been missed by the
conversion into simulated synoptic magnetogram form. This is a key point, as information may be
missed when converting into synoptic form thereby artificially impacting the complexity of the field
distribution.
After converting the instant day maps into simulated synoptic magnetograms the same flux measure-
ments are taken as before, shown in Figure 4.5. The simulated synoptic magnetograms show a better
match than the instant day maps. The peaks of flux at solar maximum occur at approximately the
same time and magnitude. The minima give a better match between the two data sets than before.
This is because the simulated synoptic magnetograms lose some information compared to the instant
day simulations (in the same way that the Kitt Peak magnetograms lose information). By comparing
the simulated synoptic magnetograms to the Kitt Peak Synoptic magnetogram, data produced by a
similar technique are compared. From this we have confirmation that our low latitude field distribu-
tions are realistic, at least in terms of absolute flux values, and subsequently will produce consistent
high latitude fields.
Figure 4.6 shows plots which allow us to confidently see that the flux values within the simulated
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(a)
Figure 4.5: Graphs showing the surface flux from our simulated synoptic magnetogram conversion data. Graph (a) shows
the total surface flux while (b) shows the flux at 40◦ latitude. In each case the solid lines denote the flux values deduced
from the Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms where the dashed curve denotes the results of the simulations. The double
ended arrows in each graph denote a 2-year time period around cycle maximum determined from the peaks in bipole
emergence rate.
synoptic data are a slightly better match to the observed levels of flux within the Kitt Peak synoptic
magnetograms than the instant day simulation. Graph (a) shows a plot where the solid line represents
the difference in flux between the Kitt peak magnetograms and the simulated synoptic magnetograms,
whilst the dashed line represents the difference in flux between the Kitt peak magnetograms and the
instant day simulation. This graph allows us to see that, in general, the simulated synoptic magne-
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Figure 4.6: Graph (a) shows the difference between the amount of magnetic flux within the Kitt Peak magnetograms
and the instant day simulation (dashed line) and the difference between the amount of magnetic flux in the Kitt Peak
magnetograms and the simulated synoptic magnetograms (solid line). Graph (b) is a plot of the difference between these
two properties, where the range of y has been limited to positive values only. This second graph highlights the points
throughout the solar cycle where the flux values within the simulated synoptic maps give a better match to the flux values
within the Kitt Peak magnetograms than those within the instant day simulation.
tograms provide a better match to the flux levels of the Kitt Peak magnetograms than the instant day
simulation, due mostly to the fact that they are both created in the same way and will miss the same
information (see Figure 4.4 for full details on this). Graph (b) shows a plot of the difference between
the errors in the flux values of the two sets of data. The y axis has been limited between zero and the
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maximum value of this in order to highlight the points during the solar cycle where the flux values
of the simulated synoptic data better match the Kitt Peak magnetograms i.e. any point on this graph
where positive values are plotted indicates a better match between the simulated synoptic data. This
graph shows that, in general, the simulated synoptic data provides a slightly better match to the Kitt
Peak data than the instant day simulation. The differences in flux levels, especially around solar max-
imum, can be seen to provide a closer estimation to the Kitt Peak data. This means that it is prudent
to determine the behaviour of coronal null points using both sets of data as a base boundary condition
for potential coronal field extrapolation.
4.2 Coronal Null Point Behaviour
Using both sets of the radial magnetic field distributions as base boundary conditions, a potential
field is extrapolated out to 2.5 solar radii. This field is then scanned, using the trilinear null find-
ing technique of Haynes et al.(2007) to determine the properties of the null points that are present
throughout the two solar cycles. Using the locations of these null points we will investigate the vari-
ation of the number of null points throughout the solar cycle, the relationship between the number of
emerging bipoles and the number of null points found and the classification of the null points using
the underlying surface field configurations that lead to their formation.
4.2.1 Properties of Coronal Null Points
Figure 4.7 represents the variation of coronal null points within the instant day simulation (graphs
a and b) and within the simulated synpotic magnetogram simulation (graphs c and d). The graphs
show the results for cycles 2 and 3, which have been matched to Kitt Peak Synoptic magnetograms.
Graphs (a) and (c) show the variation of coronal null points through the two cycles as a function
of time, while graphs (b) and (d) show the variation of coronal null points that are calculated to be
linked to the overlying global dipole as a function of time. Here, a null is classed as being linked to
the overlying global dipole if one of the field lines plotted immediately around the null point has an
end point within the polar regions. In the instant day simulation a sampling rate of 27 days is used.
Both sets of data show that the variation of coronal null points varies cyclically throughout the solar
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Figure 4.7: Graphs showing the variation in total number of nulls found in (a) the instant day simulation and (c) the
simulated synoptic simulation. The number of those nulls connected with the overlying global dipole can also be seen
for (b) the instant day map simulation and (d) the simulated synoptic simulation. The double ended arrows in each graph
denote a 2-year time period around cycle maximum determined from the peaks in bipole emergence rate
cycle. More null points are present at solar maximum, while fewer null points are detected at solar
minimum. This variation suggests that the number of coronal null points present at any time in the
solar cycle is dependent upon the emergence rates of solar flux on the solar surface. It is important to
note that we are only looking at large scale magnetic flux, and not the small scale flux on the sun.
Direct comparison between the number of null points in the instant day simulation and the number
in the simulated synoptic magnetograms also shows another interesting result. In the instant day
simulation, there is a total of 2843 null points located, while in the simulated synoptic data only 2437
null points are located. This shows a reduction of approximately 15%. From this, it can be seen that
converting the data to the form of synoptic data means that we lose 406 of the total coronal null points
(approximately 1/6). This loss of coronal null points stems from the reduction in complexity of the
magnetic field that occurs when creating the simulated synoptic magnetograms. This important point
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Figure 4.8: Images showing a field line plot around a null that is connected with the overlying global dipole (top) and not
connected with the global dipole (bottom).
must be kept in mind when working with observed synoptic magnetogram style data.
Graphs (b) and (d) show the coronal null points that are determined to be connected with the overlying
global dipole. This is done by plotting field lines around the null point, and calculating their end
points. If either of the end points of the field line is lying in either of the polar regions (north or south),
then the null point is determined to be connected with the overlying global dipole. This is because the
overlying global dipolar field is deemed to originate within these polar regions. The significance of
this quantity is used in order to determine the dependence of coronal null points, and their associated
breakout topologies, upon the overlying global dipole and, hence, determine the applicability of the
breakout topologies as a possible mechanism for coronal mass ejections throughout the solar cycle.
In the instant day simulation only 8% of the total null points are connected with the overlying global
dipole, while in the simulated synoptic magnetograms it is only 7%.
Figure 4.8 shows field line plots around two of the coronal null points within the simulation. The top




Figure 4.9: Graphs showing the variation of certain properties of coronal null points, located in the instant day simulation.
Graph (a) shows the distribution of null points with latitude, (b) shows the average absolute value of latitude as a function
of time, (c) shows the average radial height of coronal null points as a function of latitude, (d) shows the number of coronal
null points as a function of radial height in the corona and (e) shows the average radial height as a function of time.
image shows a plot around a null point which is connected to the overlying global dipole. The field
lines that surround the null point and cause its formation extend and originate up within the polar
field (above ±70◦ latitude) on the surface map. This is where the global dipole is known to originate.
In the bottom image, the field lines all connect with various polarities from the surface configuration
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almost directly below the null point. This means that none of the magnetic field which causes this
null to form is connected with the overlying global dipole.
Figure 4.9 shows the variation of null point properties located within the instant day simulations.
Similar graphs are found for the simulated synoptic data, however are not shown here as the features
present are nearly identical to the features seen in the graphs in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9(a) shows the
distribution of null points with latitude. The majority of null points can be seen to occur within ±50◦
latitude within the active latitudes of the emerging magnetic flux. One of the key features of this
graph is the presence of null points over the equatorial region of the Sun. If null points occur in
the equatorial plane then the breakout model could possibly account for earthwardly directed CMEs
that lie within the equatorial plane. Figure 4.9(b) shows the average absolute value of latitude of
null points over time. It can clearly be seen that as the solar cycle progresses the latitude of the null
points gets closer to the equator, following the butterfly diagram. This suggests an almost direct link
between the null points and the emerging magnetic flux on the sun, which follows this same general
behaviour.
Figure 4.9(c) shows the average radial height of the coronal null points as a function of latitude. The
average radial height increases slightly as the null points occur closer to the equator, while the average
radial height remains very low in the corona (peaking below 1.25 solar radii). Figure 4.9(d) shows the
number of coronal nulls against radial height in the corona, represented as a logarithmic plot. From
this graph it can be seen that the majority of null points occur below 1.5 solar radii. For comparison,
the dashed line denotes a line of slope -3 which indicates that the nulls fall off with radial distance as
1/r3. This matches the results of Longcope et al. (2003) who found this relation in terms of isolated
point sources.
Figure 4.9(e) shows the average radial height with time. It can clearly be seen that the average
height of coronal null points follows a cyclic variation throughout the solar cycle. As the overlying
global dipole field weakens, the underlying active latitude flux is able to extend out further into the
corona. Throughout the declining phase, the global dipole strengthens, restricting the underlying field
from extending out into the solar corona, reducing the height at which coronal null points occur. To
consider whether averaging may reduce the slight scatter within the graph and produce simpler trends
the present simulation has been extended by adding three additional theoretical cycles. Doing so only
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Figure 4.10: Butterfly diagrams showing the distribution of null points in (a) the instant day map simulation and (b) the
simulated synoptic magnetogram simulation (right).
slighlty reduces the scatter, so we believe that the slight scatter is a true feature where it is the result
of the complicated underlying photospheric fields.
Figure 4.10 shows butterfly distributions of the coronal null points in (a) the instant day simulation
and (b) the simulated synoptic magnetogram data. The location of null points in both simulation
types can be seen to follow the pattern of sunspot emergence, with sunspots emerging closer to the
equator as the cycle approaches maximum, and throughout solar minimum. One main difference in
the comparison of Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.1(a) is that the null point butterfly diagram has a much
wider spread that the bipole emergence butterfly diagram. One noticable feature of both images in
Figure 4.10 is that there is a steady stream of null points that are forming closer to the polar caps
at approximately cycle maximum. After solar maximum, and the subsequent reversal in polar field,
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Figure 4.11: A scatter plot of the number of null points found every 27 days vs. the number of bipolar regions emerged
every 27 days. The triangle in the centre indicates the mean point of both data sets. The solid line denotes a gradient of
1/3 while the dashed line 1/2.
these null points disappear until the following cycle. Each of these null points is connected to the
overlying global dipole.
An important result from this study is the dependence of the formation of coronal null points on the
underlying active latitude flux. This implies that, as the overlying global dipole field reverses sign just
after solar maximum, the occurrence of coronal null points will not disappear throughout the declining
phase of the solar cycle. While it is true that some of the null points are linked to the overlying global
dipole, the majority are not. The implication of this is that null points will occur throughout all stages
of the solar cycle, and the breakout model is applicable throughout all stages of the solar cycle.
4.2.2 Null Numbers in Relation to Bipole Emergence Rates
To fully understand the dependence of coronal null points on lower latitude active region flux, an
investgation into the relationship between the number of coronal null points and the emergence rates
of magnetic flux is carried out. Figure 4.11 shows a scatter plot of the number of coronal null points
discovered every 27 days against the number of bipoles emerged every 27 days. It can be seen that
there is a positive, linear association, where the relation of approximately 1/3 of the bipoles emerged
to the number of coronal null points located (this is denoted by the solid line, and a best fit gives a
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gradient of 0.29). Even though there is this rough linear fit, it can be seen that there is still a lot of
scatter either side of the line of best fit. Generally, this means that, as the number of emerged bipoles
increases, the number of coronal null points also increases. The value is less than the theoretical value
of 1/2, where it is assumed that every two bipoles, emerging in a quadrapolar configuration, would
produce one null point. This fairly simplified value is derived using the initial setup of the breakout
model, where two bipolar active regions produce a single coronal null point. However, this value of
1/2 is still within the range of the scatter in the diagram. This indicates that active periods of the solar
cycle would have more coronal null points than inactive periods and, consequentially, more possible
locations would exist for breakout configurations. In Figure 4.11, an interesting feature should be
noted when the emergence rates of bipoles is low. When the emergence rate falls below 15 regions
per 27 days, a wide scatter is found, and there is no clear relationship between regions emerged and the
number of null points located. The upper limit in this scatter provides a near one-to-one relationship
between bipoles emerged and null points located. The reason for this is discussed in the next section,
where the coronal null points are classified using the surface magnetic flux that causes their creation.
Figure 4.12 shows the number of coronal null points found in the instant day simulation when (a)
100% (8694 bipoles), (b) 75% (6521 bipoles), (c) 50% (4347 bipoles) and (d) only 25% (2173 bipoles)
of the bipoles were emerged. The number of bipoles are reduced by randomly removing them from
the previous run. It can clearly be seen that, as the number of bipoles emerged within the simulation
decreases, the total number of null points decreases. Between Figures 4.12 (a) and (d) where the
number of bipoles is reduced by 75% we find that the total number of nulls reduces by 63%. Therefore
the loss in number of nulls is slightly less than that of bipoles, but the rates of decrease are consistent
with one another and Figure 4.11. Therefore the gradient of 1/3 obtained in Figure 4.11 only holds
for large emergence rates and as the emergence rate dips to lower values, the result is not robust. The
reason for this is explained in the next section where the location of null points are considered in
relation to the underlying distribution of radial flux at the photopshere.
4.2.3 Null Point Configuration Classification
After locating all of the null points within the instant day simulation, the photospheric distribution
that causes the coronal null point to exist is used in order to classify them. The four types of pho-
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(a)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: Graphs showing (a) the number of nulls found in the instant day map simulation with 100% of the bipoles
emerged, (b) the number of nulls found in the instant day map simulation with 75% of the bipoles emerged, (c) the number
of nulls found in the instant day map simulation with 50% of the bipoles emerged and (d) the number of nulls found in
the instant day map simulation with 25% of the bipoles emerged. The double ended arrows in each graph denote a 2-year
time period around cycle maximum determined from the peaks in bipole emergence rate.
tospheric distribution can be seen in Figure 4.13 and are defined as, from left to right, (a) the triple
polarity configuration, (b) a newly emerged quadrapolar flux distribution, (c) an enclosed quadrapo-
lar flux distribution which will occur across the equator as bipoles with opposite orientation in each
hemipshere interact and (d) an advected quadrapolar flux distribution. In each case the star denotes
the location of the coronal null. For each case, the top image gives an idealised photospheric setup,
while the bottom image is taken from the instant day simulation and shows an actual example of each
of the four photospheric flux distributions. On close inspection it can be seen that cases (b) and (d)
are the same topologically. The distinction we are making between them is that (b) is formed by the
emergence of bipoles in close proximity, while (d) requires convergence and interaction between the
bipoles before a null can form. This information will enable us to determine whether configurations
(a) or (d) are responsible for the extended width of the null point butterfly diagram.
Figure 4.14 shows the number and variation of null points that exist, within each of the four config-




Figure 4.13: Images showing examples of the photospheric flux distributions used in order to classify the null point
configuration. The first example (a) is a triple polarity configuration, (b) a newly emerged quadrapolar flux distribution,
(c) an enclosed quadrapolar flux distribution and (d) an advected quadrapolar flux distribution.
uration types. It can be seen that the majority of coronal null points occur due to a newly emerged
quadrapolar flux system on the photosphere (Figure 4.14(b)). The numbers of coronal nulls of this
type of configuration vary cyclically with emerging bipole numbers, indicating their dependence upon
the newly emerging bipoles within the solar cycle. Figure 4.14(d) shows the number of coronal nulls
that are classified as an advected quadrapolar flux distribution on the solar surface. The number of
nulls of this form starts off low at the start of the cycle. Then as the newly emerging surface flux
begins to evolve due to meridional flow, differential rotation and diffusion, and bipoles converge to-
wards one-another. This causes the advected quadrapolar formations and associated null points to
form. Figure 4.14(a) shows the number of coronal null points that are classified as a triple polarity
photospheric configuration. These type of null points seem to occur throughout the rising phase of the
cycle, and for a limited time after solar maximum, at which point they do not exist until the following
cycle. This is due to the fact that the null points with this classification occur almost exclusively as
pictured in Figure 4.13. The null is formed due to the magnetic field from one bipolar region and
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Figure 4.14: Graphs showing the classification of the null points within the instant day simulation. The graphs show
results for (a) a triple polarity configuration, (b) newly emerged quadrapolar configuration, (c) an enclosed quadrapolar
configuration and (d) advected quadrapolar configuration. The double ended arrows in each graph denote a 2-year time
period around cycle maximum determined from the peaks in bipole emergence rate.
the polar field. At the start of the cycle and throughout the rising phase, the bipoles emerge at higher
latitudes on the solar surface and in fewer numbers. This will cause several of the bipoles to have
connections with the polar field within that hemisphere resulting in coronal null points. Later in the
cycle, at approximately solar maximum and throughout the declining phase of the cycle, the bipolar
regions emerge at lower latitudes and in greater numbers. This means that there are more interactions
between the flux of one bipolar region and another and nulls of a quadrapolar configuration are more
likely to occur. This also explains why a 75% decrease in bipole emergence rates only results in a
63% decrease in the number of nulls. When fewer bipoles emerge there is an increased chance of a
single bipole interacting with the polar field and producing a null, thus compensating for the decrease
based on bipole-bipole interactions. As both the advected quadrapolar and triple polarity configu-
rations have significant numbers this illustrates why the width of the null point butterfly diagram is
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much wider than that of the bipole emergence butterfly diagram. Nulls may form at any point as
bipoles are advected across the solar surface not just when bipoles emerge. Figure 4.14(c) shows the
number of coronal null points that are classified by an enclosed quadrapolar flux configuration on the
photosphere. The number of null points of this type remains fairly constant throughout the simulation.
A slight peak exists around solar maximum, due to the complexity of the photospheric field at that
point, which has the highest rate of emergence. The constancy of this value fits the fact that these
null points require cross equatorial interactions and as bipoles emerge throughout the cycle at random
longitudes there should be equal probability of this occurring.
In terms of all of the coronal null points that occurred in the simulation, approximately 45.3% had
a photospheric flux distribution of the newly emerged quadrapolar type, 25.4% had an advected
quadrapolar flux distribution on the photosphere, 17.6% had an enclosed quadrapolar photospheric
flux distribution and 11.7% have a triple polarity photospheric flux distribution. The triple polarity
photospheric flux distributions are of a higher percentage compared to the number of nulls connected
to the global dipole. This is because in some cases the triple-polarity configurations may occur when
bipoles interact with uni-polar regions that do not lie at the poles.
4.3 Conclusions
In this Chapter the variation of coronal null points located within the simulation are discussed. Two
sets of simulations were run, each with a different base boundary condition. The first simulation,
termed the instant day simulation, involved using the time evolution of the radial surface field as the
base boundary condition for the simulation. The second simulation involved the conversion of these
instant day maps into simulated synoptic magnetograms. These simulated synoptic magnetograms are
then used as the base boundary condition in a second simulation. A coronal field is then extrapolated
from this out to 2.5R⊙ in both sets of simulation. This coronal field was then scanned for the location
of null points using the trilinear null point finding technique of Haynes et al. (2007). Both simulations
yielded similar results.
Coronal null points were found to be connected to the emerging magnetic flux, with little or no de-
pendence upon the overlying global dipole. The emerging active regions provided enough complexity
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to the overlying coronal field to account for both the underlying and overlying magnetic flux which
caused a null point to occur. This was further justified by the fact that null points were found to occur
mainly within the active latitude regions of the sun, ±50◦. This implied that the emerging active
regions were directly responsible for forming the majority of coronal null points that occurred in the
corona. Upon investigating their connection to the overlying global dipole, null points were found to
have very little dependence upon it. This means that the phase of the solar cycle will have no bearing
upon whether a null point may or may not occur. Less than 8% of the null points within either sim-
ulation were found to be dependent upon magnetic flux from the overlying global dipole. When the
latitude location of the coronal null points was plotted against time, a butterfly diagram very similar
to that of the magnetic bipole emergence butterfly diagram was found. This implies that the formation
of coronal null points has no dependence upon the overlying global dipole. It is the active latitude
emerging flux which adds complexity to the overlying coronal field that causes null points to occur.
An important point of note here is that we are looking at the evolution of large scale magnetic flux
and the effect it has on the evolution of the coronal field and null point numbers. We are not looking
at the effects of small scale magnetic flux and the null points produced by this.
The ratio between the number of null points and the number of emerging bipoles was then calculated.
This ratio was found to be approximately 1:3 for large emergence rates of bipoles. In the initial
configuration of the breakout model, a ratio of 1:2 for nulls to bipoles can be approximated due to the
fact that the initial set up of the model has one null point occuring for every two magnetic bipoles that
are emegred. However, this new ratio discovered here suggests that, in reality, it is more likely to be
a 1:3 ratio of nulls to bipoles for the large emergence rates upon the sun.
After investigating this relationship, it was prudent to catagorise the coronal null points. This was
done by using the radial surface field configuration that led to the creation of the coronal null point.
In doing this, four different types of coronal null point could be classified. These types were a newly
emerged quadrapolar configuration, advected quadrapolar configuration, enclosed quadrapolar con-
figuration and a triple polarity configuration. Figure 4.13 gives example set ups for each configuration.
Using this technique, 45.3% were classed as being of the newly emerged quadrapolar type, 25.4%
had an advected quadrapolar flux distribution on the photosphere, 17.6% had an enclosed quadrapolar
photospheric flux distribution and 11.7% have a triple polarity photospheric flux distribution.
5
Comparison of Null Point Properties with
Results From Observations
Chapter 4 described the instant day simulation and subsequent simulated synoptic magnetogram con-
versions, both of which were used as the base boundary condition for potential field extrapolations.
This was necessary as the Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms were initially deemed unsuitable to be
used as the base boundary condition, due to the inaccuracy of the higher latitude flux measurements.
However, the properties and variation of coronal null points derived from using the Kitt Peak mag-
netograms as the base boundary condition, will still provide a good comparison to the results of the
main simulations. This allows direct comparisons to be drawn between the variation of coronal null
points between the simulation and observations, even though the observations have limitations with
regard to the missing flux.
In this Chapter the Kitt Peak synoptic magnetogram data is used as the base boundary condition, and
a potential coronal field is extrapolated from each of these. The potential field is then scanned for the
existence of coronal null points (using the previously described trilinear technique, see Section 3.3).
The properties and variation of the identified null points is then compared to the variation found within
the instant day and simulated synoptic simulations. The differences in null point variation between
these simulations will then be discussed. This will allow conclusions to be drawn on the validity of
the simulations and to the importance of using accurate surface magnetic field measurements when
calculating the existence and variation of the coronal null points.
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The Chapter is ordered as follows. First, the results from using the Kitt Peak synoptic maps as the
base boundary condition are discussed (Section 6.1). Next, these results will be compared with the
results from the instant day and simulated synoptic magnetogram data (Section 6.2). Conclusions as
to the general behaviour of coronal null points will then be presented (Section 6.3).
5.1 Results from Observations
In this set of simulations, the same set of Kitt Peak magnetograms (cycles 21 and 22) used for flux
measurement comparisons are used as the base boundary condition. A potential coronal field is
extrapolated out to 2.5R⊙ and is then scanned for coronal null points using the trilinear method
previously described. The variation of these coronal nulls is then compared to the variation from
within the instant day and simulated synoptic magnetogram simulations (Chapter 4). In doing this
similarities between the two sets of results along with the importance of accurate measurements of
the magnetic field on the sun will be highlighted.
Figure 5.1 shows images of radial photospheric field distributions used for potential field extrapola-
tions taken from (a) solar minimum and (b) solar maximum stages of the solar cycle. Image (a) is
Carrington rotation 1645, dated August 1976, while image (b) is Carrington rotation 1710, dated June
1981. On each image the polarity inversion lines have been plotted (thin black lines). These images
are shown to give examples of the Kitt Peak magnetograms used as a base boundary condition when
they are represented in terms of the spherical harmonics previously described (Chapter 2). both im-
ages seem to have highly asymmetric amounts of polar flux, which comes from the fact that the Sun
has a axial tilt angle of approximately 7.25◦ (or 0.1265 radians) throughout the solar cycle. As the
earth follows its’ orbit around the sun, this tilt angle should cause slightly more of one polar region to
be observed and slightly less of another. Both images appear to have been taken at the time when the
northern pole of the Sun was tilted away from the observation device, causing a slight loss of data in
the northern polar region. This will cause discrepancies in the calculated overlying global dipole as
emphasized in Figure 2.15.
The graphs in Figure 5.2 show the results of scanning the coronal field for null points when the
observed Kitt Peak magnetograms are used as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapola-
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Figure 5.1: Images showing two Kitt Peak magnetograms used as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapola-
tion. Each image is taken from a different stage within the solar cycle. Image (a) is taken from solar minimum (Carrington
rotation 1645, dated August 1976) while image (b) shows the photospheric distribution around solar maximum (Carring-
ton rotation 1710, dated June 1981). Each image has the polarity inversion lines drawn on (black lines).
tion. Figure 5.2(a) shows the number of nulls throughout the two observed solar cycles, dating from
August 1976 to April 1996. The variation in coronal nulls throughout the solar cycle again follows a
distinct pattern that follows the bipole emergence rates. Although it follows this pattern, the pattern
is not as distinct as for the simulations in Section 3. This is especially true for the first cycle. It
should be noted that for the first cycle the magnetic field measurements were not so systematic or
accurate as for the second. During the first year or two of the solar cycle, the number of null points
rises rapidly. The number of nulls then remains around the average peak value throughout the rest
of the rising phase and solar maximum. During the declining phase, the number of null points then




Figure 5.2: Graphs showing the results from a scan for coronal null points determined using the Kitt Peak synoptic maps
as a base boundary condition for a potential field extrapolation. Graph (a) shows the number of nulls per map plotted
against time, (b) shows a plot of the number of nulls against latitude, (c) shows the average height of the null points
plotted against latitude, (d) shows the average radial height of the null points with time, (e) shows the number of null
points with radial height plotted on a logarithmic axis in y, with a straight line indicating the gradient of the line of best fit
plotted over and (f) shows a butterfly plot of the null point latitudes with time.
gradually decreases until solar minimum. The number of nulls peaks around solar maximum in both
cycles. During solar minimum there are significantly less null points located due to there being less
emerging magnetic flux on the solar surface. The peak in the number of null points in the first cycle
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is around 14 nulls, while the second cycle peaks around 12 nulls. This variation in the peak number
of null points is one of the key differences that will be discussed in Section 6.2. In Figure 5.2(a) the
second cycle shows a behaviour closer to what was found in Section 4. It should be noted that in the
Kitt Peak maps the second cycle, which goes from Carrington rotation 1780 until Carrington rotation
1908, involves more accurate and detailed flux measurements than the first.
Figure 5.2(b) shows the number of null points with latitude. At lower latitudes (between approxi-
mately ±30◦ latitude), there are a higher number of null points, the peak value of which is about
30 nulls, occurs over the equator. However, above these latitudes the number of null points drop off
fairly rapidly as the magnitude of latitude increases, giving a thin region around the equator where
the number of null points is higher. This profile may be the result of the higher latitude fields being
inaccurate.
Figure 5.2(c) shows the average radial height of the null points plotted with latitude. The average
height of the null points can be seen to remain fairly constant across most latitudes on the sun. The
peak value of around 1.18R⊙ holds constant throughout the active latitude region of the solar surface,
±50◦ latitude. Above these latitudes, the average radial height of the null points seems to increase
slightly. This can be attributed to (i) very few nulls being located at these latitudes, hence increasing
the average radial height, and (ii) the inaccuracy of the Kitt Peak measurements at these latitudes.
These inaccuracies mean that the surface magnetic field in these regions is incorrectly measured and
modeled, hence the polar field extrapolations will not show an accurate representation of the actual
coronal field at this latitude. This trend is similar to what is found in the simulations and gives us
confidence that the simulated data is accurately modeled.
Figure 5.2(d) shows the average height of the null points with time. The average height of coronal
null points can clearly be seen to rise rapidly during the rising phase of the cycle. The height of the
null points peaks after approximately one year, and then remains fairly consistent for the majority of
the remaining cycle, until approximately solar maximum. After solar maximum, a steady decline in
the average radial height of the null points occurs until approximately solar minimum, at which point
the nulls are located at their lowest height in the solar corona. The peak height of the null points in the
first cycle is approximately 1.17R⊙, while in the second cycle it is around 1.15R⊙, which suggests a
fairly consistent peak in the average height of the null points between cycles. This trend is similar to
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what is found in the simulations.
Figure 5.2(e) is a plot of the number of null points with radial height, plotted on logarithmic axes.
The dashed line indicates the gradient of the line of best fit. The number of null points located at a
height just above the solar surface is very high. This number then falls off rapidly with height. Above
2.05R⊙ almost no null points are located. The dotted line on the graph indicates a plot of the line
of best fit. This line has a steeper gradient when using the Kitt Peak observed data of approximately
5 (i.e. the variation of coronal null points falls off as approximately 1
r5
). This is greater than within
the simulated data but can be attributed to the inaccurate modeling of the overlying global dipole
field, which originates within the polar regions of the sun, and emphasizes the importance of accurate
modeling of the polar field on the solar surface, as this is where the overlying global dipole originates.
Figure 5.2(f) is a butterfly plot of the latitude of null point occurrence. In this image, the butterfly
pattern of the null points is clearly visible. At solar minimum, the spread in latitude of the null
points is slightly greater than expected from the earlier simulation, but well within acceptable limits
and not hugely extreme. The latitude of the null points should follow the emergence patterns of the
surface magnetic bipoles, implying that the latitude of occurrence should occur closer to the equator
and at lower latitudes throughout the declining phase and at solar minimum. Here such a feature is
found but there is a slightly wider spread in the null point latitudes at solar minimum than in the
previous simulations. A further key point of this image is that, throughout both cycles there are
distinct clusters of null points that occur above ±50◦ latitude. After solar maximum, these null points
would be expected to disappear and not to occur due to the reversal of the sign of the polar field. In
general this occurs, but the pattern is not so distinct as in the previous simulations.
The results from Figure 5.2 are compared to the results from the instant day and simulated synoptic
magnetogram data presented in Chapter 4. This will highlight the key difference between the two
sets of simulations, and allows us to directly compare the two sets of results in order to deduce how
much of an impact the accurate modeling of the overlying global dipole and polar field will have on
the calculated variation of coronal null points.
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5.2 Comparison Between Kitt Peak Observational Results and Simulation Re-
sults
The calculated variation of coronal null points within the instant day and simulated synoptic magne-
tograms (see Chapter 4) is now compared to the calculated variation within Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2(a) shows a plot of the number of coronal null points that occur with time when the Kitt
Peak magnetograms are used as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapolation. This
graph can be compared with Figure 4.6(a) and (c). These plots show the number of null points when
using the instant day maps (Figure 4.6(a)) and the simulated synoptic magnetograms (Figure 4.6(c))
as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapolation. The cyclic variation that is present
within the null point numbers within the instant day and simulated synoptic magnetograms is present,
but not as well defined, within the Kitt Peak results. The null point numbers in Figure 5.2(a) are
peaking within the first year or two of the solar cycle. In the first cycle, the numbers seem to remain
fairly consistent until during the declining phase, at which point the number of null points gradually
declines. In contrast, for the second cycle a more cyclic behaviour is found. This is probably due to
the fact that the later measurements are more accurate with measurements taken more regularly at Kitt
Peak. This second cycle does follow the previously described pattern where the number of null points
follows the emergence rates of magnetic bipoles: As the number of bipoles emerging increases, the
amount of magnetic flux present increases, and hence the number of coronal null points increases.
Another key point in comparing the two sets of graphs is the peak value of coronal null points in
each graph. The peak value of null points between cycles when using the Kitt Peak magnetograms is
approximately 15 nulls in the first cycle and approximately 12 in the second cycle. Comparing this
with the peak values observed in the instant day simulation, which was approximately 16 nulls per
cycle shows a reasonable match in terms of peak value of null points. Comparing the peak values of
using the Kitt Peak data to using the simulated synoptic magnetograms, which peak at around 11/12
null points per cycle, shows a very good match, particularly in the second cycle. This illustrates the
fact that by using synoptic data some information as to the magnetic flux on the solar surface may
be lost. The variation of the numbers of coronal null points around this peak value is less than that
of the variation within the instant day simulation. This shows that the general variation of null point
numbers when using the Kitt Peak magnetograms as a base boundary condition gives a reasonable
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match to those calculated in the earlier simulations.
Figure 5.2(b) shows a plot of the number of coronal null points versus latitude. This figure is compa-
rable with Figure 4.8(a). Both graphs show that the number of null points with latitude peaks around
the equator. The peak number of the null points around this latitude when using the Kitt Peak mag-
netograms is approximately 30, while in the instant day simulations the peak in null point numbers
is 35. One key difference between the images is the width of the section within which most of the
null points lie. In the instant day and simulated synoptic magnetogram data, the null points lie mainly
within the active latitude on the solar surface, between ±50◦ latitude. However, when using the Kitt
Peak magnetograms, the majority of the null points appear to lie between ±35◦ latitude. This thinner
peak section in the observations is due to the fact that the field above ±35◦ latitude in the Kitt Peak
magnetograms has some inaccuracies within it due to line of sight effects previously described. Null
points were previously shown to occur throughout all active latitudes, and the results from Figure
5.2(b) suggests a much thinner active latitude band where the null points would occur. However, we
still see the same general behaviour in null point occurrence, with more nulls occurring across the
solar equator and throughout the active latitudes of the Sun. The numbers of nulls then decline as
we move higher into the higher latitude and polar regions of the Sun. This gives us confidence that
the general behaviour of null points versus latitude has been correctly calculated, despite the small
discrepancies that occur due to the higher latitude polar fields having a slight error in them from the
Kitt Peak magnetograms.
Figure 5.2(c) shows a plot of the average radial height of the null points versus latitude when using
the Kitt Peak magnetograms. This graph is comparable with Figure 4.8(c). Both graphs show similar
variations in the average radial height of the null points at lower latitudes on the sun. The average
height peaks around the equator and decreases as latitude increases. The average peak radial height
around the equator when using the Kitt Peak magnetograms is 1.18R⊙, which is approximately the
same as when using the instant day and simulated synoptic data. This shows a good match between
the three sets of simulations at lower latitudes. At higher latitudes, the variation in the average height
of the coronal null points has a greater variation than found within the instant day and simulated
synoptic magnetogram data. This variation is due to the inaccuracies in the dipole strength from one
rotation to the next within the Kitt Peak magnetograms. This also shows that there is a good match
between the simulations at lower latitudes and the Kitt Peak magnetograms.
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Figure 5.2(d) shows the average radial height of the coronal null points versus time when using the
Kitt Peak magnetograms as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapolation. This graph
is comparable with Figure 4.8(e). Figure 5.2(d) shows that, when the Kitt Peak magnetograms are
used as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapolation, the average height of the null
points peaks early in the cycle at around 1.2R⊙ in the first cycle. This height then remains fairly
constant until the declining phase, when it slightly decreases. The second cycle shows a slightly
more distinct cyclic variation, again attributed to the more accurate measurements that occurred at
this time. There is a steady increase in the height of the null points until around solar maximum,
where it peaks at 1.16R⊙. The average height then varies around this value until the declining phase
of the cycle, at which point it steadily decreases. This shows that the variation of the average height
of the coronal null points, especially in the second cycle, varies in sync with the previously calculated
variation. Initially, the number of null points and average radial height of the null points peaks within
the first year of the cycle. Throughout the cycle, the average radial height and number of null points
remains constant around the peak value until the declining phase. During the declining phase, they
then decrease until solar minimum. This shows a fairly good match, especially in the second cycle,
to the previously calculated variation within the instant day and simulated synoptic magnetogram
simulations.
Figure 5.2(e) shows the number of null points versus radial height plotted on logarithmic axis in the
y direction. This is comparable with Figure 4.8(d). At lower heights, there are more null points
that occur due to the emerging magnetic flux on the photosphere. As the radial height increases, the
number of null points decreases. This follows the previously calculated variation. One of the key
differences is that when using the Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms as a base boundary condition for
potential field extrapolation, very few null points, if any, are located above 1.95R⊙. However, Figure
4.8(d) shows that there are significantly more null points above 1.95R⊙, up to the outer boundary of
the coronal field extrapolation. The difference in results can be explained by the slight discrepan-
cies that occur in the measurement of the photospheric flux at higher latitudes within the Kitt Peak
magnetograms (see Figure 2.15). As the global dipole originates from here, this will lead to the ex-
trapolation of an overlying coronal field with slight discrepancies, which accounts for the differences
at this height. However, given the similarities in the general behaviour of the coronal null points, we
can be confident that the correct variation has been calculated.
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Figure 5.2(f) shows a butterfly plot of the null point latitudes with time within the Kitt Peak simulation.
This is comparable to Figure 4.9. There are some differences between the previously calculated
butterfly diagrams of the instant day and simulated synoptic simulations, but these are minor. At the
start of the solar cycle, the null points will occur at higher latitudes. We conclude this based on the
work in earlier chapters where we were able to say that, in general, the formation of nulls points
depends upon the interactions of the emerging magnetic flux on the photosphere. The latitude of null
point occurrence then decreases throughout the solar cycle until solar minimum, at which point the
null points occur at lower latitudes closer to the equator. This follows the pattern of magnetic bipole
emergence known on the solar surface. While this pattern is not as distinct when using the Kitt Peak
magnetograms as a base boundary condition, the null points follow the general behaviour previously
calculated, with a slightly wider spread. In Figure 4.9, there are visible streaks of null points heading
towards the polar region just prior to reversal. Figure 5.2(f) shows null points occurring in these
streaks mainly around solar maximum, but also some others throughout the solar cycle. In general,
this fits the behaviour found before.
5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, the variation of coronal null points when using the Kitt Peak synoptic magnetograms
as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapolations has been compared with the earlier null
point variation calculated within the instant day and simulated synoptic magnetogram simulations.
The variation of coronal null points throughout the solar cycle when using the Kitt Peak magne-
tograms differs only slightly from the variation previously calculated in Section 4. The majority of
the differences occur in the first cycle between the dates of August 1976 and June 1986, when flux
measurements were not so systematic or accurate. The number of null points peaks very early in the
first solar cycle, after a year or so. However, in the second cycle, where more accurate measurements
exist, a behaviour consistent with the simulation is found. The average radial height of the null points
follows a similar variation, peaking early within the cycle, remaining around this height until the
declining phase, at which point the average radial height decreases. The number of null points with
latitude when using the Kitt Peak magnetograms follows a similar variation to the variation calculated
in Section 4 at lower latitudes. The number of nulls peaks over the equator and remains fairly high
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as the latitude increases. However, in contrast to the previously calculated variation, the number of
nulls with latitude begins to drop off above ±35◦. This differs from the previously calculated vari-
ation, in which null points occurred at a fairly high rate throughout all of the active latitudes on the
sun, between ±50◦. This may be due to the inaccuracies in the observed maps at higher latitudes.
The average radial height of the null points with latitude when using the Kitt Peak magnetograms
also follows a variation similar to that previously documented in Section 4, at lower latitudes. The
average height of the null points peaks around the equator at a height of approximately 1.18R⊙. As
the magnitude of latitude increases up to about ±50◦, the average radial height of the null points de-
creases slightly. However, above these latitudes the average radial height of the null points shows a
greater variation compared to the simulations. This is due to the inaccuracies that exist within the Kitt
Peak magnetograms above ±50◦ latitude. The plot of the null point latitudes with time when using
the Kitt Peak magnetograms did show the known butterfly pattern of null point latitudes, but with a
slightly wider spread early on in the cycle compared to that calculated in the instant day or simulated
synoptic data. This variation can be attributed to the inaccuracies that may occur due to the line of
sight measurements resulting in inaccurate higher latitude field measurements.
Using these comparisons of the behaviour of the coronal null points over two solar cycles, several
key conclusions can be drawn. The first is that the inaccuracies within the calculated variation in
coronal null points when using the Kitt Peak magnetograms as a base boundary condition cause
several inconsistencies within the calculated variation of the coronal null points. This is due to the
higher latitude photospheric field measurements being underestimated which affects the extrapolated
coronal fields, especially the overlying global dipole element, which is known to originate within
the polar field region. Given the fairly reasonable match between the variation of aspects of the
coronal nulls at lower latitudes between the two sets of simulations, it can be concluded that the
earlier simulations do accurately model the variation of coronal null points and produces clearer
trends. Matching the earlier simulation to the Kitt Peak magnetograms via flux measurements at
lower latitudes has given a good match between the variation of the coronal null points at these
latitudes. This means that the higher latitude field, and hence overlying global dipole, in the instant
day and simulated synoptic data will be accurately modeled and provide a good representation of the
actual variation of coronal null points within these regions. Using the variation of coronal null point
height within both sets of simulations, it can also be concluded that the coronal null points that occur
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throughout the solar cycle are dependent upon the emerging magnetic flux on the photosphere and
its contribution to the overlying coronal field. Using both sets of results, it can be concluded that
null points are mainly produced from the low latitude emerging magnetic flux on the photospheric
surface, with the overlying global dipole not playing a key role. Both sets of results show that null
points mostly occur at fairly low radial heights within the corona throughout the solar cycle. Null
point numbers would also be expected to decline throughout the declining phase of the cycle until the
new cycle. Both sets of simulations show null points occurring at all stages throughout the solar cycle
and null point occurrence is not dependent upon the overlying global dipole.
6
How Many Breakout Configurations May In
Fact Breakout?
The study of coronal null points is currently a key area of research in solar physics. Null points are
of interest as they are sites where magnetic reconnection can take place and energy release within
the solar atmosphere may occur (Pontin et al., 2004; Aulanier et al., 2005; Pariat et al., 2006; Priest
et al., 2003). In the paper of Antiochos (1998) (see also Antiochos et al. (1999); MacNeice et al.
(2004); Lynch et al. (2004); Choe et al. (2005)) a coronal null point plays a key role in the escape of
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) from the Sun, in what is called the Magnetic Breakout Model. The
initial configuration of the model consists of a quadrapolar photospheric flux distribution forming
a coronal field with four distinct flux domains. The field lines within the two domains which pass
over the equator are oppositely orientated to one-another. Between them lies a coronal null point.
This coronal null point is a key feature; when the field underneath it is stressed, reconnection may
occur allowing the underlying flux to break out. Whilst in a 2D situation a null point is required
for reconnection to occur, in a 3D situation, reconnection may also occur at other locations without
nulls, such as current sheets (Priest & De´moulin, 1995; De´moulin et al., 1996; Hornig & Priest, 2003;
Titov et al., 2003; Galsgaard et al., 2003; Pontin et al., 2005; Haynes et al., 2007). For simplicity, to
determine the relevence of the magnetic breakout model, the focus of the study within this thesis has
been the existence and variation of coronal null points as they are an easily identifiable topological
feature and a key element in the initial configuration of breakout topologies as described by Antiochos
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(1998). Thus we use as a proxy the variation of these null points to indicate the variation of possible
breakout topologies and CMEs associated with them.
Even though a coronal null point exists, it does not necessarily mean that a CME will be able to
break out in the manor described by Antiochos (1998). This is because a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for the escape of a CME through the overlying flux, is that more flux must lie below the null
than above. Only if this condition is satisfied will the underlying flux be able to reconnect through
the overlying flux. In this Chapter, a simple calculation of the amount of magnetic flux above and
below each null point is employed. This will indicate how many of the null points may be the sites of
allowed CME ejections, via reconnection removing the overlying field.
An important point to note here is the simplicity of the assumed model. Here we are merely looking
at the flux above and below the null point in a single snap shot. We do not track the evolution of
the fluxes above and below the null throughout time, which means that the model here is being used
as a simple way of estimating the number of null points that may or may not breakout. If continued
emergence were to be calculated between snapshots at a null point, this may cause variations in the
calculated flux above or below the null point. The connections around the null point may even change
due to the emergence of magnetic bipoles within the surface configuration which will have an affect
upon the overlying field configuration. The model used here also assumes that reconnection only
occurs at the null point, when, in reality, 3D reconnection can occur at a variety of sites, including 3D
separators. These key points indicate that the simplifed model presented here provides just a simple
estimate of the applicability of the breakout model throughout the cycle.
In this Chapter, the order is presented as follows: First, a description of the method used in order to
determine the amount of flux above and below each null point is given (Section 5.1). Following this,
two examples of null points from within the simulation are illustrated (Section 5.2). The results of
determining the amount of flux above and below each of the null points, throughout both cycles of
the simulation are given (Section 5.3). Conclusions as to the applicability of the breakout model in
relation to the work carried out within this chapter are then described (Section 5.4).
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6.1 Calculating the flux above and below the null points
Using the locations of the 2843 coronal null points from the Instant Day simulations, a simple calcu-
lation of the amount of flux above and below each null point is made. To determine the amount of
flux lying above and below each null point, the following process is applied,
1. First the path of the polarity inversion line (PIL) lying on the radial shell directly below each
null point is computed. From this path a radial projection of it out to 2.5R⊙ is made which
produces a radial surface, that runs along the PIL and contains the coronal null point. The radial
plane directly below the null point is used in every case in order that we can ensure that the PIL
directly below the null point goes through or is very close to the null point itself.
2. At each grid cell along the PIL the quantity of −∇Br is computed. This quantity will have a
normal to the PIL and points in the direction of positive to negative flux. The unit normal vector
may then be calculated, nˆ = −∇Br|−∇Br| , which will be perpendicular to the PIL calculated on the
radial shell directly below the null point.
3. Once the unit normal to the plane has been found, it can then be used to determine the flux that
passes through the plane at all radial heights.
Figure 6.1 shows an illustration of the radial plane extrapolation technique. The green square shows
the location of the coronal null point around which the calculation is carried out. The blue area denotes
magnetic field that passes over the PIL in the direction of −nˆ (i.e. in the opposite direction to the unit
normal), red in the direction of nˆ. The white line denotes the separatrix surface where there is a rapid
change in the field orientation (denoted by a sign change). This shows that calculating the rapid sign
change in the magnetic field and using this to indicate the location of the separatrix is essential to
ensure correct flux values are calculated for both the overlying and underlying flux. This example is
created purely in order to provide a description and reasoning for the techniques given here and it is
clear what flux lies below (is enclosed) and what flux lies above (overlying flux) the null point. The
projection of the magnetic field in the direction normal to the plane is then multiplied by the area of
the relevent grid cell through which it is projected. These magnetic field projections are then used to
calculate the height of the separatrix surface on which the null point lies. For each radial height, the
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normal field of the current grid cell is multiplied by the normal field through the grid cell at the next
radial height. Should Bn1×Bn2 < 0, where Bn1 indicates the projection through the current grid cell
and Bn2 indicates the projection through the grid cell above, then this indicates a sign change in the
magnetic field through the plane. This sign change indicates the position of the separatrix (examples
of this will be shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.5). All of the calculated magnetic flux above the null is
summed as the flux above the null point, while all of the calculated flux below is summed as the flux
below the null point.
Once the amount of magnetic flux above and below the null has been calculated, a conclusion re-
garding the magnetic fields ability to breakout can then be drawn. If the amount of flux below the
null point is greater than the amount of flux above, then all of the overlying magnetic flux may be
removed via reconnection. This would allow the underlying flux to eject out from the solar corona,
resulting in a CME. Conversely, should there be more magnetic flux above the null point than below,
then reconnection at the null point cannot remove all of the overlying flux. This means that the under-
lying magnetic field would continue to be restricted by the overlying coronal field, and ejection via
the removal of the overlying coronal field would not be possible. In which case, if an eruption were
to occur then it may be confined.
A key point when calculating the flux above and below the null point is the length of the polarity
inversion line along which the radial plane is calculated. If the polarity inversion line is too short,
then essential flux that could contribute to the complexity of the magnetic field around the coronal
null point would be missed from the calculation. If the polarity inversion line is too long, then flux
that does not contribute to the complexity of the magnetic field around the coronal null point would
be included in the calculation. In order to account for this, computations are run with a variety of
lengths along the polarity inversion line. These range from considering only the immediate grid point
around the null, to 5 grid points either side of the null point (11 grid points in total). The length of
the polarity inversion line then ranges from 25,000 km for a single grid point up to approximately
250,000 km for 11 grid points. Five grid points either side was taken as the maximum length of the
polarity inversion line due to convergence of the results when symmetrically increasing the number
of grid points up to 11 (the immediate grid point around the null and five either side of this).
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Figure 6.1: Illustration showing extrapolating the radial plane from the solar surface out to 2.5 solar radii. The direction
of the magnetic field through the extrapolated plane is then calculated. The plane red indicates a negative direction of
magnetic field, blue indicates positive magnetic field, relative to the unit normal nˆ = −∇Br|−∇Br| . The white line is the
separatrix along which there is a rapid reversal of the field components with height and the green dot shows the position
of the null point relative to the plane and separatrix position.
Figure 6.2 shows images taken from one null point example within the simulation, which illustrates
the technique. They show (a) field lines plotted above and below the separatrix along the polarity
inversion line and (b) an image indicating the sign of the normal field above and below the separatrix
(relative to the direction of the unit normal vector nˆ), plotted in terms of distance along the PIL versus
radial height. Blue indicates positive field in the direction of the unit normal, red indicates negative
field. The separatrix upon which the coronal null point lies is clearly not a straight line, but curved.
This means that it is necessary to check the sign of the field along the polarity inversion line as the
radial plane is traversed.
Using the above method to estimate the amount of flux above and below the null point provides an
approximation. This will allow us to estimate the number of these null points that could, potentially,
breakout as in the breakout model. We hope to get a good approximation of the ratio of flux above
the null to the flux below and get an idea as to if the null point can breakout. A more robust technique
would be to determine all the separatrix surfaces, however, this is beyond the scope of the present
study. Once the flux above and below the null point has been calculated, a comparison between
them is drawn. If flux below is greater than the flux above, this implies that reconnection at the null
point may remove the overlying coronal field, allowing the underlying magnetic flux to breakout. If
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flux below is less than flux above, then reconnection at the null point would not completely remove
the overlying magnetic flux. This means that, should ejection occur, some other mechanism will
be required in order to explain the removal of the overlying magnetic field or the ejection of the
underlying magnetic flux. Alternatvely, there may be a confined ejection. Examples of the above
calculations will now be presented for two coronal nulls, one taken at solar maximum and one taken
at solar minimum.
6.2 Calculating the Flux Above and Below the Null Points: Two Examples
The plots in Figures 6.2 - 6.5 show images taken from two examples of coronal null points within the
simulation. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are taken for a null point at solar minimum, while Figures 6.4 and 6.5
are taken for a null point occuring around solar maximum. Figures 6.2 and 6.4 show images indicating
(a) the surface field distribution, along with field lines and (b) the direction of the magnetic field
through the radial plane in which the null point lies, relative to the unit normal nˆ = −∇Br|−∇Br| . For each
case in (b) where the planes are shown red indicates field in the direction of nˆ, while blue indicates
field in the direction of −nˆ. It can clearly be seen that the null point taken at solar minimum, given
by the green square, is located lower down in the solar corona. This is due to the strong overlying
dipolar field that is present at solar minimum, restricting the lower lying field from reaching up higher
into the corona. At solar maximum, the global dipole is severely weakened. This means that the field
lines reach higher into the corona, implying that any null point that occurs will form at a higher radial
height, as in the second example. In both of these images it can clearly be see that the separatrix along
with the null point lies is not merely a straight line at the height of the null point. This means that the
rapid angle change between the magnetic field through the radial plane is the best indication of the
location of the separatrix, not the height of the null.
Figures 6.3 and 6.5 show the same quantities plotted for each null point. Graph (a) shows the strength
of the normal magnetic field through the radial plane against radial height in the grid square where the
null point is located. The dashed line indicates the point where the sign of the magnetic field changes
from positive (nˆ) to negative (-nˆ). Graph (b) shows the angle between the magnetic field through
the plane and nˆ, where the dashed line indicates an angle of 90◦, therefore parallel to the surface of
the plane and the PIL. In this graph the angle between the magnetic field through the plane and nˆ
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(a)
Figure 6.2: Images showing (a) a plot of the field lines directly around the null point and (b) the sign of the projection of
the magnetic field through the radial plane taken around a null point occuring at solar minimum. Blue indicates positive
field, red indicates negative field, relative to the unit normal vector nˆ. The green square in image (b) indicates the position
of the null point relative to the extrapolated radial plane.
is measured without regard to the direction of the field. This means that, for example, a 45◦ angle
between the magnetic field and nˆ does not tell if the angle is measured in the clockwise or counter
clockwise direction. Similarly for angles that exist between 90◦ and 180◦. In the first example, the
null point is located at a height of 1.15R⊙. Figure 6.3(a) shows that the sign of the field through the
plane changes at approximately 1.15R⊙, which is around the null point. This illustrates the oppositely
orientated field relative to nˆ above and below the null. Figure 6.3(b) shows that the angle between the
field and nˆ becomes greater than 90◦ around 1.15R⊙. This means that the field has become oppositely
orientated, and we have passed between the underlying and overlying field. In the second example the
null point is located higher up in the corona, at 1.6R⊙, as can be seen in the field plot in Figure 6.4(a).
Figure 6.5(a) shows that the sign of the field through the plane changes at approximately 1.6R⊙,
which is around the height of the null point. Figure 6.5(b) indicates that the angle between the field
and nˆ at the polarity inversion line becomes greater than 90◦ around 1.6R⊙. This means that the field
has become oppositely orientated and a null point lies between the two oppositely orientated fields.
The slight initial dip in the angle between the field and nˆ occurs due to the fact that the magnetic
field lines at very low heights, in this case, are not entirely straight, but have a slight angled direction
within them caused by interactions with other magnetic flux. This gives a slight angle between the
field and nˆ until the measurements are taken at sufficient height that the low down magnetic flux has
less of an effect.
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(b)
Figure 6.3: Graphs showing (a) strength of B in the direction of nˆ and (b) angle between B and nˆ for a null point located
at solar mimimum. On graph (a) the dashed line indicates the sign change (and approximate null point location) within
the radial plane, and graph (b) the dashed line indicates a 90◦ angle between nˆ and B, which is the point where the null
point is located.
A key feature of both graphs is that as the scanned height within the radial plane increases, the size of
the projected field in the direction of Bn decreases. Around the null located at minimum, the absolute
strength of the field decreases from approximately 0.86 G at the lowest height, to less than 0.02 G at
2.36 R⊙. Around the null located at maximum, the field strength decreases from approximately 7.6
G at the lowest height, to less than 0.01 G at 2.36 R⊙. The difference in the size of strength at the
lowest height can be explained by the fact that there is significantly more magnetic flux available at
solar maximum. These graphs show that as we get higher up in the solar corona, the field is becoming
weaker in the normal direction. The weaker magnetic field at higher radial heights suggests that there
is a height above which, if a null point were to be located, then flux below would always be greater
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(a)
Figure 6.4: Images showing (a) a plot of the field lines directly around the null point and (b) the sign of the projection of
the magnetic field through the radial plane taken around a null point occuring at solar maximum. Blue indicates positive
field, red indicates negative field, relative to the unit normal vector nˆ. The green square in image (b) indicates the position
of the null point relative to the extrapolated radial plane.
than flux above and magnetic breakout could always occur.
6.3 Application over two solar cycles
The results of determining the amount of flux above and below the null point are presented in Figures
6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. The graphs in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the results when the width of the radial
plane along the polarity inversion line is taken to be one grid square. The graphs in Figure 6.8 and
6.9 show the results when the radial plane is extended by a width of five grid points either side of the
null.
Figures 6.6(a) and 6.8(a) show the fraction of null points that have more flux below them than above,
and thus reconnection may remove the flux above allowing the flux below to eject out through the
solar corona, versus time and (b) the actual numbers of null points that have more flux below them
than above versus time. Graph (c) shows a scatter plot of flux below against flux above the null
points, where the lines indicate 10× flux above (dotted), 2× flux above (dashed), flux below equals
flux above (solid line), 2× flux below (dash triple dot) and 10× flux below (dot dash). Graph (d)
shows a cumulative distribution of the null points, where the solid line indicates the fraction of the
total null points that have a ratio of flux below over flux above which is less than the given value on
the x axis. The dashed line indicates where flux below equals flux above. During solar minimum,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.5: Graphs showing (a) strength of the magnetic field in the direction of nˆ and (b) angle between B and nˆ for a
null point located at solar mimimum. On graph (a) the dashed line indicates the sign change (and approximate null point
location) within the radial plane, and graph (b) the dashed line indicates a 90◦ angle between nˆ and B, which is the point
where the null point is located.
when the magnetic flux is at its lowest value but the polar field is at its strongest, the fraction of null
points that have more flux below than above is very low (approximately 15%-20% when either one
grid point or 11 grid points are taken). As the solar cycle progresses to solar maximum, this fraction
increases. When only one grid point is used, the fraction of nulls with more flux below than abvove
peaks around 55% to 60%. When 11 grid points are used, this increases slightly to just over 60%. The
fraction of nulls with more flux below than above then decreases during the declining phase of the
cycle for both sets of data. One key feature of these graphs is that there does not exist a time in either
graph where 100% of all of the null points have more flux below than above. This re-enforces the
fact that, especially at solar maximum, there is more than just the overlying global dipole restricting
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.6: Graphs showing results from the flux calculation when only 1 grid point is used, around the coronal null. The
graphs show (a) the fraction of null points that have more flux below them than above versus time and (b) the number of
null points that have more flux below them than above versus time. Graph (c) shows a scatter plot of flux below against
flux above the null points, where the lines indicate 10× flux above (dotted), 2× flux above (dashed), flux below equals
flux above (solid line), 2× flux below (dash triple dot) and 10× flux below (dot dash). Graph (d) shows a cumulative
distribution of the null points, where the solid line indicates the fraction of the total null points that have a ratio of flux
below over flux above which is less than the given value on the x axis. The dashed line indicates where flux below equals
flux above.
the underlying magnetic field. Flux from bipoles adding to the complexity of the solar corona must
also act as a restrictive mechanism above the coronal null points. Graph (b) shows the number of
null points with more flux below than above versus time. As the amount of emerging magnetic flux
increases and the strength of the overlying global dipole decreases, more null points exist with higher
levels of flux below than above. As the cycle passes through maximum into the declining phase, the
amount of flux emergence decreases, but the overlying global dipole strength increases. This implies
that not only is there less flux present below the null points at this stage, but also the overlying field
from the global dipole is stronger meaning there is more flux above the nulls acting as a restrictive
mechanism. The coupling of these two graphs gives a good idea as to the behaviour of the coronal
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.7: Graphs showing results from the flux calculation when only 1 grid point is used, around the coronal null.
Graph (a) shows the number of null points that have more flux below them than above against height, (b) shows the
fraction of null points that have more flux below them than above at the given radial height and graph (c) shows the
number of null points that have more flux below them than above with latitude (solid line). In image (c) the dotted line
represents the total number of nulls with latitude plotted over the top.
field and null points throughout the solar cycle.
Graph (c) in each case shows a scatter diagram of the amount of flux above the null point against the
amount of flux below the null point, plotted on logarithmic axes. The lines on the graphs indicate
the cut off for 10× flux above (dotted), 2× flux above (dashed), flux below equals flux above (solid
line), 2× flux below (dash-triple-dot) and 10× flux below (dot-dash). On these graphs, any dot that
appears below the solid line indicates a null point that has more flux below than above and hence the
underlying magnetic field may eject out into the solar corona. Whereas any dot that appears above
the line indicates a null point with more flux above the null than below. Comparing the two graphs
shows that scanning the extra grid points either side of the null point increases the eventual amount
of flux that is found to lie both above and below the null point by approximately a factor of 10, but in
general the shape of the graph maintains its form. Increasing the length of the scan along the PIL by
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.8: Graphs showing results from the flux calculation when the maximum 11 grid point are used along the polarity
inversion line. The graphs show (a) the fraction of null points that have more flux below them than above versus time and
(b) the number of null points that have more flux below them than above versus time. Graph (c) shows a scatter plot of
flux below against flux above the null points, where the lines indicate 10× flux above (dotted), 2× flux above (dashed),
flux below equals flux above (solid line), 2× flux below (dash triple dot) and 10× flux below (dot dash). Graph (d) shows
a cumulative distribution of the null points, where the solid line indicates the fraction of the total null points that have a
ratio of flux below over flux above which is less than the given value on the x axis. The dashed line indicates where flux
below equals flux above.
10 grid points only shows an extra 173 null points with more flux below than above over the entire
two solar cycles. Therefore we find that this calculation under its simplifying approximation is robust.
An interesting feature of these graphs is that while the majority of the null points lie within the region
that is between 10× flux above and 10× flux below, there are still null points that have as much as 100
times more flux above or below. These null points are located either extremely low in the solar corona
(if there is 100 times as much flux as above), or extremely high in the corona (if there is 100 times as
much flux below). These null points occur at key stages during the solar cycle. The incredibly low
null points occur around solar minimum, when the overlying global dipole is strongest and restricts
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.9: Graphs showing results from the flux calculation when the maximum 11 grid points are used along the polarity
inversion line. Graph (a) shows the number of null points that have more flux below them than above against height, (b)
shows the fraction of null points that have more flux below them than above at the given radial height and graph (c) shows
the number of null points that have more flux below them than above with latitude (solid line). In image (c) the dotted
line represents the total number of nulls with latitude plotted over the top.
the underlying field from reaching out into the solar corona. The higher null points occur around solar
maximum, when the overlying global dipole is weakest, and the underlying flux can reach higher into
the solar corona.
Graph (d) shows a cumulative distribution function representing the fraction of null points whose
ratio of flux below to flux above is less than the given ratio on the x axis. When the ratio is greater
than one, the null has more flux below than above. The dashed line indicates where flux below equals
flux above. This graph confirms that approximately 50% of the coronal null points have the required
condition that there be more flux below than above the null point, implying that the underlying mag-
netic field may reconnect at the null and remove the overlying field, allowing ejection to occur. As
the amount of flux below the null point increases, the portion of null points that have a ratio of flux
below to flux above that is less than the given ratio on the x axis increases. For example, the graph
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shows that approximately 60% of the null points would have less than double the flux below to flux
above.
Figures 6.7 and 6.9 show graphs indicating various properties of the null points that have been deter-
mined to have more flux below than above. Graph (a) in each case shows the number of null points
with more flux below than above versus height. This graph shows that as we increase the radial height,
the number of null points that have more flux below than above at that height decreases. This graph
indicates that the peak height for the number of null points breaking out is approximately 1.1R⊙. The
number of coronal null points with more flux below than above as we increase the height in the corona
then decreases. However, comparing this graph with graph (b) enables a much better conclusion to
be drawn. Graph (b) shows the fraction of coronal null points that have more flux below than above
at each height. This graph shows that above a certain height, all of the coronal null points will have
more flux below than above and thus allow the breakout of the underlying magnetic field. For a sin-
gle grid point or a simulation run with 11 grid points this is approximately 1.35R⊙. When running
simulations with 5,7 and 9 grid points the average radial height for this to occur is approximately
1.4R⊙ was discovered. These graphs show that there is a height above which all of the coronal null
points have more flux below than above. Conversely, it was also discovered that if the null points
occurred at sufficiently low height in the corona then there would always be more flux above than
below, approximately 1.02R⊙. This meant that nulls which occur immediately above the photopshere
could not breakout. Thus, comparing graph (b) to graph (a) means we can conclude that, while the
number of null points that have more flux below than above decreases with height, the fraction of the
total number of nulls found at that height that have more flux below than above is increasing.
Graph (c) shows the number of null points that have more flux below than above versus latitude. The
dotted line is a plot of the total number of null points versus latitude. This graph shows that roughly
half of the null points at each latitude have more flux below than above. The total number of null
points vs latitude roughly sits around 32, while the total number that have more flux below than above
is between approximately 13 (1 grid point) and 15 (11 grid points), which shows that roughly half
of all the nulls at each latitude satisfy this condition. This also shows that most null points that have
more flux below than above are restricted to within the active latitudes of the sun. This implies that
not only is the emerging magnetic flux on the solar surface essential for the formation of the coronal
null point, but it is also essential in determining whether the coronal null point will have sufficient
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flux below it in order to remove the overlying field above the null point and allow the flux below to
eject out.
When the number of grid points is changed, the total number of nulls that have more flux below
than above remains fairly constant, with little change between them. When only one grid point is
considered 1326 null points have more flux below than above (approximately 46.7% of the total
null points). However, with five grid points either side only 1449 null points satisfy the condition
(approximately 51% of the total null points). Given that the addition of five grid points either side
of our null point within the investigation yields an increase of only 173 extra null points with more
flux below than above (less than 4%), it can be concluded that approximately 50% of the corona null
points located will have more flux below than above. This implies that the breakout model could not
account for all of the coronal mass ejections that are seen from the sun, and another model must also
be considered to either cause some or all of the ejections.
6.4 Limitations of this Technique
While the previously described technique for calculating the amount of flux above and below the
null point can give us a good first estimate, it is prudent to discuss the limitations of such a simple
calculation.
Figure 6.10 shows three coronal field configurations which could occur within the simulation wherein
the flux calculation code was applied. Figure 6.10(a) shows a setup which is similar to the breakout
model of Antiochos (1998). The null point occurs directly above the central section of magnetic flux,
and when the radial plane through the PIL below the null point is extrapolated out to 2.5R⊙, the flux
here should be picked up and calculated reasonably. Figure 6.10(b) shows a similar setup, but with
a slight difference. The lower latitude bipole is of a much higher strength than the higher latitude
bipole, which results in the coronal field extrapolation being non-symmetric about the central region
of magnetic flux. The null point which occurs within this region still occurs between the overlying
field and the magnetic field within the central region of magnetic flux, but it is situated more to one
side, in this case practically above flux between the higher latitude bipole polarities. This means that
flux estimated below the null is not of the breakout flux. Figure 6.10 shows another example where
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Figure 6.10: Images showing some basic setups and coronal field configurations from examples that could occur within
the flux calculation technique: (a) shows our very idealised setup, wherein the idea for our flux calculation technique was
derived, (b) shows a setup similar to this, but the lower latitude bipole is stronger that the higher latitude bipole, which
results in a non symmetric coronal field extrapolation and (c) shows a coronal field extrapolation when a triple polarity
configuration causes a null point to arise.
the plane through which the flux is calculated runs through the wrong region, in this case using a
triple polarity photospheric configuration for the coronal field extrapolation. In these cases, there
may be some error that comes into effect when calculating the total flux above and below the null
point, causing a flase identification of whether the null is or isn’t likely to breakout. However, we can
still be confident that the numbers calculated here are fairly accurate and provide a good first guess
at how many of the null points may breakout since only 11.7% of the null points were found to occur
in a triple polarity configuration. If all of these were even discounted from the calculation of flux
above and below the null point, we would still expect to find that approximately 40-50% of the nulls
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would breakout using our current calculation. Another reason we may still be fairly confident with
the accuracy of our calculation, is the fact that, regardless of the length of the polarity inversion line
which was used when extrapolating our radial plane, between 45% and 55% of the null points were
still found to be able to have the sufficient condition to breakout. This still gives us confidence that,
while our technique may be improved upon in future studies, it still provides a good first estimate as
to the number of null points which may breakout.
One way to improve upon the accuracy of this method is to use not the PIL below the null point, but to
calculate the separatrix and magnetic skeleton upon which the null point lies. This could then be used
to determine the amount of flux above and below the null point and could improve upon the first guess
calculation that has been used here. Recently, Haynes & Parnell (2010) discussed a method which
can be used in order to calculate the 3D magnetic skeleton around a coronal null point. This method
could be applied to the work described here in order to refine and make it slightly more accurate.
The technique could be used to calculate the separatrices, and magnetic skeleton around the located
coronal null points. This would then be used to ensure that all of the flux above and below the coronal
null point can be accurately calculated and would help to minimize any errors that would occur in
configurations similar to the set-ups shown in 6.10(b) and (c).
6.5 Conclusions
In this section, the variation of coronal null points that have a necessary but not sufficient condition
to allow the underlying field to breakout have been investigated.
The amount of flux above and below the coronal null point is investigated by extrapolating a radial
plane out to 2.5R⊙. The width of this plane along the polarity inversion line is then varied from 1
grid point wide to 11 grid points wide. The projection of the magnetic field through the plane in
the direction of the normal, nˆ = −∇B|−∇B| , is then calculated at all heights of the radial plane. Using
the direction of the magnetic field projection, the shape of the separatrix is calculated and used as
the defining boundary when calculating the magnetic flux through the radial plane. The magnetic
flux below the calculated separatrix height is summed up as the flux below the null point, the flux
above the height is summed as flux above the null. Should the amount of flux below the null point be
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greater than the amount of flux above the null, then that null point is determined to have a necessary
condition to enable the flux below the null to reconnect and breakout. If shearing was to occur and
force reconnection to occur at the null point there would be sufficient magnetic flux below the null to
completely remove the overlying magnetic field, allowing the ejection of the underlying flux. If the
amount of flux above the null point is greater then reconnection would not allow the overlying field
to be completely removed. This would result in the continued restriction of the underlying magnetic
flux and possibly a failed eruption. In this case, another CME initiation mechanism would have to
account for any ejection that would take place.
Using the results of the graphs in Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, conclusions as to the variation of
cornal null points that may possibly allow breakout and hence the overall usefulness of the breakout
model in predicting the probability of a coronal mass ejection can be made. The main cause of any
breakout at a null point that would occur is dependent upon the emerging magnetic field on the solar
surface. While the overlying global dipole, which originates within the polar field, acts as a restrictive
mechanism in allowing the underlying magnetic flux to reach higher into the corona, during stages of
weak polar field, there are still null points that do not have more flux below than above. This implies
that the overlying global dipole is not the only factor restricting the underlying magnetic field from
ejecting out into the solar corona. Magnetic flux originating within the emerging magnetic bipolar
active regions must add sufficient complexity to the overlying magnetic field that it aids in providing
a restriction to the underlying magnetic flux. This would explain why, during solar maximum, the
underlying magnetic field is still relatively restricted in radial height, but also why there exists coronal
null points around solar maximum that don’t have more flux below than above. The removal of the
polar flux and hence overlying global dipole does not necessarily mean that the magnetic flux at higher
radial heights will be completely removed. However, despite the underlying flux contributing to the
complexity of the overlying magnetic field, there is still a height above which all of the coronal null
points will have more flux below than above. Above approximately 1.4R⊙, all of the coronal null
points should have more flux below than above. This means that while the underlying flux will still
contribute to the overlying coronal magnetic field, the overlying field will be so weak that it will be
unable to restrict the underlying magnetic flux from breaking out.
A further conclusion arises from the number of null points that have been determined to have more
flux below than above. It has been shown that approximately half of the total coronal null points have
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more flux below than above, meaning approximately 1420 null points over the two solar cycles (i.e.
roughly 710 null points per cycle). It is known that during solar minimum coronal mass ejections
occur every day or so, while at maximum this number increases to roughly 5-6 ejections per day (see
Figure 1.3 for plots of CME numbers with latitude and time). Comparing this rate of CMEs with
the variation of the coronal null points that have been located implies that the breakout model cannot
possibly account for all of the coronal mass ejections that take place on the sun. The model could
only acccount for a portion of the total number of CMEs and another model or combination of models
must also account for the initiation of a portion of the coronal mass ejections.
We then discussed how the technique used here, while still providing a good first estimate to the
number of coronal null points that could possibly breakout, could be improved upon and built up
in order to further ensure accuracy within our prediction of the number of coronal null points that
could possibly breakout. The method of Haynes & Parnell (2010) was noted as being useful in order
to ensure that the complexity of the coronal magnetic field is taken into account when calculating
the flux above and below the null point. This method could be applied within our code in order to
determine the location of the separatrix surfaces within the coronal configurations around the null
point, and these could then be used in order to accurately measure the amount of magnetic flux above
and below the null point. This would improve our estimate provided by the technique discussed here
and allow us to further our understanding of the amount of magnetic flux above and below the null
points, especially those in much more complex coronal configurations.
7
Application of Magnetic Flux Transport
Simulation to Rapidly Rotating Stellar Bodies
In previous chapters, the time evolution of the radial magnetic field at the level of the solar photo-
sphere has been simulated using a magnetic flux transport model. In this Chapter it is theorized that
the same equation and code can be used to model the time evolution of the radial magnetic field of
rapidly rotating stellar bodies. To consider this, Equation 2.12, which specifies how to evolve forward
the radial component of the magnetic field by evolving forward the individual mode amplitudes with
time, will be used with an enhanced profile for both the meridional circulation and differential rota-
tion. In doing so we carry out a speculative study to determine whether or not the code is valid and
whether the numerical scheme applied still works in more extreme stellar situations. This study is
done to deduce whether the numerical code could be applied to these stellar situations, however, we
could also take this study further. This would involve taking a vast amount of observations in order
to try to determine possible emergence rates, field strengths etc. and using these to accurately model
the surface field of the star and its evolution with time.
In the work of Marsden et al. (2007), Zeeman Doppler Imaging was used to reconstruct the photo-
spheric magnetic field of HD171488. Marsden et al. (2007) then extrapolated a coronal configuration
of the stellar body using a potential field extrapolation technique which used the stellar surface to
extrapolate the coronal configuration out to the source surface radius. HD171488 is a 30 Myr old,
rapidly rotating, early G-Dwarf star, in the rapid braking-phase of it’s life cycle, just prior to becoming
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Figure 7.1: Plot of solar differential rotation (dashed line) and the enhanced stellar differential rotation of HD171488
(solid line). A calculated carrington rotation rate for each line has been applied and subtracted in order that the radial
surface field does not move within the given frame of reference.
a zero age main sequence star. It has a Lithium abundance that is approximately 140 times that of the
sun and the application of a solar like differential rotation law within the imaging process allowed the
measurement of the stars differential rotation from observed brightness features, which was found to
be approximately 20 times that of the sun. The enhanced differential rotation rate (Ω(l)), at latitude l,
was calculated to be:
Ω(l) = Ωeq − dΩsin
2l, (7.1)
where Ωeq = 4.786 ± 0.013 rad/day is the equatorial rotation rate and dΩ = 0.402 ± 0.044 rad/day
represents the difference between the equator and the poles. The value of dΩ was seen to be much
higher than previously predicted and over twice that of other early-G dwarf stars.
Figure 7.1 shows a plot of the calculated enhanced differential rotation profile (solid curve) on top
of the solar differential rotation profile (dashed line). Here, an inferred carrington rotation rate of
Ωcar = 4.38943 rad/day for this star has been subtracted from Equation 7.1 in a similar manner as
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in previous simulations. The magnitude of the enhanced differential rotation is much larger than
that of the solar differential rotation, and depending upon the latitude can be just over six times
larger. The enhanced differential rotation acts on a timescale of approximately 0.04 years, compared
with the solar timescale of 0.25 years. This indicates that the enhanced differential rotation acts
much faster at shearing the magnetic field than solar differential rotation, and using this enhanced
differential rotation will produce a stiff test of the numerical scheme. In the test case where the solar
value of meridional circulation is used along with the enhanced differential rotation profile, the field
will be sheared much faster in an east-west direction than when using the solar differential rotation.
This raises the question as to what value of meridional circulation will need to be used in order to
minimise this east-west shearing and allow reproduction of photospheric field configurations of a
similar orientation to those observed on the stellar body.
In this Chapter, the radial magnetic field simulation is adapted in order to model faster rotating stellar
surface fields. The enhanced differential rotation rate is implemented and a new peak value of merid-
ional circulation is calculated such that the evolution of the radial magnetic field remains accurate and
similar to that from HD171488. This is done by matching the orientation of the Polarity Inversion
Lines (P.I.L.) with respect to the north-south line to similar orientations calculated from HD171488
observations. This will be done using several simulations where five bipoles will be emerged and
evolved using the enhanced differential rotation and different peak values of meridional circluation
in order to determine the best value of meridional circulation to be used. Multiple bipole simulations
will then be run using the new peak values of meridional circulation coupled with the enhanced dif-
ferential rotation in order to see if we can produce simulations which give field configurations where
the orientation of the PILs within the multiple bipole simulations approximately match the orientation
of the PILs calculated within the observed radial surface field of HD171488. This will allow fairly
accurate evolution of the surface magnetic field in line with the expected variation from observations.
7.1 Initial Steps
Figure 7.2 shows results taken when the observed map from HD171488 is evolved forward using the
enhanced differential rotation rate along with solar meridional flow. There is no emergence within
this simulation as we are merely looking at the orientation of the magnetic field at this stage. Figures




Figure 7.2: Plots showing the average bipole tilt angle versus latitude when the observed map from HD171488 is evolved
forward for (a) 0 days, (b) 10 days and (c) 20 days using solar meridional circulation rates. In each graph the error bars
represent the distribution of tilt angles at each latitude. The images on the right show the radial surface distribution at (d)
day 0, (e) day 10 and (f) day 20, all plotted for a saturation level of 10 Gauss. The Polarity inversion lines are given by
the black lines.
(a), (b) and (c) show the average polarity inversion line tilt angle with respect to the north-south line,
versus latitude, while Figures (d), (e) and (f) show the radial surface field distribution at (d) day 0,
(e) day 10 and (f) day 20 of the simulation. The day 0 image is the observed magnetogram taken
from HD171488 using Zeeman Doppler Imaging. The error bars show the distribution of tilt angles
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around the calculated mean at each latitude. These figures show that, when using the solar meridional
circulation the average tilt angle of the radial magnetic surface field increases drastically throughout
all latitudes, after only 20 days.
Figure 7.2(a) shows that in the observed magnetogram at lower latitudes the tilt angle is fairly low
(approximately between 10◦-25◦). Above 50◦ latitude the average tilt angle is slightly higher, ranging
between 40◦ and 65◦. Figure 7.2(b) shows the calculated tilt angle after only 10 days of evolution,
while Figure 7.2(c) shows the same calculation after 20 days. Figures 7.2(e) and (f) show the radial
surface distribution at day 10 and 20 respectively. These graphs show that after only a short period of
evolution the average tilt angle versus latitude increases sharply throughout the simulation to between
65◦ and 80◦ at all latitudes. The distribution of tilt angles at each latitude, indicated by the error bars
plotted along the graphs, decreases throughout the evolution due to the shearing effect of the differ-
ential rotation. Combining the faster differential rotation with a slow rate of meridional circulation
causes a shearing of the field in a east-west direction, which increases the tilt angle of all polarity
inversion lines with respect to the north-south line.
The observed radial surface distribution shown in Figure 7.2(d) shows a single snapshot of what
has been a continuous evolution of the stars magnetic field. In this plot the flux regions are mainly
north-south orientated with small tilt angles. However, only 10-20 days of evolution with enhanced
differential rotation combined with a solar style meridional circulation completely changes this. As-
suming that Figure 7.2(d) gives a characteristic profile for the magnetic field we ask the question;
“What change in the other transport parameters are required to insure that the tilt angles at all lat-
itudes remain similar to those found in the initial observed map, but at later times of evolution?”
One possibility is that to model the time evolution of the radial magnetic field of faster rotating stars,
then the peak value of meridional circulation should be altered such that the change in tilt angle fits
the observations better. In the next Section, several runs are done in order to determine the value of
meridional circulation that should be used in order to allow a reproduction of the observed tilt angles
at later times. It should be noted that in this we are not trying to reproduce the exact Br distribution of
HD171488, but rather only the tilt angle variation with latitude. Multiple bipole simulations are then
run in Section 7.3 where numerous bipoles, which are created and emerged randomly, are emerged
over a 60 day period using the enhanced differential rotation profile, coupled with newly calculated
peak rate for meridional circulation.
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Figure 7.3: Radial surface field images taken when 5 bipoles with an initial tilt angle of 0◦ are emerged at 10◦ latitude,
and then evolved forward for 20 days. Image (a) shows the radial surface field distribution at day 0, while images (b), (c),
(d) and (e) show the radial field distribution at day 20 for a different peak value of meridional circulation. Image (b) shows
when a peak value of 50 ms−1 is used, (c) shows when a peak value of 100 ms−1 is used, (d) shows when a peak value
of 200 ms−1 is used and (e) shows when a peak value of 300 ms−1 is used. All images are produced for a saturation
level of 10 Gauss. Similar images can be produced when the bipoles are initially emerged at different latitudes and when
the initial tilt angle of the bipoles is set to 30◦.
In order to determine the most suitable peak value of meridional circulation that should be used, a
set of simulations are run. In these simulations five bipoles are emerged at the same latitude, ranging
from 10◦ and 70◦. They are then evolved forward for 20 days using the enhanced differential rotation
rate and a new peak value for meridional circulation, which ranges from 11 ms−1 to 300 ms−1. The
average tilt angle of the bipoles is then recorded and plotted against the initial latitude of emergence
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Figure 7.4: Plots showing the average tilt angle after 20 days of five bipoles with the same latitude of emergence, when the
initial tilt angle is (a) 0◦ or (b) 30◦. The resulting tilt angle after 20 days is plotted against the initial latitude of emergence
of the bipoles. In both graphs the dot-dashed line indicates the average tilt angle versus latitude of the observed map
from HD171488, the dashed line indicates the average tilt angle after the observed map has been evolved for 20 days with
enhanced differential rotation and solar meridional circulation. Each solid coloured line indicates a different peak value
of meridional circulation used to evolve the 5 bipoles. Black indicates a peak value of 11 ms−1, blue shows 50 ms−1,
turquoise represents a peak value of 100 ms−1, green represents 200 ms−1 and yellow has a peak value of 300 ms−1.
The bars on the two lines indicating data from the observed runs show the standard deviation within the observed data set.
of the five bipoles. This is done for a range of emergence latitudes in order to give an idea as to
how the tilt angle changes depending upon the initial latitude of emergence of the bipoles. This will
highlight any possible connection between latitude of emergence and the tilt angle of the bipoles
as the surface flow have an effect upon the bipoles. Using these simulations will hopefully allow
us to determine the best peak value of meridional circluation to be used along with the enhanced
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differential rotation rate. In the first set of simulations all five bipoles have an initial tilt angle of 0◦
with respect to the North-South line, and a second set is run where the initial tilt angle is 30◦. This also
allows us to determine how the initial tilt angle of the bipole can also affect the evolution of the field
orientation when the new profile for differential rotation is used, coupled with different peak values
of meridional circulation. We hope to be able to used the calculated value of meridional circulation in
order to run multiple bipole simulations which can accurately recreate the magnetic field orientations
of tyhe observed field on HD171488.
Figure 7.3 shows radial surface field images taken when five bipoles with an initial tilt angle of 0◦
are emerged at 10◦ latitude and evolved forward for 20 days. Image (a) shows the initial radial field
distribution, while the other images show the radial surface distribution after 20 days when a different
peak value of meridional circulation is used. Image (b) shows a peak value of 50 ms−1, (c) 100
ms−1, (d) 200 ms−1 and (e) 300 ms−1. Similar images can be produced when the bipoles are initially
emerged at a different latitude (ranging from 20◦ - 70◦) or have an initial tilt angle of 30◦. These
show that after 20 days evolution the tilt angle of the bipoles has increased greatly, while the bipoles
themselves have barely moved with respect to latitude.
The plots in Figure 7.4 show the average tilt angle of five bipoles after 20 days evolution plotted
against the initial latitude of emergence of the bipoles, using the enhanced differential rotation and
and different rates of enhanced meridional circulation. Figure 7.4(a) shows the results when the five
bipoles have an initial tilt angle of 0◦, while Figure 7.4(b) shows the results when an initial tilt angle
of 30◦ is applied to the bipoles. On each graph the solid coloured lines represent a different peak value
of meridional circulation: black indicates a peak value of 11 ms−1, blue indicates 50 ms−1, turquoise
indicates 100 ms−1, green 200 ms−1 and yellow 300 ms−1. The black dash-dot line indicates the
values calculated from the observed map which are trying to be matched. These graphs show that
when the peak value of meridional circulation is kept within the previously used range of 11 ms−1 to
300 ms−1 then the simulations do not match the observed values. The meridional circulation is too
weak to counter the shearing in an east-west direction by the differential rotation. This results in a
large final tilt angle for the bipoles. These runs suggest that a much higher peak value of meridional
circulation is needed. When the initial tilt angle is changed to 30◦, similar results are found (see
Figure 7.4(b)).
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Figure 7.5: Plots showing the average tilt angle after 20 days of five bipoles with the same latitude of emergence, when
the initial tilt angle is (a) 0◦ or (b) 30◦. The average tilt angle after 20 days is plotted against the initial latitude of
emergence of the bipoles. In both graphs the solid black line, with bars showing variation, indicates the average tilt angle
versus latitude of the observed map from HD171488, while each solid coloured line indicates a different peak value of
meridional circulation. Dark blue indicates a peak value of 1100 ms−1, turquoise represents a peak value of 1200 ms−1,
green represents 1300 ms−1 and red has a peak value of 1400 ms−1.
Figure 7.5 shows the results when the same set of simulations are run, but the peak value of meridional
circulation is varied between 1100 ms−1 and 1400 ms−1. Figure 7.5(a) shows when the bipoles have
an initial tilt angle of 0◦, while Figure 7.5(b) shows when the bipoles have an initial tilt angle of 30◦.
In the images the black solid line indicates the results from the observed map (the bars indicate the
distribution of tilt angles at each latitude), while each of the coloured lines indicates a different peak
value of meridional circulation: dark blue indicates a peak value of 1100 ms−1, turquoise shows 1200
ms−1, green a peak value of 1300 ms−1 and red shows 1400 ms−1. With the increase in meridional
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circulation, the timescale of meridional flow is between 0.016 and 0.02 years. This is now just under
half the timescale of the differential rotation. These graphs show a much better match in average tilt
angles versus latitude to the expected variation from the observed map.
Figure 7.5(a) shows that, when an initial tilt angle of 0◦ is chosen, each of the peak rates of meridional
circulation between 1100 ms−1 and 1400 ms−1 show an acceptable match to the observed PIL tilt
angles after 20 days. While there is a good match in tilt angle when the bipoles are emerged at 10◦ lat-
itude, peak rates of 1100 ms−1 and 1200 ms−1 give a slightly larger tilt angle. Above approximately
50◦, a peak rate of 1400 ms−1 shows the best match of the calculated tilt angles from the observed
map. Figure 7.5(b) shows that when an initial tilt angle of 30◦ is used all of the peak rates of merid-
ional circulation again show an acceptable match with the calculated tilt angle from the observations.
However, above 50◦ a peak value of 1200 ms−1 gives the most accurate match in tilt angles. These
graphs suggest that a peak value of either 1200 ms−1 or 1400 ms−1 would be the best peak value of
meridional circulation to use when modeling the evolution of the magnetic field on HD171488. In
the next Section, two separate sets of simulations are run for 60 days. The first uses a peak value of
1200 ms−1 for meridional circulation, the second uses a peak value of 1400 ms−1. This covers the
full range of the higher rates of meridional circulation that match well.
7.3 Multiple Bipole Emergence Runs
Using the enhanced values of meridional circulation (specifically 1200 ms−1 and 1400 ms−1), two
simulations are run where multiple bipoles are emerged, and evolved forward for 60 days. Each
simulations is run using a different peak value of meridional circulation, but the same pattern of
bipole emergence. 200 bipoles are emerged, with the tilt angle chosen randomly between ±50◦ and
emergence latitude and longitude of the bipoles is also chosen at random, but the latitude of emergence
is kept between ±40◦, giving a good spread of bipole emergence latitudes. These characteristics are
chosen to keep in line with the bipoles that can be used to model solar simulations. However, all
of the bipoles are randomly created such that no bias towards any one bipole type, shape, size, tilt
or emergence latitude is used. In both simulations, the average tilt angle of the PIL in the surface
distributions versus latitude is calculated at various time steps and compared to the average tilt angle
versus latitude calculated from the observed map (Figure 7.2 (a)). This is the key feature being
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matched between these simulations and will indicate whether the radial surface transport code has
been successfully adapted in order to model the faster rotating stellar body. Note that in doing this we
are only comparing tilt angles of the P.I.L. and not the radial field distributions, nor are we calculating
the locations of coronal null points. This is merely a theoretical simulation done in order to ensure
that the numerical code may be modified in order to model these faster rotating stellar bodies. To
compare radial field distributions, accurate information regarding the emergence of flux would be
required, which is not available to us. A further point of note is that, due to the much higher value of
meridional circulation being used, there is a very small numerical error within the code when using
the spherical harmonics. This error is minimized by taking a smaller time step, where 10000 time
steps are used in order to represent a single day, and also a larger diffusion rate of 1400 km2s−1 which
allows accurate modeling of the magnetic field. This error does not significantly affect the large scale
evolution and variation of the magnetic field. In order to stabilize the numerical scheme the diffusion
is only doubled while the meridional flow is over a factor of 100 times larger. Such a modest increase
in diffusion shows the code has performed well.
7.3.1 Meridional Circulation Peak Value: 1200 ms−1
Figure 7.6 shows the results when a peak value of 1200 ms−1 is used for meridional circulation. The
plots on the left show the average tilt angle versus latitude after (a) 8 days, (b) 31 days and (c) 60
days, while the respective radial surface field distributions are shown in images (d) 8 days, (e) 31
days and (f) 60 days. In images (a), (b) and (c) the red line shows the average tilt angle versus latitude
in the simulation, while the black line shows the calculated average tilt angle versus latitude from
the observed map. The error bars denote the standard deviation in the tilt angles. These plots show
a relatively good match of tilt angles at lower latitudes. However, above approximately 40◦ latitude
the simulation is not as well matched to the observed data and there is an increase in the average tilt
angle within the simulated data. This is due to the rapid fall off in meridional circulation, coupled
with a high gradient in the differential rotation, which shears the magnetic flux more in an east-west
direction and results in a slightly higher end tilt angle.
To counter this east-west shearing a broader profile of meridional circulation, uw(λ) , is used. This
produces a larger value of meridional circulation at higher latitudes. The same peak value and peak




Figure 7.6: Plots showing the average tilt angle versus latitude at various time-steps within the simulation where bipoles
are emerged in both hemispheres, where meridional circulation has a peak value of 1200 ms−1. Plot (a) is taken from day
8, (b) is taken from day 31 and (c) is taken from day 60. Images (d), (e) and (f) show the corresponding radial surface field
distributions plotted for a saturation level of 50 Gauss. The black lines are polarity inversion lines plotted on the surface.
latitude will be used within this profile and the new profile will merely allow a higher rate of merid-



















where uw(λ) indicates the value of meridional circulation at latitude λ. The parameter λ0 is the
latitude where the effect of meridional circulation disappears and is taken to be λ0 = ±75◦ as in
the solar case. this is done merely to keep inline with the parameters that have been used in the
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Figure 7.7: Plots of the wider profile of meridional circulation implemented (black line) with the original profile plotted
for comparison (red line). Plot (a) shows when the peak value is taken to be 1200 ms−1, while plot (b) shows when the
peak value is taken to be 1400 ms−1.
previous solar simulations. Figure 7.7(a) shows a plot of the wider used meridional flow profile
(black line), compared with the previous meridional circulation profile (red line). The profile is wider
around maximum, and falls off more rapidly above 60◦ latitude. This should maintain the effect of
meridional circulation at higher latitudes and lower the resulting tilt angle of the P.I.L.
The plots and images in Figure 7.8 show the results when the same set of bipoles are emerged, but
the wider meridional circulation profile is coupled with the enhanced differential rotation rate. It
is clear that the average tilt angle versus latitude calculated within these simulations shows a better
match to the calculated variation within the observed map than when a thinner profile of meridional
circulation is used. The error bars indicate that the simulated data has slightly more deviation at very
few latitudes within the simulated data. However, this can be explained due to the initial tilt angle of
the bipoles being chosen at random and having a wide spread between approximately ±45◦.
7.3.2 Meridional Circulation Peak Value: 1400 ms−1
The images in Figure 7.9 show the results when the peak value of meridional circulation is set to
1400 ms−1 using the original profile of meridional circulation. The bipole emergence patterns are the
same as in the previous set of simulations. Images (a), (b) and (c) show the average tilt angle of the
polarity inversion lines versus latitude on day 8, 31 and 60 respectively, while images (d), (e) and (f)
show the corresponding radial surface field images. In images (a), (b) and (c) the red line indicates the




Figure 7.8: Plots showing the average tilt angle versus latitude at various time-steps within the simulation. Bipoles are
emerged in both hemispheres and the wider profile of meridional circulation with a peak value of 1200 ms−1 is applied.
Plot (a) is taken from day 8, (b) is taken from day 31 and (c) is taken from day 60. Images (d), (e) and (f) show the
corresponding radial surface field distributions plotted for a saturation level of 50 Gauss. The black lines are polarity
inversion lines plotted on the surface.
calculated variation from the radial surface map, while the black line indicates the calculated variation
versus latitude for the observed map.
A variation similar to that found when using a peak value of 1200 ms−1 can be seen. The red curve
matches fairly well to the observed map at lower latitudes. However, above 40◦ there is a slightly
larger difference. This difference is smaller compared to when a peak value of 1200 ms−1 is used.
However, the difference between this data set and the observed map is still significant at higher lati-
tudes.




Figure 7.9: Plots showing the average tilt angle versus latitude at various time-steps within the simulation where bipoles
are emerged in both hemispheres using the original profile of meridional circulation with a peak value of 1400 ms−1.
Plot (a) is taken from day 8, (b) is taken from day 31 and (c) is taken from day 60. Images (d), (e) and (f) show the
corresponding radial surface field distributions plotted for a saturation level of 50 Gauss. The black lines are polarity
inversion lines plotted on the surface.
A further simulation using a slightly wider meridional circulation profile, modified such that the peak



















and is given by the black line in Figure 7.7(b). This profile ensures that the meridional circulation
remains stronger around its peak value and falls off faster at the higher latitudes maintaining the effect




Figure 7.10: Plots showing the average tilt angle versus latitude at various time-steps within the simulation where 400
bipoles are emerged in both hemispheres using the wider profile of meridional circulation with a peak value of 1400
ms−1. Plot (a) is taken from day 8, (b) is taken from day 31 and (c) is taken from day 60. Images (d), (e) and (f) show
the corresponding radial surface field distributions plotted for a saturation level of 50 Gauss. The black lines are polarity
inversion lines plotted on the surface.
of meridional circulation throughout the active latitudes.
The plots and images in Figure 7.10 show the results when bipoles are emerged using the wider
meridional circulation profile from Equation 7.3, coupled with the enhanced differential rotation rate.
It can be seen that the average tilt angle versus latitude when using this profile of meridional circula-
tion gives a much better match to the observed orientation of the magnetic field at all latitudes. The
difference between the orientation of the magnetic field polarity inversion lines throughout all stages
of the simulation give an excellent match to that calculated from the observed magnetogram. This
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gives confidence that the code has been modified correctly in order to accurately apply the simulation
to faster rotating stellar magnetic fields.
7.4 Results
In this chapter, the radial surface transport code has been modified such that the evolution of magnetic
flux on faster rotating stellar bodies, specifically HD171488, can be modeled. This is done through
a combination of enhanced differential rotation and an increase and change in the profile for the
meridional circulation. This was a speculative study to consider the feasibility of such application in
the future.
It was found that a much higher peak value of meridional circulation of approximately 1200-1400
ms−1 must be applied in order to accurately replicate the polarity inversion line orientations calcu-
lated from observations of HD171488. This range of peak values, coupled with the original profile
of meridional circulation, gives a good match when only five bipoles are used. However, when 400
bipoles are emerged over the course of 60 days, the average tilt angle at higher latitudes (i.e. between
40◦ and 70◦ latitude) is slightly higher than the observed variation. In order to combat this, a slightly
wider meridional circulation profile is applied (Equations 7.2 and 7.3). This allows a stronger value of
meridional circulation at higher latitudes and decreases the eventual tilt angle of the bipoles through-
out this region by countering the effect of differential rotation. It is found that using the wider profile
of meridional circulation with a peak value of 1400 ms−1 (which is approximately 127 times that
of the known meridional circulation on the sun) gives the best match of tilt angle versus latitude to
the observed data. This allows the conclusion that the combination of higher peak rate of meridional
circulation, wider meridional flow profile and emergence rates has reproduced the observed surface
field orientation calculated from HD171488.
While this work produces field orientations that are similar to those observed on the surface magnetic
field of HD171488, we cannot say that the field strengths have been accurately reproduced. One
reason for this does arise from the limitations that the observations of the star itself have: we merely
have limited observations of the surface magnetic field in the northern hemisphere of the star, which
arise from the limitations from the imager itself. If we had fully accurate measurements at all latitudes
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of the star we could possibly determine emergence patterns for the star and use these, coupled with
the adapted numerical code from this section, in order to produce fully accurate simulations which
match not only field orientations, but also field strengths.
8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, a magnetic flux transport simulation coupled with a potential field extrapolation tech-
nique have been used in order to determine the variation of coronal null points throughout the solar
cycle and their dependence upon the overlying global dipole and underlying magnetic flux. This is
used as an indication for the applicability of the breakout model (see Antiochos (1998); Antiochos et
al. (1999); MacNeice et al. (2004); Lynch et al. (2004); Choe et al. (2005)) as a mechanism for the
initiation of a coronal mass ejection. Following from this the magnetic flux transport code is then
applied, in a purely speculative study, in order to determine if the numerical scheme within the code
allows it to be applied to faster rotating stellar bodies. This is done via the inclusion of a faster differ-
ential rotation rate described by Marsden et al. (2007), and a higher peak value and wider profile of
meridional circulation.
Chapter 1 gave a description of CMEs and the various mechanisms for the initiation of a CME. Key
to the work presented here is the magnetic breakout model (Antiochos, 1998; Antiochos et al., 1999;
MacNeice et al., 2004; Lynch et al., 2004; Choe et al., 2005). In the breakout model, a null point
plays a key role in the eruption of magnetic flux from the sun by allowing reconnection to occur
that removes the overlying coronal field. For simplicity, it is therefore assumed that the variation of
coronal null points will indicate the possible variation of breakout configurations.
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In Chapter 2, the Magnetic Flux Transport simulation is described. This simulation describes the
time evolution of the radial field component of the magnetic field on the solar surface. Two forms
of the simulations are described: the instant day simulation, which produces an approximation of
the Sun’s global magnetic field at any instant in the simulation and the simulated synoptic magne-
tograms, created using the instant day maps, which are used as a direct comparison with Kitt Peak
magnetograms.
Chapter 3 described the Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) Model. Here, a potential coronal
field is extrapolated out to 2.5R⊙, using each of the previously calculated radial surface magnetic
fields as a base boundary condition. A description of the null point finding technique of Haynes &
Parnell (2007) is then given. This technique will be applied to each coronal configuration calculated
throughout the simulations in order to determine the location of coronal null points throughout the
solar cycle. Several simple test configurations are analysed where a coronal null point is known to
exist in order to test the accuracy of the null finding technique.
In Chapter 4, the codes described in the previous two chapters were brought together in order to
create the main simulation. The null finding code was applied to each coronal field in both the
instant day and simulated synoptic magnetogram simulations and the variation of coronal null points
deduced. Both the instant day and simulated synoptic magnetogram simulations show that the number
of coronal nulls varies cyclically throughout the simulation and in phase with the emergence rate
of new flux. Over 2 simulated cycles a total of 2843 coronal nulls were found for the instant day
simulations and 2437 for the simulated synoptic magnetograms. Therefore through the process of
forming synoptic magnetograms approximately 1/6 of the nulls are lost. At cycle maximum in the
instant day simulations the number of null points peaks at around 15− 17 per day. When the number
of nulls are compared to the the rate of bipole emergence, a wide scatter is observed; however, on
average, the ratio of nulls to emerged bipoles is approximately 1/3. As the emerging flux follows the
well known butterfly diagram the location of coronal nulls follows a similar pattern. There is however
a difference in the structure of the butterfly diagram for the nulls as it shows a polar drift in the rising
phase of the solar cycle. Therefore, active cycles should therefore have many more coronal null points
and breakout configurations than inactive ones.
On studying the latitudes of formation of the nulls it is found that the vast majority of nulls form
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within the active latitude belts of ±50◦, with only very few forming outside this range. This indicates
that it is the complex underlying active region fields that are key in forming the coronal nulls and not
the interaction of single bipoles with the global dipole. This is supported by the result that only 8% of
the total number of nulls within the instant day simulation found were connected to the global dipole.
As the vast majority of nulls are not connected to the global dipole there is no significant change in
the number of nulls between the rising and declining phases; therefore, the breakout configurations
occur throughout the solar cycle. The hypothesis presented in Chapter 3 and Figure 3.1 is found to be
true for nulls connected to the global dipole, however, their numbers are not significant.
As the majority of the coronal nulls are found to form at active latitudes, due to the complex structure
of the underlying photospheric fields, a consequence of this is that the nulls form low down in the
corona. An average radial extent of 1.25R⊙(174,000km) is found in both simulations. In addition
the number of nulls falls off as approximately 1/r3 as predicted by Longcope et al. (2003). When
the null points within the instant day simulations are classified depending upon the photospheric flux
distribution leading to their creation, it is found that 71% form in quadrapolar flux distributions (either
newly emerged quadrapoles – 46%, or advected quadrapoles – 25%), 18% form around the equator
due to cross hemisphere bipole interactions while only 11% are due to the interaction of single bipoles
with unipolar regions of flux such as those of the polar fields.
A key result of this study shows that the majority of null points (over 90%) do not connect to the global
dipole and therefore there is no significant variation in the abundance of breakout configurations
between the rising and declining phases of the solar cycle (other than that related to just asymmetry
in sunspot numbers). The lack of dependence of the majority of the null points upon the global
dipole is one of our key conclusions. As a consequence, in principle, the Magnetic Breakout Model
remains equally applicable at all stages of the solar cycle as an initiation mechanism for coronal mass
ejections.
In Chapter 5, the locations of the calculated null points were used in order to quantify how many of the
coronal configurations may, in principle, breakout. This is done to further determine the applicability
throughout the solar cycle. Here, we assume that a null point may breakout if all of the overlying
magnetic flux can be removed via reconnection with the underlying magnetic flux at the null point.
In essence, if there is more flux below the null than above, then the underlying field may breakout.
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A simple calculation is applied to each of the null points. The path of the PIL lying below each null
point is followed and a radial projection out to 2.5R⊙ made. This produces a radial plane along the
PIL containing the null point. The unit normal vector at each grid cell along the PIL is then calculated
using nˆ = −∇Br|∇Br| . This is then used to determine the direction of the field passing through the plane
and to determine the flux below compared to flux above.
Through applying this technique, approximately half of the null points were found to have the required
condition for breakout to occur. The number of null points that are found to breakout follows the
variation of emerging magnetic flux on the solar surface. As the amount of emerging magnetic flux
increases, the number of null points that can breakout increases. However, although the number of
configurations that can breakout increases with the amount of magnetic flux present, there is never
a point throughout the solar cycle where all of the nulls present at a single time allow breakout. It
can also be seen that above 1.4R⊙ all of the null points should breakout, regardless of what stage
at the solar cycle they occur. These results show that, while the breakout model may account for
approximately half of coronal mass ejections that occur, a further model or set of models would be
required to fully explain the initiation of all coronal mass ejections.
Chapter 6 compared the results of the coronal null point variation calculated within the instant day and
simulated synoptic data is to the variation calculated when the observed data from Kitt Peak was used
as a base boundary condition for potential field extrapolation. This comparison should allowed us to
determine if the calculated variation in the simulated data is realistic, as the general characteristics
of coronal null point variation should be very similar in both sets of simulations. It is found that
both sets of simulations produce results that are consistent with one another and have similar overall
characteristics for the variation of coronal null points on the large scale. This gives confidence that
the overall variation of coronal null points throughout the solar cycle has been accurately calculated.
In the final chapter of this thesis, the radial surface transport code has been adapted in order to model
the time evolution of rapidly rotating stellar bodies. This is done via the application of an enhanced
differential rotation rate, calculated by Marsden et al. (2007) (see Equation 7.1), combined with an
enhanced meridional circulation. This purely speculative study is done in order to test if the numerical
scheme can be applied to the problem of rapidly rotating stars.
The code is modified such that the orientation of polarity inversion lines of bipoles which are emerged
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approximately matches the observed orientation from HD171488. This is done by combining an
increased meridional circulation peak rate of between 1200 ms−1 and 1400 ms−1 and applying a
wider profile of meridional circulation. The value of diffusion is also increased, however, this is done
in order to preserve the numerical stability within the code.
Running multiple bipole simulations with the enhanced differential rotation rate, combined with the
profile of meridional circulation, gives a tilt angle versus latitude variation that approximately matches
the observed map from HD171488. It is discovered that a peak rate of meridional circulation taken
to be 1400 ms−1, combined with a slightly wider profile of meridional circulation (given in Equation
7.3) gives the best match in tilt angle versus latitude distribution. This shows that, in theory, the code
could be adapted in order to model faster rotating stellar bodies using a combination of enhanced
differential rotation and a faster and wider meridional circulation profile.
8.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis could be continued in several ways.
• The potential field extrapolation technique could be modified such that a linear or non linear force
free coronal field is extrapolated. This would give slightly more complexity to the coronal field
distribution, however, it is hoped that the general variation of coronal null points within the more
complex field would be similar to the calculated variation here.
• The recently developed technique for finding magnetic skeletons and separators of Haynes & Parnell
(2010) could be applied in order to develop our first guess technique for calculating the magnetic flux
above and below the null point. This technique could be used to accurately account for all of the flux
above and below the null point and would be able to refine our initial conclusion.
•Given that the numerical code has been modified to work for rapidly rotating stellar bodies, it can be
further applied. This can be via further observations of HD171488, which can be used to determine
possible emergence rates on this stellar body. This can then be used within the code in order to
approximate flux levels and model the flux evolution on the surface. A further application is to the
study of other rapidly rotating stellar bodies and deduce a wider range of transport coefficients.
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